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Private Lecture to

LADIES
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W e also have in sleek the largest assortment of Painted
Sets in the
and a full line of goods usually
f mini in a first class Furniture Store, consisting of Oflioe De-ks and State,
Tahfaa p.,, phot.. vdo
Willow Chairs and Perfor ited
We
bo ,
to
e
*
1
1<’"' prices to a11 who may choo9e to call upon us.
**■
1 mg and favorably known as
'*.* ss* *■’
connected with the furniture business, can
be found w Ah us ami would tie pleased to meet his old friends
and acquaintances.
call
£g|r“Don’t fail to cau
and see us before you purchase. V\ e can save dollars for
you.
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APTliRVOO.V,

■

Chairs—hair cloth,
Lounges,
Side Boards,

~

ENTERTAINMENTS.
HATtKDIY

just manufactured and have in store
§18 to §175 Mirrors,
15c to §50.00
35 to 200 Tables—Marble Top
§3.50 to 20
40c to 65c Tables—Black Walnut,
1.00 to
8
95c to §4.50 Spring Beds,
2.00 to
9

We have

Chamber Sets
Parlor Suits
Chairs—wood scat,
Chairs—cane scat,

COMPETITION,

2 Free

Street,

E. If.

half past two. No gentlemen admitted on this occasion.

co.,
Portland, Me.

dtt

She will have something of great importance to
tell the ladies, and something that will be
especially
interesting to them. This lecture was recently given in Boston to au audience of over two thousand
ladies. Every lady who can ought to be
present
and also take her daughter Mith her.
Everybody
delighted beyond expec ation.
Ticket* only 33 ct*., including reserved seats.
Call immediately at Stock bridge's Music Store.
Crowded house last night. The best cla s of people
in attendance. Frequent and
applause Acknpw lodged to be the most remarkable and eloquent
lady sj»eaker who has ever visited Portland. Remember she is the only lady M ho has ever lectured upon
this question, and you may never hear her equal.
jaal4
u2t

Wo do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve com
m unicat ions that are not used.

The Governor's Message.
Governor Piaisted’s message is much like
Barnum’s Living Skeleton, remarkable for
length and thinness. It begh s with affected self-dispraise and ends with a panegyric
on the Roman constitution.
A State paper
that spans the immense gulf between
Plaisted and Ciqero must necessarily be of

extraordinary Ungtii. The message certainly has that excuse for its tediousness,
and none other.
The Governor devotes great part of his
communication to the Legislature to topics
which do not concern him in his official
character. He seizes occasion to discuss
the question of national finances, falls into
a pretended fright at the power of the railroads, advances a demagogical plea for the reenactment of the usury acts, and makes himself ridiculous by expressing apprehensions
of dangers to come from the gathering of
representative bodies of our volunteer militia at the national capital on Inauguration

Day.
In treating of State affairs the recommendations of Governor Plaisted in regard to
taxation and to State institutions are gen-

hearty

eral to vagueness. He thinks the Agricultural College a good thing, wants the name
vi

Dances!

Fraternity

~II

Thursday Evening,

Evening,

ALL

Nov. 25,

Tuesday

Dec. 14. Friday Evening,
Dec. 31, Tuesday Evenings, Jan.
11, 25, Feb. 8,
—

IN

AID

Portland
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KIDMfiE* it hiVfab- rfcoiiHiiTnulril nn»l uiunrpaiitcd for WEAK

Fraternity.

Fred R. Farrixcton,
Wm. Senter, Jr.,
E. C. Jordan,

BUT UP 15 QUART SIZE BOTTLES FOR GENERAL AND FAMILY USE.
„ not found at
your Uruggists or Grocer’s, we will send|a bottle and pamphlets prepaid to the nearest
_If

Express office to you.

the

$5.00.

40

ANNUAL MEETINGS.
PORTLAND RAILROAD CO.
Annual Meeting of the stockholders of the
Portland Railroad Company will be held in
Lancaster Hall, Portland, on MONDAY, January
17th, 1881, at 3 o’clock P. M„ for the choice of
Directors and the transaction of any other business
that may legally come before them

THE

COLCORD,

E. A. NEWMAN, Sec’y.
1881.
janlO dtd

Portland, January 10th,

143 Pearl Street.

“German”

rot

_eod&eowlyr

J. W.
jan‘24

Tuesday Evening.

'SESMMSg&wr,

Sold in Portland by all Druggists.

Given to private pupils by tbe subscriber.

Every Thursday Evening.
every

six bottles for

Instruction in English and Classical Studios.

Gilbert’s Assemblies,
Wallziug,

or

_EDUCATIONAL

eodtd

meet*

$1.00

DQYl

J. H. Drummond, Jr.,
Wm. H. chumacher,
P. T. Griffin.

Music by Chandler’s Full Qnanrille Bund.

in

Price

LAWRENCE & MARTIN,

Tickets for the course of six evenings, admitting
Gen' Ionian and Ladies, J5.00; to be obtained of the
committee on Entertainments. Evening tickets, $1.

mnd Baqnet
janC.

?y®tem’

AAL10

Entertainments.

oot16

FOIJI. KID

» FOREST LEAF with JUNIPER Berries and BARLEY
MALT we have disKIDNEGEN, which acts specifically on the Kidneys and
in the
bladder and any straining, smarting beat or irritation in the waterUrinary Organs, removing deposits
them strength, vigor
giving
passages,
and cans'ng a healthy color and ea-v flow of urine. It can he taken at ail
in
all
climates
without
times,
tlle
,-,,illk0 any other preparation for
Kidney difficulties, it lias a very pleasant and
e
agreeable taBte and
flavor. It contains positive diuretic properties and will not nauseate. Ladies especially will like it, and Gentlemen will find KIDNEGEN the best Tonic
c
Beverage
ourfe for its
F
poses ever used!
NOTH’!:—Each label has the .Signature of LAWRENCE & MARTIN, and each bottle has a Government Revenue Stamp (with our
name,) which permits KIDNEGEN to be sold as a Proprietary arete, (with out license) by Druggists, Grocers and other Dealers everywhere.

Jr.,Mr.

on

or

*'
BD‘! » I«W8, arising from K HANKY or BLADDER
Also for BLUOD au<l lit !(N EY
POISONING, in infected malaria

JAM T ,M.‘* V,'
RISBAsUES.

General Committee.
T. C. Hersev, Esq-, President Fraternity.
Samuel J. Anderson, Esq., Vice President.
E. A. Noyes, Treasurer.
Mr. S E. Spring,
Hon. Geo, Walker,
Hon. A. E. Stevens,
Mr. 1. P. Farrington,
P.
Mr.
Geo.
Geo. S. Hunt,
Hon.
Wescott,
Hon. JacobMt I.ellan, Mr. H. N. >ose,
Hon. Wm. L. Putnam,
Mr. Geo. W. Woodman,
Hon. I. Washburn,
Cuas. McLaughlin!
Mr. W. I. Thom,
Mr. John N. Lord,
Mr. Nathan Webb,
Mr. J. s. Winslow,
Mr. Chab. E. Jose.
Mr. J. P. Baxter,
Mr. S. T. Pullen,
Mr. I), w. Fessenden,
Mr. M. P. Emery,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. W. F. Millikex.

Committee

dtf

Annual Meeting-.

dtf

B««TON SCEKDOL OF ORATORY.
Full course two years, three hours daily; shorter
course, oyE year. Term begins Oct. 7. Application
at 1 Somerset St., Bosiou. any day after Oct. 1,
from 10 to 12 A. m. For circ >lars, apply to
R. R. RAYMOND, Principal.

Maud Daily Dress

jel4eod-eow8\v—thsepl

Annual Meeting of the stockholders of the
Pondicherry Company will be held at their
office in Bridgton, Me., on TUESDAY, January
18th, 1881, at 3 o’clock P. M.. for the choice of
officers and the transaction of any other business
that may come before them.

THE

same

O. B.

Portland, January 5th, 1881.

GIBBS, Clerk.
jan8 dlw*
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FOR 1881.

3VEISSS*

laiTPLO'W'ia-,

Portland Steam Packet Co.

Teacher of
^

French and German, j

The Portland Daily Press is the largest and best
dailv newspaper in Maine, containing reading matter in larger quantity and greater variety than any
journal of its class in the State.

Will rcccSvs* I'nisiS at

643

ITS NEWS DEPARTMENTS

Congress Street.
dtf

octll

always tilled with the latest information on
curreut affairs both at home and abroad, received
by telegraph and by mail. Special attention is paid
to local ami State matters, and its facilities for obtaining prompt and reliable news from all pirts
o! the State are unexcelled.
During the coming
session of the
are

REAL

at

Augusta

advances

to

PORTLAND

jan7dtd

OGDENSBURG R. R.
COMPANY.

&

NOTICE.
Meeting of the
THE
Portland & Ogdensburg
will be held at

Stockholders of the
Railroad Company
Company’s Office, No. 39 Exchange street, Portland, Me., on TUESDAY, the
Eighteenth day of January current, at ten o’clock
the

buy lumber, taking mortgage payable

in the forenoon:
To choose Directors for the ensuing year and to
transact aDy other business that may legally come

in installments.
1 he public will find it to their
advantage to patronize this agency. Office 16<i
Fore street, Portland.
octlGcodSm
JOHN W. MUNGER.

before the meeting.

CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.
jan3 d2w

Portland, January Sd, 1831.

COMMERCIAL NEWSPAPER,
the Press must commend itself to every citizen of
It contains
Maine engaged in trade or commerce.
daily reports by telegraph of the condition of forand domestic markets, while the importance of
Portland as a distributing centre for the State
Its
makes its local market reports of great value.
ship news is always full and accurate. In its

WE

offer for

of tbe
This is the most

or

small

at

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT

our office.
Al o, building

lots

seen

IVTnnioy Hill. Congress,
Deering, High, State, Mellen, Sherman, Grant,
Portland, Wes; aud Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to build or to invest in real estate, a rare opportunity is now offered.

daily journal in
l« stronger than any
Maine. Its treatment of the current political topics
able
and
discriminating,
of the day is prompt,
while its book reviews and literary criticisms are
prepared with great care and are notable for their
keen insight and pure and finished literary style.

it

on

TO lA'A.
Store No. 51
change St. and

AS A POLITICAL JOURNAL,

1

I

Exchange Sr., chambers

Ex-

on

i

Middle St.

on

d6m

nov2‘J

Middie Street.

172

I

FOR SALE.

good

things.

Located

Tht- events of the coming year at home and abroad
The developMd fair to be of unusual interest.
ment of the policy of the incomiug national administration must attract great attention and be eagerAbroad the condition of affairs in Irely watched.
land is becoming more threatening, and the day
not
distant when news i'ropj that quarbe
far
may
A daily journal
ter will be of absorbing interest.
with telegraph reports from all sections of our own
country and other countries will therefore be a necessity to every citizen of Maine who takes an intelligent interest in affairs.

of the

on one

best streets at

Woodford’s Comer, near horse

cars.

FIRST CLASS 21/fe story house, with stab’e
25x25 feet, iienery, etc. All nearly new and
in perfect order, lot 100x150 feet, nicely fenced,

A

large

number of trees and

shrubs,

house is heated

by furnace, up-stai s and down, excellent well of
water, an. I large cistern. One of the finest residences
in Deeringr. Cost about $6.<XH) two years ago when
all material was cheap. Will bo sold at a bargain,

Appy

The Daily Tress is offered to mail subscribers—
postage paid—for $7 per year, $3.50 foj six months
$1.75 for three months, if paid strictly in adi^iaer.

to

CHARLES RICH,
Exchange Street.f

%

The DAILY PRESS will be furnished
for the Legislative session for $1.50.

J

Homoeopathic

HOSPITAL,

:

J. ». & F. FESSENDEN,

the Press will be devoted as iu the past to a discriminating support of the Republican party, and
will stand through thick and thin for the equal
the length and
rights of all citizens throughout
breadth of the Republic. It will ala ays speak out
and
lust laws, beli ving
morals
for education,
ihat ihe safety of the nation depends upon these

Massachusetts

valuable suburban property in the

vicinity of Portland, and will be sola very loin.
Plans aud desoription of the premises can be

TRUSTEES OF THE

TUE

i

sale in large

lots, all our
property in Deering, the same being a part !
farm of the late Jam
Deering.

eign'

P

THE

Annual

tered atthis office.
I\’o ^nle No Coiesnti: *ien.
Desirab e lots of Land for sale
Responsible partii s
buying lots proposing to build houses, can hive

uy a capauiu
jBpeeial cr>rres|K>ndent who will furni.-h full daily
reports of*the pr.-ceediogs. The election of a United
States Senator and the settlement of the State valuation. both of which will devolve upon the next
Legislature, as well as the fact that thai Legislature
wifi be the last for two years will render the coming
As a
session one of great interest and importance.
represeuieu

!

ESTATE.

annual meeting of the stockholders of the
PORI LAND STEAM PACKET CO., will be
held at their office on Franklin Wharf, on TUESDAY, the 18th day of January, current, at 3
o’clock p. m. for the choice of five directors for the
eusuing year and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before them.
J. F. LISC'JMB, Secretary.

Portland, January 7,1881.

Sieai Estals Agency.
desiring to sell Houses or Real Estate
of any descripti *n, can have the same regisPARTIES

LEGISLATURE,
11 win oe

IVlake this Public
for Aid.

Appeal

It >s desired to enlarge the Hospital building, and
to add to its facilities for serving the commumtv.
The work of the Hospital has been steadily increasing since its foundation in 1871. During the
past year a larger number of persons than ever before have been received into the building, and the
demand for the treatment of free patients is now
more pressing than at any previous time.
The need of
accommodations for the various departments is very great.
It is deemed by the
Trustees to be a matter of absolute necessity to add
to the Hospital building a surgical ward, a
ward, and a children's ward; and funds are also imperatively needed to maintain the work at its present point of efficiency and success.
'I he Trustees hope that the friends of the
Hospital
and all who have any knowledge or experience of
the benefits that it has conferred, will answer this
appeal with the same generosity that was displayed
at the time of its foundation; and that liberal donations and annual subscriptions will be tiven to meet
its immediate requirements, as well as to greatly
increase its means and opportunities for usefulness.
Subscriptions and donations may be sent to

larger

lying-in

ISAAC FENNO, Treasurer, 28 Summer street, Boston, Mass.
President—Charles R. Codman.
Secretary—Miss Ellen Fkothingham.

_dee31_eodCt
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BUSINESS CARDS.

RODGERS,

THE

NATURAL

PHYSICIAN,

OP

NO. 3 DEERING PL ICE, PORTLAND.
lias

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

Went

l-A

••}

STEPHEN

Card

Book,

Frw.^3

K tj

NO. S

BEKStY,

lob Printer,

and

I’lil'.il

MTBKBT.

JOST A HORTON,

POM PUBLISHING CO.
PORTLAND^

FRESCO PAINTERS,

ME.

Price-

I *A Hai ket Sipiiuv, fortlnud.
reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

dly

je2

__

Db.$ANFORD;$

CHARLES QRSfvUTsER,
Teacher of.

Violin and other IuNtruiuent«.

ISO

NO.

HIDOLE

dtf

A

rare

chance

for in-

vestment.
1-64

Ship St. .John Smith, 2,220 tons.
J. B. Brown,
1,550
1 32 Barque Isaac Jackson, 616
Edmund Phinney, 751
1-32
401
1-32 Brig Josela,
292
1-32 Sch. Fred Jackson,
1-32
Albert H. Waite, 294
The party wishing to dispose of them prefers to sel
1-64

IHVIGORATOR
Vegetable

A

*•

Compound that
Only
acts directly upon the Liver, and
cures Liver Complaints, Jaundice, Biliousness, Malaria, Costiveness, Headache. It assists digestion, strengthens the system,
the
regulatesthe bowels, purifies
free.
Dr.
sent
A
Book
blood.
Sanford, 162 Broadway, N. Y.
FOR BALE BY ALL DBUGGI8TS.
eodeowly
oc!3

all in one lot to close the concern.
ticulars enquire of
J. S. WINSLOW & CO., 3 & 4

dec25

For further par-

Mrs. C. who has been suffering from Dropsy for
nine mouths, and has had from ten to fifteen quarts
ol water drawn at one time every twenty-four
days,
has been treated by Hr. Rodgers, ninety
days, has
been fully restored to health, without the aid of

Another lady of Deering, cured of Tumors.
Mrs. B. of Saco, after being treated twenty-nine
mont hs by her physician was given up as incurable.
Her trouble was Nervous Prostration, and General
Debility. Although this old lady was seventy years
of age, to-day she is feeling as strong and well as she
felt twenty years ago.
Names and residences of the above persons can be
had at th» office, and hundreds of others.
I u ill
examine the human frame,
giving every acne and pain, for one dollar.
The Dr. can be seen at any time during the dav or
evening at

clairvoyantly

janl

No. 3 DEtBIKG PJLACE.

MURIATIC

!

ready for business without ad* liar’s outday. Carries 148 M lumber or 200 tons
For further particulars inquire of
C. A. 1J. MORSE & CO.,

jan7 dtf

AND

Qiaubci'bf

5 Com’l Whp.rf, Portland, Maine.

NITRIC

ACIDS,

Salt nnd other Chemicals,

ernor

for

the next two

years.

Those who

do notread it will save themselves many
yawn and lose nothing worth holding.

a

Boston Herald: The Democratic genius
for blundering may be equal to a re-opening
of the Kellogg case, and the resulting responsibility for an extra session of Congress,
but we shall await the proof before believing
it. The ablest aud most fair-minded among
their own partisans regard this case as
finally settled.1' If the party were really
drowning a catch at this straw would no1
save it.
It would even be better off, for the
present, and in a better position to renew
the struggle in a reorganized form, three or
four years hence, to let the control of the
Senate pass wholly out of its hands. The

precarious hold would do it no good, except,
perhaps, to enable it to hang on to a few
And there is no knowing
petty offices.
what folly the Republicans might commit
were they given rope enough.
Stealing
seats in the Senate, or fighting for bogus
members in the

the Democratic

of affairs.

lower nouse, will not serve
party in the existing state

What

it

needs

is

to

go back-

good ways—for its principles, and
|
forward in honest advocacy of them.
ward—a

Albany Journal:
other than

personal

Gen.

reasons

for

Garfield has

inviting

Mr-

Blaine to his Cabinet. No other man represents a larger element in the Republican
party. This was shown by the zeal with
which hi3 candidacy was taken up and by
the vote he received in the Convention. It
is proper that the President should surround himself with the best representative
men of the party.
That Mr. Blaine
will meet the demands of the responsible
position tendered him may be inferred from
the record of his public life. lie has filled
many responsible offices honorably to himself and acceptably to the people. As Secretary of State he will prove himself the
equal of the most eminent of his predecessors.
His selection will be accepted as an
earnest of the sagacity and wisdom which
will characterize the Administration of Gen.
Garfield.
Boston Journal: Gen. Anderson, the
Democratic candidate for Congress in the
First Maine District, proposes to contest the
seat which has been given to Mr. Reed.
He proposes to show cases of bribery. This
will be a dangerous proceeding in a District
and State in which Democratic managers
declared that they had all the money they
wanted and proposed to use it.
No one need fret about a “Constitutional
Governor.” The article we have got is
neither all-wool nor a yard wide; but
meets legal requirements.
We warrant it
to be a Governor, but cannot recommend its
quality. The best thing about it is Us title
—that’s of Republican origin.
m u

A»uuut;i(UB

am

LCixxiny

uxsiip-

pointed because Plaisted has been seated.
They wanted to make a martyr of him, believing that he would be more profitable to
them as martyr than as Governor. Quite
likely: the gubernatorial business is the one
he is least fitted for.

Belfast Journal: The Portland Argus
from the Baltimore American an
article on natural gas. We should think
the Argus itself could have furnished sufficient information on that subject. It uses
a good deal of the article.

copies

Boston has hushed up on the Ponca question. Dawes having virtually secured a renomination there is no longer any motive
for talking up the wrongs of the Indian.
Let it be understood that the Republican
not hold itself responsible for
Governor Plaisted. It simply regards him

party does
as a

disagreeable necessity.

The amount of misinformation about the
portfolio of the State Department possessed
by the Hevy York Tribune is curiously inter-

esting.
Having settled the Governorship quesLegislature can now profitably devote itself to the red business of the session.
tion our

If

Governor Plaisted

MERRiMAC CHEMICAL
Also tor sale,
Acids, etc.

DR

CO.,

Kilby 81., Hoaton.
Aqua Ammonia, Blue Vitriol,

Acetic

novl7WF&M3m

F. II. KENISON

y jm

by

a

From 145 Tremont Street

4 Boston, will be at U. S.
/M Hotel, Room 19 JAN.

18. for Fouk Days O.nly

knows anything

scratch.

Were Diogenes prowling about for honest
the search would only cost him
traveling expenses from Athens to Augusta.
men now

teb24

eoutf

are

generally excellent. The new Senate will
be a strong legislative body.
The Bangor Whig finds English inadequate to express its feelings over Plaisted’s
election, and so drops into French.

Wisconsin, which had ten miles of railroad in operation in 1851, began 1881 with
over three thousand miles.
Congress is still busily engaged in doing
anything, and finds itself very
much occupied.
not much of

the

Senate

and

House of

Called by the voice of the people and the
voice of the law, to assume the responsibilities
and undertake the duties of Chief
Magistrate
of our State, I avail
myself of this presence
to
express my grateful thanks to my fellow
citizens, to whose partiality I am indebted for
this distinguished honor. I should be, indeed, something more, or less, than human, if
so
distinguished a mark of public favor did
command my gratitude and my
and fill me with a profound sense of
not

devotion,
the trust

reposed.
A public trust is the most sacred of all
trusts and one that must bear with the greatest weight of obligation, upon
every rightthinking mind. The betrayal of a high public
trust is more than treason, and admits of no
excuse or palliation^ and no
mercy or pity for
him who betrays it. For, be it remembered,
that, after all the safeguards human wisdom
and human prudence can devise for the security of our most sacred interests, we must repose at last, for that security, upon the simple
honesty of man. No other foundation than
this hath
or

society

While it is with

government.

no little
distrust of my
abilities, it is not without some confithat
I
assume
dence,
the trust to which I cm
called of my fellow citizens, and to the faithful discharge of which I have
pledged myself
by the most solemn sanctions; for the people
are never
unreasonably exacting of their public servants. Brilliant talents and great abilities are held by them in comparatively light
regard; but faithful public services, when rendered by moderate abilities, never fail of their
reward in the appreciation and gratitude of
the people. The shortcomings and mistakes
of a public servant in the highest station,
even, arc forgiven and overlooked, provided he
has done his best. Indeed so little
exacting,
and so indulgent are the people, it would seem
as if they were
quite ready to impute it to
him for righteousness if a public servant does
not betray his trust.
This is a sad reflection,
if it be true, and yet one that should
inspire
each of us, entering upon this term of service,
with a zeal to do his best for the commonwealth and, at the same time, to lament that
he is not able to do more.
I shall not be able, gentleman, to furnish
you with any detailed statement of the affairs
of thft flnnnrtmpnty nnrl inetitiitirme nf
State. I have not had access to the official
reports of the last year; they have not yet
been published. Besides, owing to the uncertainty as to the election—the declaration of
the result—I have not made such examination
of these affairs of the State as I might otherwise have felt it my duty to make.
Hence,
for needed information respecting the affairs
of the several departments and the condition
and wants of our State institutions, I have to
refer you to the official reports, which will be
laid before you at an early day;
confining myself in the main, to such general reflections
and suggestions concerning them as seem to

own

me

appropriate.

FINANCES.

Upon the subject of the State finances I
give you such information as I have been able
to

obtain from the treasurer’s office:

Keceipts for 1880,
Expenditures,

Senatorial nominations this year

MANUFACTURED By

SOIL ALASKA, 128 59-100 tons burden, built in 1807 in the most thorough
manner, is tight and strong, and all

coal.

fltf

OTT VltrioTT
Office 73

Central Wharf.
dtf

FOR JSALE.
«

escape he has had

about billiards he must realize that he won

For Sale.
Vessel property for sale.

Mrs. L. of Deering, whose arm was paralyzed, and
who had been treated twenty-one months, and
given
up as incurable. Dr. Rodgers has treated the Lady’s
arm sixty days and she has now full control over
it.

WTIBEKT.

sep25

and

tapping.

Address

^

Made Some Wonderful Cares,
the Proof is here:

the narrow

from the jurisdiction of the courts his remarks are, to say the least, in the worst possible taste. They resemble the exulta ion
of a man who has escaped justice through a
flaw in the indictment.
Those who read the message will readily
conclude that we have got a wearisome Gov-
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ii, now the largest and best weekly paper in Maine.
It is full of news and general matter—literary, scientific. agricultural and commercial. It has also full
Terms $2 per
market report* and marine news.
year in advance, six months for §1 and three months
for 50 cents.

^“Mpeduarn Copies

cnangeu 10 industrial
urges the constitution of a

School for Boys,
Board of Equalization of Taxes, aud uses
many words in saying nothing about the
Insane Hospital. Of course he assumes to
fear judicial usurpation. This is doubtless
done to please the notorious returning
board of 1879 and its Fusion supporters.

FIFTH ANNUAL COUKSE.
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Representatives:

Every regular attuelu* of tlie Press is furnished
with a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demandiug credentials
of

Advertising: One inch of space, the
Rates
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00; oontinu
ing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents:
one week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-tnird additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Salks,” $2.00 per square per M eek; three insertions or less. $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in
every part
of the State) for $1.00 per
square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subsequent
1
insertion.
Address all communications to

Gentlemen

FRIDAY MORNING. JANUARY 14.
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GOVERNOR’S MESSAGE.

THE PRESS.

Christmas Goods.

At 109 Exchange St., Poktlaxd.
Terms: Eiuht lKdlars a Yesir. To mail subscrib
ers Seven lKuiars a
Year, if paid in advance.
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PORTLAND, FRIDAY MORNING, JANUARY 14, 1881.

■Sinking fund, January 1, 1881,
Bonded debt,

$1,672,395 13
1,581,469 96
1,307,857 75
5,883,900

The estimates for 1881 are not yet comFor these and all other details as to
the finances of the State, I refer you to the
treasurer’s report.

pleted.
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the assessments have been paid by the several
corporations assessed, excepting the Maine
Central, the Boston and Maine, and the Portland, Saco and Portsmouth railroads.
corporations resist the payment

These

the
ground that the act of last winter is unconstitutional. Actions to recover the taxes of
these corporations have been commenced by
the Attorney General; the cases have been
made up and are now in the hands of the
court.
An early decision is hoped for, and
expected before the close of this session.
The taxes levied upon the corporations contesting the legality of the tax, are as follows:
Maine Central, $22,000; Boston and Maine,
$18,000; Portland, Saco and Portsmouth,
$12,000; assessed upon a valuation of $2,200,000, $1,800,000, and $1,200,000 respectively ; being at the rate per mile of $7,000,
$38,000 and $24,000 respectively.
It is possible that these corporations
may
escape the payment of their assessments,
through defects of the law in the mode of
imposing the- tax. The assessments may not
be sustained, either as a
property or an excise
tax.
i he constitution is over ail,
corporations
and individuals alike, and, in a case of
doubtful constitutionality, it is the right and
duty of the management of these corporations
to test the
validity of the tax. They have
seconded the efforts of the Attorney to the
State in seeking the decision of the court at
the earliest possible
day.
As to your power to tax these
corporations,
you need only to be reminded that you are
clothed with the sovereign functions of
legislation, and that the only question for vour determination is : \\ hat is the just and effective
mode of imposing the tax r The
power of taxation is an incident of
sovereignty, a State neand
the only power which our consticessity,
tution, in express terms, declares that “the
shall
never in any manner suspend
Legislature
or surrender.”
All subjects, therefore, over
which the sovereign power of the State extends are in its discretion
legitimate subjects
of taxation in one form or another, either as a
or
an
excise
tax
or
property
license, and this
may be carried to any extent to which the
choose
to
government may
carry it, provided
the constitutional limitation, as*to
equality, be
on

observed.

SUCCESSION TAX.
As all property should bear its
just and
equal proportion of taxation, it would seem
but reasonable that legacies and inheritances
should not go untaxed. The
propriety of an
and collateral inheritance, is
approved by the
soundest political economists ; nor can there
be any doubt of the legal and moral
right of
the Legislature to impose it. The couditions
that make such a tax just and desirable are
tl at a large amount of personal
property that
passes by bequest—particularly government
bonds—will escape taxation altogether, unless
taxed when it comes to the light in its transfer
from the dead to the living. Besides it would
seem but just and
proper that this class of
property should be made to contribute to the
cost of maintaining Courts of Probate and of
Probate Records, established and maintained
for the sole benefit thereof. Then,
again, the
expense attending the collection of this tax
would be but trifling, and the burden of the tax
would fall lightly upon those who pay it,because
it would be deducted from what was never in
their possession, The State of
Pennsylvania
derives an annual income of over $300,000
from collateral inheritances and
bequests, and
in addition thereto a revenue of over
$100,000
from a tax on wills, writs, deeds, &c.
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION.
When the burdens of taxation shall fall
equally upon all, they will bear lightly and be

PRICE 3 CENTS.

possesses only the ordinary resources
farmer’s boy—pluck and muscle.

of the ! tary discipline, when maintained at a
high
standard of excellence, should be accounted,
even
in
time
of
as
the
INSANE HOSPITAL.
most
peace,
among
The condition and treatment of the insane effective agencies for the moral and physical
of
our
men.
For
such
training
miliin the State demands very careful considerayoung
tai v training cannot fail to
impart to our citition. Statistics clearly show that insanity is
zen soldiers a
spirit of manly independence
greatly on the increase, both in this State and and
pride, a love of order and neatness, and
throughout the country.
The dictates of ordinary humanity require habits of subordination. Besides, they serve
that the best care and treatment possible ; to keep alive, in old and young, the spirit of
should be given to this most unfortunate and ! patriotism. Reminded of the past glorious
achievements of our citizen soldiers in dehelpless class. They should be placed under ! fence of' their
country, they will covet the
the most skilful and efficient superintendence, and the highest ability and intelligent \ honors of those who have deserved well of
their country, and lament thut they had not
experience should be secured for this purpose. j lived in
the heroic days of the republic, and
As these patients are among the most difficult
had
in the war of the revolution, or the
cases that come under medical
practice, the greatpart
struggle for the vindication and preserbest medical skill at command should have
vation of the work of our fathers. A true
them under
its
care.
Modern science is
spirit is u patriotic spirit.
making a more thorough diagnosis of insan- military
These arc
ity, seeking more fully to learn its causes and recommend andconsiderations which should
justify the requirement, bv
how to reach it with a remedy. The Insane
law, of military drill and discipline ns a part
Hospital of Maine ought not to be behind of our educational
system for the moral and
others in the progress that is making in this
physical training of young men in all our
direction.
But whether they are sufficient to
Many States have a permanent Hoard of colleges.
Commissioners in Lunacy, who have the justify the annual appropriation necessary to
maintain n military establishment
beyond the
general oversight of all insane institutions, small number
of highly disciplined companies
both public and private in the State.
scattered over the State, to supplement the
More than one half of the patients in our
force, you will judge and determine.
hospital are women. In many cases their in- police
The
republic has passed thut period
sanity is the result of diseases incident to of its great
existence when it was thought arms
their sex, and all of them require medical
be
might
necessary to vindicate national honor
attention.
or
preserve national interests against a foreign
There are many thoroughly educated women
foe. The Geneva arbitration settled
that
physicians, who have made the treatment of
point, and forever.
their own sex a specialty. A growing public
Our
are
not from yvithout;
dangers
sentiment favors the employment of a woman
they are
all from
physician at the hospital. There are now are not within. And yet, thank God, we
these
soldiers for another s<etraining
several women physicians, successfully occutional nnr. The conditions for such a eonlliet
pying such positions in different hospitals for no
exist.
That
longer
the insane in the United States.
great barrier between
the sections, thut barred all intercourse and
The increase of insanity in the State demade
us strangers, hence
enemies, is removed.
mands more hospital room for the insane. The
A chasm is left, bvt that will be tilled.
And
hospital at Augusta is already crowded, so it is uo
longer true that,
.that it w ould seem to be impossible to have
—Mountains interposed
proper classification of the patients ; and paMake enemies of nations, which had else
tients are constantly associated in an improper
Like kindred drops been mingled Into one,
manner, so that the recovery of hopeful cases
is greatly retarded, if not rendered impossible.
for by the agencies of steam and electricity
Previous Legislatures have authorized the ! all our mountain barriers are
removed, and
trustees to erect another building, and approspace, thut severs and estranges, is annihilated.
priated funds for the purpose. No such So that now the dwellers upon the Atlantic
building has been erected. The two systems and Pueitic slopes are neighbors as well as
of hlKnitnl hllilrlintre vii
tlin
fellow citizens, and the most distant
portions
I.-,.U.
pensive, castle-like and prison-like structure*, ftfmir wiflplv Pvtdnrlnrl ronnKlln
and what is known as the “cottage system,"
| into the closest relations, commercial and
deserve careful consideration and investigation. i social, as well ns
political. We are now one
There appears to be a question whether the
people, of one country, with one constitution
has
an
hospital
adequate supply of water. and one destiny. Nor need we train soldiers
This is a matter of such grave importance,
to sustain a “strong government”—a
governthe people will rest satisfied with nothing less
ment of force to be felt
only in its power,
than absolute certainty that the water supply is
in its control, and not in its
protection,
abundant and at command, at all seasons’ of
in its beneficence.
For the now fifty millions
the year. The Legislature, through its comot this republic cannot be governed.
They
mittee, can settle this question and secure must govern themselves or the
republic itself
what is of such vital importance. If there be
cease to be; for force is
ever
the immediate
any of our fellow citizens whose condition
parent of despotism.
should touch our sympathies, and command
Our dangers arc all from within; and our
our most considerate care and
chief
protection, they
danger is that which wc share in common
are these wards of the State,
deprived of both with nil governments—the perd attending the
reason and
This
is
full
of
transfer
of power from the hands of one to the
liberty.
subject
pathos. All other calamities that can befall hands ot another. “\\ ars of succession” have
humanity are but light afflictions, and it would desolated all lands but ours, and even our exseem as if some were made to bear
the acperience has rendered us sensible ef this peril
cumulated w oes of our race, lest man should
to our institutions.
But we need not train
become wholly unmindful of his absolute desoldiers for this contingency ; for our exemppendence. Unacquainted as I am with the tion from civil war—a war of succession—depeculiar needs and demands of this institu- pends not upon the presence of military force
tion, I can do no more than refer you to the at the capital, but rather upon its absence; so
official reports of its officers, and pledge
liable are armed men like concealed
weapons,
myself to discharge, so far as in me lies, my to be used when the blood is up.
duties concerning it.
In the days of the Roman Republic her

j

J
j
j
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REFORM SCHOOL.
The Reform School will command, as it deTAXATION.
paid cheerfully by all. This equalization of
Taxation is the one subject of universal and the public burdens, so devoutly to be wished serves, your especial attention. All who have
vital interest to the people of this State.
It and so earnestly to be sought, is a subject that boys and know how they love liberty and
will receive from you, I doubt not, that earnshould command your especial attention. must have it, can but feel a deep sympathy
for the class of unfortuuates detained here.
est attention which its supreme importance
Without the determination of values for the
True, they have been committed, and are dedemands. I wish it were permitted me to purpose of taxation, there can be no equalizatained, by sentence of the court, but not so
tion of the public burdens. Values should be
say, that none of our people were oppressed
by debt and tuxation ; that none looked to the readjusted oftener than once in ten years. much for their own, as the fault of their parents and of society.
When we consider their
future with gloomy forebodings, seeing no
State boards of equalization, or tax commistender years, a large proportion of them not
way out of the toils of debt and taxation:
sioners, have been created in many of the
that none, under the weight of these burdens,
States of. the Union for the determination and in their teens and orphans, committed for
cither succumbed to despair or left their homes
readjustment of values, and the discovery of "Truancy," “Malicious mischief,” Sabbathto try their fortunes in a new
breaking,” “Idle and disorderly conduct,”
new sources of revenue for
country ; but,
purposes of taxarather, that all were prosperous, contented tion. The Attorney-General, Secretary of and other petty misdemeanors, this school
and happy. It would be far more agreeable to
State, and State Treasurer are the officers must he regarded by every humane person ns
a part of our educational
me and more in accordance with the customsytem and not as a
usually selected to constitute these boards, in State
prison for boys. But it must be adStates where there is no Executive Council.
ary language of this occasion.
mitted that such is its reputation, due not to
The truth is, the people of this State are
Any expense necessary to secure a result of
oppressed by the burdens they bear,—the such vital and universal interest as the deter- the treatment its inmates receive, but to the
name the institution bears.
burdens of debt and taxation.
Every boy who
Taxation mination of values for the purposes of taxafalls heavily upon some because it does not tion, will be an expenditure in the line of true leaves this institution has a feeling, if not
looked uuon as such, that hp is a <n-ndnntp of
fall equally upon all. Too large a proportion
ecnnnmv.
the State prison for boys, anil this feeling he
ot tne puouc Durdens tails
upon real estate.
RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS.
must
If
This is especially true of the farming incarry with him through life.
The
of
railroads
our State are of
a
terests. The property of the farmer, both real
trade, it is a constant
great pdb- 4; he learn
lie
and
should
be
of
reminder
of
the misfortune of his youth.
utility
and personal, is all visible and exposed to asobjects
public
favor: but, though the property of these corIt is the skeleton in his house from which
sessment.
Besides, no account is taken of
is
of
arc
porations
should
relieve him by changing the
private ownership, they
his mortgages, though his farm may be mortlegislation
highways, the creatures of the law— name of the institution to that of Industrial
gaged for all that it is worth. It approximates public
created to promote, not private interests, but
School for Boys. We have a kindred instituthe truth, to say that none of his property esthe public good, and it is the bounden duty
tion for girls. No one ever thought of giving
capes taxation “according to the just Value
of the Legislature to see to it that their fran- i to that institution the name of Reform School
thereof.” Of this, the farmer does not comchises are used to that end.
for Girls
Why should not the boys be treatplain, but when other classes of property, in
The almost unlimited control these corporaed with equal consideration and humanity?
vast amounts, are permitted to
escape taxation,
tions have over their rates, the power to change The general affairs of the institution will be
in whole or part, he does complain and has a
them at pleasure, raise them or lower them
-aid before you in the report of the superinright to complain of the injustice of his gov- and
levy discriminating rates, places the indus- tendent and trustees.
ernment.
For he is thus made to bear, not
tries of our State at their mercy. For it is in
his own burdens only, but the burdens of
INSURANCE.
the power of the few individuals
others. This is injustice. Taxation and procontrolling
Every public officer, holding public funds,
their management to tax production and comtection are reciprocal. It is the spirit of our
should be required to give the usual bond.
institutions to be equal as well as free; equal merce at will, and practically dictate what re- There would seem to be no
good reason why
ward the farmer, manufacturer and merchant
and
rights
equal benefits; equal protection shall receive for
the Insurance Commissioner should be made
their labor. The public inand equal burdens; special privileges to none.
air exception to this
general rule.
It will devolve upon you, the legislative terests involved ill the management of these
As to the insurance of our public buildings,
highways of traffic, require that their manage- i I can see no valid reason
branch of the government, to devise and purthe State should
ment should be regulated and controlled
sue such measures of relief from
by I not exercise the common why
unequal taxa- the sanctions of law.
prudence of business
It may be said the railroads
tion as shall seem to you the most appropriate.
men, and insure such property.
of Maine have been managed upon business
It will be your pleasure as well as your duty,
principles only; that they can be trusted and
STATE PRISON.
I doubt not, to reduce the current expenses of
should be trusted. So they can be—to look
the government, if it can be done by the
The. duties now devolved upon the Warden
after their own interest, but not to look after
of the State Prison seem to me to require
practice of a severe, not parsimonious, the
public interests altogether.
economy.
qualifications rarely found united in one perFor the protection of these interests the
But it is not in the economical expenditure
son.
If this institution is to be be made selfState
can
be
and
trusted
trusted,
of the public revenues, so much as in seeking
I believe its business and financial
sustaining,
to
do
no
also,
to
new sources of revenue
wrong
private affairs must be separated from the duties of
and in equalizing the
interests, but even and exact justice warden and devolved
burdens of taxation, that you will be able to
upon a business agent
to both.
We have to-day more than one
of the very best business capacity and qualificompass such reforms and.' such relief as will
thousand miles of railroad in operation in this cations. When the
business affairs of the
gladden the hearts and cheer the hopes of our State and one hundred
people. The public burdens are unequally United States. Certain thousand miles in the institution are managed upon strict business
it is that unless the
borne. When all the property in the State is
principles by the best skill and ability attainrailroads of the countiy are subjected to
reached and taxed as real estate and all propable, it will pay. No doubt of it.
the legislation of the
The management of the State prison and all
erty of farmers “aceordidg to the just value legislative supervision,
will
soon
be subjected to railroad
other State institutions, should be taken out
thereof,” the rate of taxation will be reduced country
one half.
Then will taxation fall lightly and supervision.
of politics—wholly.
While inspectors and
The railroad commissioners should be inbe borne cheerfully, because it will fall equally
trustees are all of one party, we may
vested
with
ample power to supervise the expect these institutions to be a burden
upon all. True it is that absolute equality
management of railroads in respect to rates,
in taxation can never be attained. A disproto the tax-payers, for they can hardly fail to
with full power to revise and establish them.
be run, not on business, but on political principortionate share of the public burdens will al- The law
for
the
providing
appointment of the ples. It should be required by law that inways be thrown on certain kinds of property
commissioners
as
much.
While one
implies
because they are visible and tangible.
The
spectors and tru-tees of all our State institu-'
only of the commissioners is required to be tions be
best system to be sought is that which, in its
representatives of the different
an engineer, the law
expressly declares that political parties.
practical operation, approximates nearest to two of them shall
be experienced in the ‘•manMILITIA.
agement” as well as construction of railroads.
TVin rpnnrt nf tlm
Arlinfnnf (wimirnl
EXEMPTIONS.
mis requirement ot the law has not been
furnish you with full information as to tho
The Legislature in its discretion, has always observed in the construction of the
board;
of the Stute and the
exercised the power of exempting certain
while the board is composed of two
engineers military organizations
kinds of property from taxation. On the the- of well-known experience and skill in the expenditures for military purposes during the
year.
construction of railroads, and one lawyer, I
ory that taxation and protection are reciprocal
The well-considered act of last winter prono exemptions can be defended.
As all propam not aware that it has ever contained’ even
v'des for a complete and efficient militaryerty receives the equal protection of the laws, one member experienced as
a
railroad
all should be made to bear its proportionate
First, the enrollment biennially,
system.
manager.
of all able-bodied male citizens between the
share of the public burden. The exemption
STATE
COLL: e.
of any species of property is not equal taxaages of 18 and 45 (not exempt) to be known
The administration of the State
and can only be defended on the
tion
College of as the enrolled militia of Maine, not to be
ground of a subsidy-; for it is the same thing Agiieulture and the Mechanic Arts for the subject to active duty except in case of war.
as granting to the owners of the exempted
past two years has been of a very economical Second, the reserve militia—companies orproperty a considerable sum out of the public character, but by close work on the part ganized from the enrolled militia, uniformed
at their own expense, the State
of the instructors, its efficiency, it is believed,
furnishing
treasury.
arms and equipments.
has been fully maintained.
Third, the active or
MONEY AT INTEREST.
volunteer
enlisted
for five
The value of the furm, buildings, apparatus,
militia, regularly
While there is a large amount of property
stock, etc., which the State holds in this insti- years, consisting of not more than three regi
in the State exempt by law from taxation, an
ments of infantry, one battery of artillery and
tution is about §145,000, and the endowment
amount much larger, in the form of bonds
one squadron of cavalry.
On a peace footing ;
is $131,300, yielding an annual revenue of beand notes—money at interest, is practically
the whole force is limited to 2025 enlisted men,
tween $7,000 and $8,000; a revenue unfortubecause
not
reached
the
assessors.
exempt,
by
uniformed and, when on duty paid by the
How can this property be reached? Most of nately much too small for the wants of the
State.
the States in the Union require the inventory college. The Burnside bill which has recently
Under the provision of this act, two regithe Senate, provides for an annual appassed
to be made under oath.
has
Experience
ments of infantry, one compuny of artillery
shown that the pains and penalties of perjury- propriation for the support of the State Colleges of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts. and one company of cavalry have been organare not without an immense moral influence in
ized as the active militia of the State; armed
Should the bill become a law. it is hoped that
within
the
reach
bringing personal property
and equipped and uniformed at the expense of
this institution need be of no further charge to
of the assessors, and there would seem to be
the State, comprising in the aggregate 1034
the State.
no valid reason
these
should
be
innot
why
enlisted men and commissioned officers. The
The number of graduates is 134, and the
voked to secure that end. As the law nonwork of organization under this act has pronumber that has been connected with the colstands, it is left to discretion of the assessors
ceeded de novo.
The whole force has been
whether they will require the tax-payers to lege for periods ranging between one term and
three and a half
enlisted, officered, and organized without reis 186, giving a total of
give in their inventory under oath. There 320. This does years,
gard to the previously existing military estab
not include the 104 now in the
would seem to be good and obvious reasons
institution. Of the 320 graduates and former lishmeut. The Adjutant General has diswhy this requirement should not be left to the
the
vocations
of
230
charged his duties with great ability and faithw! o
students,
discretion of the assessors, but made imperaas
established in the fulness. It has been to him a labor of love, in
may be regarded
tive in all cases; and in case of refusal or
the results of which he may indulge a just
work of
are known.
Of these 27 per
neglect on the part of any- tax-payer to give in cent are life,
in agricultural pursuits, and 27 perpride. The completeness and efficiency of
such sworn statement, then the assessors should
cent in the mechanic arts.
Only 11 per cent organization and supervision, if maintained
assess such person from the best
knowledge are in the so-called
professions; 89 per cent and perfected by practice, will give to Maine a
within their reach, adding thereto a heavy
engaged in pursuits of non-professional military establishment of surpassing exceldoomage. It can not be doubted that by this being
character. It is very obvious that the college lence.
means the aggregate mass of taxable property
The estimated cost to the State for mainis training its pupils for the industries of life
brought within the reach of the assessors, rather
than for the professions.
taining the present military establishment will
would be greatly increased, the rate of taxaI believe that the college is
tilling a neces- require an annual appropriation of ft: 15,000.
tion lessened and individual burdens lightened.
As the law now stands the expenditures for
sary and important place in our educational
TAXATION OF RAILROADS.
military purposes are limited only by the dissystem ; that its affairs are judiciously mancretion of the Executive. Section 15G of the
Prior to the law of 1880 providing for the aged ; that its work is carried forward with
taxation of railroad corporations, the capital
efficiency, and that it is worthy of hearty and Militia Act provides as follows: “And to
liberal support. I am free to say that the
carry into full effect the provisions of this law,
stock only of these corporations, in other
words the right of redemption only, was taxknowledge I have of this institution, and of the Governor is hereby authorized to draw his
able. Property of more than $20,000,000 in its discipline, and particularly of the character warrant from time to time on any funds in the
value, therefore, escaped with trifling taxes of the young men gathered there, has given Treasury not otherwise expended, for the
compared with other kinds of property in the me a most favorable opinion of its advantages. purposes thereof.”
So large a discretion should not be imposed
State. Hence the law of last winter was These advantages I believe, are not surpassed,
passed, providing for the assessment by the in many respects, by those of any sister insti- on the Executive. It is a responsibility that
belongs to the Legislature. The amount of
Governor and Council of one per cent on the tution in the State. Then, as to the necessary
annual expenditures for military
road ways, rolling-stock and franchises of
expenses to the student, I am able to state
purposes
should be limited by law.
the several railroads—leaving
“the lands, from actual knowledge, that they need not exCut
bono
t
For
what are we training
publico
buildings, and fixtures outside of the road- ceed, or even reach, $150 a year. Hence it these
citizens in the art of war, in the practice
may be truly said that the inestimable advanways to be taxed by the town” where situated.
o{
arms?
Under this act the several railroads were
tages of a liberal education are within the
reach of every young man in the State who
Undoubtedly military exercises and miliassessed by the Governor and Council, and

nvr.

legions were not permitted to approach the
Capital, not permitted to pass the Rubicon.
Ciesar crossed it and the Roman
Republic
fell. Is it possible that the American
people
can
contemplate with indifference the proposed gathering of militia of the States at the
National Capital on the 4th of March next?

True the result of this election is not in dispute, but the result of the next election may
be disputed, and then the gathering of the
military forces at the inauguration of General
Garfield may prove a fatal precedent, the
very
Rubicon of our Republic. If the Presidentelect has the instinct of a patriot he will signalize his inauguration by placing his veto
upon this proffered courtesy, and imitate the
simplicity of the third president, who, without
pomp and circumstance, almost unattended,
walked to the Capitol and took the oath of
his great office. Ry a wise provision of our
constitution the militia of Maine cannot be
marched out of the State without the consent
of the Legislature.
Recent events, in our own State, have taught
us tnat we are not
exempt lrom this common
danger, attending the transfer of the government from the hands of one to the
hands of
another. We should look this
danger squarely
in the face, and apply such
remedy as wisdom
and patriotism demand of us.
If the framers of our constitution failed, in
any respect, to guard perfectly at all points,
the citadel of constitutional liberty, it was in
this piecise particular. Their great patriotism
seems to have rendered them
incapable of appreciating this great peril. They never dreamed
that the American people could ever become so
blinded by party zeal as to sink the
patriot in
the partisan, and be ready to tear down the
very temple of liberty itself if public offices
are not occupied
by men of their choice. This
danger dawned upon the mind of the Father
of our country, and in his farewell address he
gave us solemn warnings against it.
And Jefferson, having in view this
great
peril to our institutions, lays down this rule
as the vital
principle of all republics, viz:
“Absolute acquiescence in the decisions of the
majority!" But this rule does not touch the
point of our difficulties. One element is wanting. Who shaB decide? Who shall canvass
the returns, and declare the result?
>io man
shall be a judge in his own case.
Absolute
acquiescence in the decision of the majority,
as declared by the tribunal
constituted by lute
for that purpose,—this is the vital principle, to
which the attention of the people should be
directed; the essential condition of the orderly
conduct of the government; the only safeguard against civil strife and bloodshed.
The powers of our government are distributed into three departments:
Executive,
Legislative and Judicial, each independent of
the other. While it belongs to the Executive
department to canvass the votes, returned for
Senators and Representatives, and
certify the
prima facie result, it is made the duty of the
Legislature to canvass the returns for Governor,
determine the result and declare it. And from
that decision there is no
appeal except to
force. The Governor and Council may err in
certifying who "appear" to be elected members of the Legislature; the Legislature
may
err in determining who is
elected Governor:
out m eitlier case, there is
>
appeul except to
force. So, possibly, either of these
departments in the discharge of these official
duties,
act
may
corruptly and fraudulently, and decide in favor of a candidate not elected;
yet
there is no appeal except to force.
All possible frauds that may thus be committed, hud better be borne for a time, than to
plunge the State
into the horrors of a civil war.
The provision of our constitution which
permits the Executive or Legislature to call
upon
the court on unv occasion, solemn or otherwise, for its opinion, seems to me as wrong in
principle, as dangerous in practice. Under
this provision, questions arc referred to the
court not for decision,
only for opinions, which
the Executive or Legislature
may take for
what they are worth, follow them or
disregard
them at will, as has sometimes happened in
our
If
these
are
to
be rehistory.
opinions
garded as decisions binding the conscience
and free will of the other branches of the
government, where is the boasted independence
of these co-ordinate branches, which has ever
been deemed the peculiar
beauty of our system and as fundamental as the reserved
rights
of the State ?
As the Court has not the
responsibility of
deciding such questions, its opinions partake
of the character of opinions
generally. \\c
all know how cheap our opinions are when
we are not
responsible for them. We never
know quite what we ought to do,
any more
than what we can do. until brought fuce to
face with our responsibilities. For responsibility is the true inspirer that gives us wisdom
and courage equal to our day,—the wisdom to
discern the path of duty and the
courage to
pursue it.
In the Constitutional Convention of
1787,
John Adams proposed to engraft upon our
National Constitution this provision of his
own State
constitution—whence we derived
it—but fortunately for the Republic, his
proposition was rejected. If, in an evil moment,
it had been adopted, can it be doubted that our
constitution would have contained a
dangerous
if not tatal, provision;—that the
Supreme
Court would have become the overshadowin
the government, and, in the
ing power
hands of a weak or wicked- President, been
used to sustain Executive
usurpations, destructive of the government itself?
It may be asked, is there, then, no
remedy
against possible fraud and corruption, in
matters of so vital importance? Yes, wait
tor the righteous and certain vengeance of the
ballot box; and as to the guiity perpetrators
of the fraud—traitors to a public trust_let
their punishment be as swift ns was his, of
old, who laid his hand upon the ark of the
covenant.
..

IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT.

increase of population in this State
during the last decade is betweeu three and
The
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of

suffrage,

or

of

right

that

suffrage

will in the

four per cent. This increase, for the most
part, is limited to two counties, Androscoggin
and Aroostook, and is due chiefly to the

manufacturing interests
agricultural attractions

of the one, and the
of the other. Thousands of our citizens have left the State,
during the decade, to escape their burdens of
debt and taxation, hoping to better their
chances in a new country.
Why is it that the West is making such
drafts upon our population, upon the bone
and muscle and intelligence of our Stater A
prosperous people do not emigrate; only
those who are in distress. This is true of
emigration from one State to another, as well
as of
emigration from the old countries to this.
One of the most efficient causes tending to
drive citizens from the State, is the law of
imprisonment for debt, as all must admit who
know anything of its operation. This law is
made the means of great oppression. Demands
are cut up into small amounts, ten or fifteen
dollar notes given, execution taken out upon
each, and the debtor is pursued, harassed and
oppressed, until he is forced to leave the State
to preserve his personal liberty.
The poor
debtor in this State is deprived of the benefits
of the statute exempting his property from attatchmcnt, for it must go, if it be his last cow
or shoat, to pay the fees and cost of his
last
disclosure. It is a shame that the personal
liberty of the citizen should be held more
cheaply than the collection of a ten dollar demand. Maine is now about the only State that
retains upon its statute books this relic of
barbarism.
The act of last winter, giving justices of the
peace and of the quornm jurisdiction throughout
the State, adds to the abomination of this law ;
for, in case of disclosure, the creditor may take
his justice from the most distant part of the
State, at the expense of the debtor.
USURY.

Then, in aid of the law of imprisonment for
debt, we have a statute which limits the interwhich the creditor may exact, only by his
and the necessities of the debtor.
Under this law, whatever the exactions by the
money-lender, in the form of interest, they are

est

greed
not

regarded

as

or

extortion, only

usury
business transaction. The evil effects of the
law develop slowly but surely. They tend not
only to transfer the property of the many to
the pockets of the few, but to paralyze and
blight all productive industries, by rendering
the trade of the money-lender the most profitable as well as the most favored business in
the State.
The evil effects of this law have been most
conspicuous in the disasters it has brought
All have suf
upon our savings institutions.
fered by it and many have been brought to
the verge of ruin. The managers of these institutions are of the best men in our btate,
and yet. in the management of funds, not their
own, and under the restraints of legislative
supervision, such was their passion for high
rates of interest, these men neglected their
first duty to the depositors and loaded the
banks with investments of such doubtful
character that banks holding six millions of
deposits suspended payment. If these insolvent banks had gone into the hands of receivers, instead of having their liabilities
scaled down under the wise provisions of our
law. the result would have been disastrous inilpprl.
If mod mon—flip hpst. in tVip Stnfp_
as

a

anxious to make
funds,
handling
money for others, what may we not expect,
under the license of this law from men who
are governed, in their rates of interest, only
by their greed to make money for themselves ?
This law also tends to aggravate, immensely,
far greater evils—those resulting from the nontrust

arc

so

taxable government bond.

GOVERNMENT BONDS.

Debt, public and private, debt and taxation,
are slowly but surely undermining our free
institutions. Government bonds not only escape taxation themselves, but they furnish a
cover for all other kinds of evidences of debt
that arc taxable.
1 his double iniquity must
be endured so long as United States bonds are
endured. It would seem that the proposition to
refund the seven or eight hundred millions of
United States bonds now maturing, could
meet with little favor by the mass of the people in this State; that their interests demand that these bonds should be paid, not
refunded to remain a burden for a generation
at least, and perhaps for generations.
Then
that other proposition, before the American
Congress, to retire and destroy the 346,000,000
of legal tender notes,—burn them, so that out
of their ashes may arise a like amount of interest-bearing bonds to further tax the labor
and industry of the country! Would it not
be more in accordance with the interest of the
toiling masses in this country, to require the
national banks to retire their currency, some
over three hundred millions, and replace it
with United States legal-tenders, and thereby
off a like amount of United States bonds,
urn them up and thus relieve the
people of
so much burden of interest,
and above all,
the
baneful
influence
from
of these bonds upon the currency and business of the country ?
The Treasurer of the United States in his
last report says:
Instead of the volume of
the circulation being regulated by the business
needs of the comntry, it is governed by the
price of United States bonds! Within the
last year a large reduction of bank circulation
has taken place in the face of an active demand for money, simply because a good profit
could be made by withdrawing and selling the
four per cents deposited as security for circulation. Nearly twenty-five million dollars in
four per cent bonds were thus withdrawn during the last fiscal year.” The power that controls the volume of the people's money is certain to control the people’s destinies.
This question of the currency is one about
which honest men may honestly differ. It is
an important question.
Its decision will be of
far-reaching consequence. If the bank currency win the whole field of circulation, then
we sha'l have a
never-ending national debt,
maintained by the banks as the basis of their
existence; yes, fostered by them as a “national blessing”—to the banks, ever increasing
in number and power as the country increases
in wealth and population, and certain to become, if not so already, a political machine,
hostile to free government, mingling in the
elections and legislation of the country, cor-
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only way
corruption.
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known to the money
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power—by

But it is claimed that this bond policy is
demanded in the interest of idle capital; that
it is necessary to furnish “an opportunity for
the safe investment of idle capital.” These
safe investments for idle capital are destructive, not only of the industries, but of the
morals of the people. As they render the
trade of the money lender the most profitable
business, they tend to create a race of idlers,
misers and cowards who will never take any
chances with labor in the productive industries while this opportunity for safe investment and exemption from taxation is open to
them. They take no risks. The Vanderbilts
with tens of millions of United States bonds,
spending the interest in Europe, and the tens
of thousands of lesser bondholders, who produce nothing and do nothing except clip*
coupons,—what are they to this country and
its industries, but a class of gilded paupers
supported by the labor of the country ?
If this bondholding policy shall continue,
judging by the rapid accumulation of property in the hands of the few, dnring the last
fifteen years, how long will it be before wc
shall see, in this country, the same condition
of things as in England where one hundred
and sixty persons own one-half of all the soil
of England, and two-thirds of Scotland; or,
as in Ireland, where only one person in ten
hundred and fifty-eight, owns one foot of
mother earth? Order reigns at Dublin today ; so it did at Warsaw.
Wc have in this country 5,000 persons who
own and possess 5,000 millions of
property,
mostly accumulated within the last fifteen
years, and that too, through unequal laws.
Twenty years ago a millionaire in this country
was as rare as a prince, and so was a tramp.
CORPORATE TOWER.

According

to

Poor’s Manual

on

Itailroads,

the number of miles of railroads in operation
in this country, increased from 9,000 in 1851
to 86,500 miles in 1879; and the gross earnings from $36,000,000 in 1851 to $529,000,000
in 1879. These facts serve to illustrate the
most startling development of the age—development of corporate power.
The presidents of the great trunk lines in
this country control property, three of them,
valued at $1,818,000,000; and three others,
property valued at $943,000,000.
These great trunk lines have been in the
habit of combining, and raising and lowering
rates, not according to business principles, but
accordins to their selfish interests.
Tt is
notorious that the change of these rates in a
single week recently added §5,000,000 per
week to the burdens of the people, and put
many times that amount into the hands of
Eastern holders of grain, some of whom were
railroad directors. Continue for another half
century the present power of corporations to
tax the public and we shall have a
moneyed
aristocracy in this country such as the world
has never seen, and with all the attendant
phenomena of venal legislators and corruption
in high places, which have caused the downfall
of all republics in history.

How. then, can any reflecting mind, any patriot, contemplate, without anxious concern,
the tendency of the legislation of this country
to create such rapid accumulation of property
in the hands of the few at the expense of the

many?

“The freest

government.”

Webster

says
“cannot long enaure, where the tendency ol
the laws is to create a rapid accumulation o:
property in a few hands, and to render th<
masses of the
people poor and dependent.”
Universal suffrage and great landed estate!
cannot long exist together, for either thi
owners of the estates must restrict the rigli

Is it not time that we paused in
and reviewed our principles?

our

career
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to Plaisted’s

next

Senate.

Plaisted Ignores his Council and

Spends the Afternoon with Fogg.

STANDING

COMMITTEES

APPOINTED.

(Special Despatch

to the

Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 13.
Gov. Plaisted today

The inauguration of
was witnessed by about the usual
number of
spectators on such occasions, who occupied the
galleries and floor of the House where the inIt was a note"
of the galleries there
were some who were better known last winter
as Capt, Black’s men, while on the floor sat
their chief in a secluded spot.
Other well
known Fusionists who were connected with
the Stato steal a year ago were in attendance,
notably Fogg and Cap’n Chase of Garcelon’s
Council, and P. A. Sawyer, deputy Secretary

teresting ceremonies took place.
worthy fact that in

one

the opinions of

a

and his reference to

coordinate

hranrdi

not.

as

he-

ing binding and of a cheap character, reminded one of the revolutionary talk of the eounters-out last winter, and were hardly expected
from one who not pne hour before had taken a
solemn oath to support the

laws; while his
fears.of military usurpation were purely imaginary.
The message is the topic of conversation, and
the comments various.
While the Governor's
views and recommendations

several

on

sub-

are approved by the Republicans, they
believe that it would have been far better for
him to have confined himself to state matters
and not stepped outside and repeated bis campaign fiction of last fall, uttered in Ciceronian
strains-JIt looked as if Plaisted were throwing
a sop to the lowest strata of the social system.

jects

Some of the Republicans expressed considerable feeling.
“What do you think of Gov. Plaisted’s message?” asked a Press reporter of a stalwart

Republican.
“Three quarters of it,” he replied wi th in
dignation gleaming in his eyes, “is a lie and a
libel upon history. It’s the speech of a demagogue. Its Garcelonism intensified.”
While the Greenback element is elated over
the message, the old Democratic Bourbons
have but little to say in commendation, and
not hesitate to declare that
some of them do
they are ashamed of to-day's spectacle. Whethit was Joy design or accident that Goy.
Plaisted failed to receive the congratulations
of the Democratic wing of the Fusionists i*
not known to those outside of the inner circles,
but certain it is that after he had delivered his
message he was surroundod in the Executive
chamber by Fogg, Cap’n Chase, Sawyer and
others of the Greenback ilk, who gave him a
most cordial grasp of the hand, and appeared
to be nearer to him as his constitutional advisers than the other gentlemen in the adjoining
er

Man

Machias, Jan. 13.—The first witness for the
defence in the trial of young Longmore was
Mrs. Longmore, the prisoner’s mother, who
of the pris-

oner

Mr. Longmore testified:—When I first met
the prisoner after the accident he could not

room, who
ture

speak from fright; ordered prisoner's brother
to clean up the blood in the
privy; he took a
spade to do so; next saw the spade in the barn
on
a pile of
chips; several people had their
hair cut iu the barn; the hair was swept among
the chips upon which the spade lay; there was
no blood on the spade when Joe
(the brother)

State

the

unmindful of his political frieuds but that
he could qualify Representative John
C.
Talbot and also give his attention to other
matters; and so while his council were at their

post of duty and anxiously awaiting his presence so that the
public business would not
suffer by any further delay, the Governor was
off all the afternoon engaged in a conference
with Fogg and other Greenback leaders and
working ap a boom with a view to his being a
candidate for United States Senator in the
bye and bye. It is undertsood to-night
that to-morrow Gov. Plaisted will meet with

sweet

window to the door

his council.

stood there. The gun was half-coc»ed.
The prisoner attempted to let down the hammer and put the gun away, but in doing so the
hammer slipped and discharged the gun,
shooting him in the head. He carried the
body round to the privy to leave it there while
he ran for father. He told different stories at
the time because he was frightened and didn’t
know what to say.
At 11 a. m. to-day Mr. McNichol closed his
argument for the defence, and County Attorney Rounds followed for the prosecution.
Judge Libbey, in his charge, instructed the
jury as to what constituted murder in tho different degrees, and said that sympathy for the
accused should not be manifested on account
of his youth. The jury must be governed by
the -law and evidence. The power of fixing
the penalties or granting pardons did not rest
with the jury. The Court explained the testimony in all important points very clearly. The
testimony of the physicians was that the gunshot wounds would not cause immediate
death, if at all, but the wounds on the head inflicted by murderous
weapons cause d the
death.
The course Longmore pursued in
dragging the body after shot but before death
ensued was dwelt upon.
The prisoner seemed indifferent all through
the trial and unconcerned when the verdict
was reported.
The jury went out at half-past
3. They reported at 6 o’clock a verdict of
manslaughter. Sentence will be given to-

The

among which are those on legal affairs and
the judiciary, and which will be ready for
work next week.

SIXTIETH LEGISLATURE.
[Special Despatch

nitely postponed.

On motion of Senator Jennings, of Penobscot, an order was passed providing for the appointment of a joint standing committee on
mines and mining.
The following were appointed a committee
to wait on Hon. Harris M. Plaisted and inform
him that he had been elected Governor for the
current
political term of 1881-2:—Messrs.
Berry of Kennebec, Coffin of Washington and
Hill of Penobscot.
Subsequently a message was sent to the
House proposing a joint convention for the
purpose of qualifying the Governor elect and
listening to tiis message.
The joint standing committees were announced on the part of the Senate.
The following committees were also an-

nounced

to the

Sherman.
On motion of Senator Jennings, it was voted
to print 500 copies of the Governor’s message
for the use of the Senate.
Ordered that a joint select committee ol
three on the part of the Senate, with such as
the House may join, be appointed on the Governor's message, to report reference of its several subjects to appropriate committees, and
the following were appointed on part of tht
oeiiaio.-l»100fia.

HODSE.

condition tha
he lost his mind. He made a full confession t<
the captain in presence of the crew and wai
taken to Havana in irons. At Havana Consul !
General Hall directed the captain to proceot
to Charleston and place Buchanan in the cus
tody of the United States authorities. Com
missioner Leabrook heard the testimony thi \

ringtou) and second mate (McCarty)

wer

bound

over

seamen were

bail

as

as

witnesses.

committed

to

The

crew

of sevei

jail in default

o

E

witnesses.

The Allentown Explosion.
Allentown, Pa., Jan. 13.—In the case o f
the recent boiler explosion, in which 13 live 9
were lost, the jury could
not determine th 3
cause of the accident owing to insufficient ev:

dence.

Order from the Senate providing for a join:
on mines and mining was
passed in concurrence.
Order from the Senate providing for a joinl
committee to wait upon Hon. Harris M
Plaisted and notify him that he had beet
elected governor was passed in concnareuct
and the following were joiued bv the Speaker
Messrs. Morrill of Augusta. Dickey of For:
Kent, Cook of Lewiston, Hersom of Berwick
Freeman of Cherryfield and
Leighton of
W estbrook
Mr. Morrill subsequently reported that tin
committee had discharged their duty and tin
Governor elect was pleased to say that he ac
cepted the office to which he had been electet [
and was ready to take the oaths of office.
A message was received from the Senate
proposing a joint convention for the purpose o [
qualifying the Governor elect, which was ac

standiug committee

a nervous

(Har

JJIOUOD.
IkUIDlJ
announced as the tem-

The following were
perance committee on the part of the Seuote
Messrs. Flint, Berry and Taber.

setting fire to the vessel when sailing from Liverpool to Havana, Oct. 25. Buchanan told th(
ship’s carpenter that he fired the vessel becaust
he had been so persecuted by the fi"st matt

mate

:

On Bi'ls in Second Reading—Me-'srs. Fornald, Walker, Emery, Beatty, Nutting,Clarke,
Lord, Pattangall, Wakefield, Taber, Baker,
Friend.
On Engrossed Bills—Messrs Parclier, Brewer, Lamson. Bisbee, Berry, Mortland, Hill oi
Hancock, Sanborn, Buxton, Coffin, JeDnings,

for Setting Fire to the Vessel.
Charleston, S. C., Jan. 13.—Bark Priscilla
of Portland, Me., arrived yesterday from Ha
vaua.
W. L. Humphreys, the master, securec
the arrest of Thomas Buchanan, steward, fot

first

Press.l

Augusta, Jan. 13.
Order looking to the appointment of a joint
on
the
State Agricultural
committee
standing
College was taken from tiie table and indefi-

MARINE NEWS.

captain,

to the

SENATE.

Population of Maine Cities.
Washington, Jan. 13.—The population of
the following places in Maine is given by the
census
officers:—Bangor, 16,857; Lewiston,
10,083; Biddeford, 12,652.

the

made up

have more than their share, and that the
minority is entitled to one half.
Several committees organized this afternoon,

A Tramp Frozen to Death.
Bangor, Jan. 13.—Shepard Hart, a tramp
well known to our police, was found frozen
this morning on the Green Point road, two

morning when

as

to give general satisfaction although
there are a few Greenbackers who aspired to
be chairmen who claim that the Republicans

MAINE.

and thrown into such

joint standing committoes

seem

morning.

miles from the city. He was brought
station house and died soon after.

elect,

so

and

morrow

a

appeared before him to be
Gov. Plaisted in reply to the request stated that he felt too tired to administer
the oath. He was not so fatigued however or

prisoner, considering him too youug to undera strict cross-examination, and because his
statement of the affair had been given by several others. Briefly, his story is that he sat in
the dining room, opposite the door, holding a
gun, waiting to shoot a cat out in the yard.
from

Legisla-

qualified,

go

went

had been selected by the

his Council.

Governor has delivered his message to have
his Council meet at once and organize without
any delay. Gov. Plaisted disregarded this practice, and even when Mr. Smith, Secretary of

Always knew Warren: never heard anything
against him; when Joe look the spade there
was no blood on it; when he brought it back it
was covered with blood and dirt.
The defence closed without examining the

Freeman

as

ft has been generally the practice after

took it to clean the privy; when I learned of
the accident I teok Warren and went to
Wright’s to see Freeman.
Mrs. Davis testified similarly to last witness.

Shaw, Lisbon; Lord, Keunebuuk; Burnell, Baldwin;
Goodale, Hartland; Goodwin, Shapleigh; Crosby,
Norridgewock, of the House.
On Agriculture—Messrs. Berry of Kennebec;
Sanborn, York; Hill, Penobscot, of the Senate.
Messrs. Andrews of Norway ; Mallett, Topsham;
Tarbox, Phillips; Norris. Monmouth; Haskell,
Turner; Staples, Parsonsneld; Partridge, Bristol’

of the House.
On Military

Affairs—Messrs. Fernald of Franklin; Flint, Piscataquis; Buxtou, Somerset, of the
Senate. Messrs. Goss of Auburn; Shaw,
Lisbon;
Heath, Waterville; Kendal!, Freeport; Libby, Cartnage; Freeman, Lincolnville; Rowe, Peru, of the
House.
On Interior

On
Flint

power of the government

THE PEMBROKE TRAGEDY.

WashingWaterville;

delivery. The Governor made uo attempt at
at oratory, probably because he has not a good

is said to have emenated from the month of a
bloated Democratic bond-holder, who did not
relish any such gush.
His allusions to the

BY TELEGRAPH.

On Ranks and Ranking—Messrs. Dingley of Andr scoggin; Lord, Cumberland; Hill, Penobscot, of
the Senate. Messrs. Lord of Bangor; True, PoiV
land: Wyman, Augusta; Clark, Tremont; Kimball,
Rumford; McKellar, Thomaston; Elder. Gray, of
the House.
On Manufactures—Messrs.
Dingley of Androscoggin; Friend, Penobscot; Pattangall.
of
of
the
Senate.
Hea?h
Messrs.
ton,

Waters—Messrs. Wakefield of York;
Nutting, Cumberland; Berry, Kennebec, of the
Senate. Mesrs. Dickey of Fort Kent; Twit hell,
Be’hel; Burnham, Sherman: Leland, Skowhegan;

government bonds as a class of gilded paupers
But
supported by the labor of this country.
the attempt to applaud this sentiment was
feeble, and was summarily squelched by a
sharp, sibilant utterance of disapproval, which

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
/
Jan. 14, 2 A. M.)
For New England,
threatening weather, rain or snow, winds
to
west and northwest, decidedly
shifting
colder weather, followed by rising barometer.
Cautionary signals are ordered for Boston,
section 8, Portland section 7, and Eastport.

disposition

the House.
On Commerce—Messrs. Coffin of
Washington;
Wakefield, York; Sherman, Waldo, of the Senate. Mu'Sis. Gofs of Bath; Lord, Bangor; Bragdou,
Sullivan; Nickels, Soars port; Harris, York; Brewer, Waldoboro;
Cummings, Jonesport, of the
House
On Mercantile Affairs and Insurance—Messrs
Lamson of Sagadahoc; Lord, Cumberland; Sanborn, York, 01 the Senate. Messrs. Buck of Orland; Uodlou, Portland; Bird. Rockland; Boody,

of State under the Fusion regime.
There was profound silence when Gov.
Plaisted proceeded to read his message, which
occupied one hour and fifteen minutes in its

voice. He wore a black frock coat buttoned to
the neck, and presented a military bearing.
His iron gray hair and nicely waxed moustache and hirsute appendage would rather indicate that he had not long been out of the
tousorial chair.
There was but one attempt at applause while
the message was being read, and that was
when the Governor stigmatized the holders of

HOURS.

testified to the age and

Mar

Perloy, North Yarmouth; Purinton,
Bowdoin; Hatch, Bangor; Keeg-m, Van Buren;
Estes, Troy, of the House,
On Railroads—Messrs, Beatty of York; Lamson,
Sagadahoc; Smith, Penobscot, of the Senate.
Messrs. Bradstreot of Bridgton; Fisher, Boothbay;
Wentworth. Kiitery; Buck, Orland; Seavey, West
Gardiner; Goodwin, Hudson; Staples, Eliot, ot

Windham; Sweat, Brownfield; Mareton, Gleaburne; Strout, Cape Elizabeth, of the House.

twenty-four

Young Longmore Convicted of
slaughter.

Thompson, of Brunswick;

Messrs.

ble, Paris;

DISGUSTED.

THE JOINT

Bucktield, of »bo House.
On Financial Affairs—Messrs. Cornish of Kennebec; Hill, Hancock; Beatty, York, of the Senate.
Messrs. Hatch, Bangor; Morrill, Augusta; True,
Portland; (loss, Bath: Jordan, Auburn; Jones,
Wiutlirop; ttitcliie, Wiutci port, of the House.
On Federal Relations—Messrs. Nutting of Cumberland: CjHid, Washington; Dudley, Aroostook,
of the Senate.
Messrs. Jordan of Auburn; Gltdden, St. George; Averill, Prentiss; Parsons, New
Portland; Foss, Danforth; Chadoourue, Waterboro; McKellar, Thomaston, of the House.
On Education—Messrs. Parcher of Androscoggin;
Cornish, Kennebec; Nutting, Cumberland, of the

AND EVERYBODY ELSE

METEOROLOGICAL,
THR

TICKLED

GREENBACKERS

CONCLUSION.
At the foundation of our free system therefore lies the principle of euuauty, and
only upon that principle can it be preserved;
for it can rest in the love of all only as it rests
in the interests of all. Move it from this basis of
equality and our temple of liberty falls, and
then who shall raise up its stately columns
again? It was only by the happy concurrence
of the most fortunate circumstances, our eonstiution was framed and adopted. No other
people, no other couutry, no other age was
equal to the work. IIo w far beyond thepowers of the American people
to-day is such an
achievement? We should know, since we are
not able to supply its one little defect in relation to counting the electoral votes. The wisdom and natrintiam nf flnmn-pec ic nnuinal
the task though urged to it by every consideration of public safety. No, if our experiment of free government shall fail from the
earth, it will be the knell of popular liberty
the world over and for all time.
Cicero, in one of his orations, is led off into
a
panegyric upon the Roman constitution.
How apt are his words, when applied to our
immaculate charter, that crowning glory of
the Revolution—that master-piece of human
invention, at once the wonder and hope of the
world—the constitution under which we live!
for, says the great orator, “O wonderful system and discipline of government which we
have received from our fathers.—only let us
preserve it.”
Harris M. Plaisted.

TOR

Cheap

Listening
Demagoguery.

Our institutions were founded upon equality
or rather grew out of
equality—that condition
of comparative equality, as to property that
characterized the early settlers of New England. They brought with them no great capitals and, fortunately for humanity, there was
nothing here productive, to tempt investments.
If one millionaire had come over in the Mayflower he would have blasted the prospects of
a continent; for ours, then, would have been
a government not to
protect labor but capital.
Capital would have shaped it. Our ancestors
came here all upon an equality as to property,
or rather us to
poverty. But the lands were
all open and free to them. They entered into
possession and established the town system,
the hundred acre lot system; and upon this
foundation they builded their free and Christian republic. All were tillers of the soil;
farmers—not tenant farmers but freeholders,
having absolute domination over their acres,
recognizing no man as lord or master, no
power between them and the God they worshipped. They were lords and sovereigns
themselves, and if we are a nation of sovereigns to-day, it is only so far ns we arc a nation of freeholders. When these sovereigns
got together to form a government what kind
of a government could they form ? Only that
under
which
all
were
all
equals,
were
sovereigns. They could not have formed any other if they had tried. “It was this
necessary act of parcelling out the land into
small free-holds,” says Webster, “that fixed
the future frame and form of their government.”
Our New England ancestors not only began their system of government under a condition of comparative equality as to property,
but all their laws were of a nature to favor
and perpetuate that equality.
This is undoubtedly the true principle of legislation.
Any system of legislation therefore that tends
to destroy this happy equality,
wipe out the
small freeholds and centralize the ownership
land in the hands of the few, not only destroys the prosperity and independence of the
people, but strikes at the very foundation of
our
republic. There is nothing in this countrj
so sacred as the
freehold. It was the immediate parent of our free-school system and
constitutes the essential condition of its existence, for in a country of great landed estates the district school system is as
impossible as it is unknown.

INDICATIONS

On Leya' Affairs—-Messrs. Walker of Oxford;
Dingley, Androscoggin; Cornish, Kennebec, ot
Messrs. Y errill of Portland; Parker,
the Senate
Lewiston; Sprague, Phipsburg; Freeman, Cherry field; Emery, Saco; Swan, Minot; Bridgliain,

A DREARY DAY

end, divide their estates.

cepted.
The joint standing committees of the legisla
ture on part of the Senate, came from tha
branch, and were joined on part of the House
by the Speaker as follows:
On Judiciary—Messrs.
Emery of Hancock 1
Mort'and, Knox; Blsbee. Oxf rd, of the Sennit
Messrs Strout, Portland McCusick, Calais; Hal!
Rockland; Flint, Dover; King, Caribou; Talboi
East Machias; Hutchinson, Houiton, of the House

Nickerson, Brewer; Uiiton, Kingsbury: Gilbert,
Kingfield, of the House.

State
Lands and State
Roads—Messrs.
of Piscataquis; Baker, Somerset;
Clarke,
of
the
Senate. Messrs. C -ok of Lewiston;
Lincoln,

Burnham, Sherman;

Hilton,

Kingsbury; Berry,

Garland; White. Levant; Ware, Athens, Bradstreet, Palermo, of the House.
On Ways and Bridges—Messrs. Hill of Hancock;
Hill, Pe obscot; Coffin, Washington, of the Senate. Messrs. Nickerson of Linneus; Nutter, Corinna; Wentworth. Gardiner; Chase.

New Castle;

Vinal, Thomaston; D*ore, Charleston; Leighton,

Westbrook, of the House.
On Fisheries and Game—Messrs. Brewer of Cumberland; Jennings, Penobscot; Wakefield, York,
of the Senate.
Messrs. Thatcher of Bangor; Leavitt, Decking; Eastman, Dennysville; Torrey Surrey;

Wilder, Pembroke; Smith, Buxton; Webb,
of

Isle,

Deer

the House
On Counties—Messrs. Mortland, of
Knox; Brewer, Cumberland; Taber, Waldo; of the Senate.
Messrs. Bragdou, Sullivan; Cook, Lewiston; Maxey, Portland; Eldred, Belgrade;
Bartlett, Hope;
Waters, Petten; Packard, Sewsmont. of the House.
On Towns—Messrs. Smith of
Penobscot; Berry, Ken----.v...,

w.
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liBter, Buckgport; Twitchell, Bethel; Kendall, Freeport; S irgent, Sedgwick; Aehorn, China; Trafton,
Newport; Wheeler, Etna; of the House.
Oi Indian Affairs—Messrs.
Jenniugs of Peuobsoot; Pattangall, Washington; Parcher, Androscoggin; of the Senate. Messrs. Cushman, Ellsworth;
Blanchard, Eastport; Joy. Union; Donnell, Biddeford; Folsom, Oldtown; Crosby, Whiting: Loud,
Hampden, of the House.
On Claims—Messrs. Baker, Somerset;
Parcher,
Androseogein; Sherman, Waldo, of the Senate.
Messrs. Wyman, Aueusta; Pitcher, Belfast; Varney, Winslow; Goodall, Sanford; Bean, Denmark;
Livermore, Bradley; Sturdivant, Cumberland, of
ihe
House.

On Pensions—Messrs. Sanborn of
York; Friend,
Penobscot; Flint, Piscataquis, of tbo Senate. Messrs. Parker, Lewiston;
Nickerson, Linneus; McAllister, Bucksport; Burnham, Sherman; Wheeler,
Easton; Brown, Sebago; Dennis, Passadumkeag, of
the House.
On Insane

Hospital—Messrs. Pattangall of Washington; Hill, Hancock; Dudley, Aroostook, of the
Senate. Messrs. Morrill, Augusta: Goss,
Auburu;
Wentworth, Kittery; Sargent. Sedgwick; Linscott,
Farmington; Marble, Paris; Eaton, Camden, of the
House
On Reform

School—Messrs. Lord of Cumberland;
Fernald, Franklin; Taber, Waldo, of the Senate.
Messrs. Rowell, Hallowell; Smith, Mt.
Vernon;
Burr, Mercer; Smith, New Sharon; Boothby, Gor

ham; Goodwin, Hudson; Edgcomb, Limington,
House.

of the

On State Prison —Messrs. Bisbee of Oxford; Brewer, Cumberland; Buxton, Somerset, of the Senate.
Messrs. Maxcy, Portland; Wentworth, Gardiner:

Means, Machias: Leland, Skowhegan; Hersom, Berwick; Lang, Palmyra; Staples, Biddeford, of the
House.
On Public

Buildings—Messrs. Sherman of Waldo;
I.amson, Sagadahoc; Baker, Somersot, of the SenMessrs. Keegau, Van Buren; Keuniston, Williamsburg; Wardwell, Otislie d; Trufant, Harpswell;
Jones, Brighton; Staples, Dayton; Folsom, Oldtown, of the House.
On Library—Messrs. Clarke of
Lincoln; Emery,
Hancock; Fernald, Franklin; of the Senate. Messrs.
Noyes, Jefferson; Sprague, Pliipsburg;
Harding,
Waldo; Hopkins, Trenton; Allen, Dresden; Bragg
Wales; Ashford, Windsor; of the House.
The Speaker announced the following standate.

ing committees;
On Third Beading—Messrs. Eaton of
Eockport;
McAllister, Bucksport; Nutter, Corinna; Glldden,
St. George; ltedlon, Portland; Estes, Troy; Goodall.
Sanford.
On

Change of Names—Messrs. Fisher, Boothbay;
otrout, Portland, Bird, Rockland; Parsons, New
Portland; Andrews, Norway; Eastman, Dennysville; Goodwin, Shapleigh.
On Ways and Means— Messrs.
Hatcli, Bangor;
Morrill, Augus a; Tru*\ Portland; G**ss, Bath; Jordan, Auburn; Jones, Wimhrop; Ritchie, Winterport.
On Business of House—Messrs.
Verrill, Portland:
McKusick, Ca'ais; Staples, Parsonsfield.
On Engrossed Bills—Messrs, Pitcher,
Belfast;
Rowell, Hallowell; Bradstreet, Brid.ton; Flint,
Dover; Lin cott, Farmington; Freeman, Lincolnville; Sweat, Brownfield.
On Leave of Absence—Boody, Windham:
Dickey,
Ft. Kent; Means, Machias;
Clark, Tremont; Folsom, Uldtown; Benner, Waldoboro; Donnell, Bidde-

ford.
The presence of Hon. John C. Talbot, member elect from Machias, was announced by Mr.
Dickey, and he was conducted by that gentleman to the Governor where he was
qualified.
IN

JOINT CONVENTION.

Messrs. Parker of

Androscoggin,

Friend of

Penobscot, Walker of Oxford, Strout of Portland, Wentworth of Gardiner,Buck of Orland,
Sweat of Brownfield, Lord of Bangor, Long of
Palmyra and Staples of Biddeford were appointed a committee to wait upon Hou. Harris
M. Plaisted, Governor elect, to inform him
that both branches of the Legislature had as-

sembled in Representatives Hail and were
ready to administer to him the oaths required
by the constitution to qualify him to enter upon the discharge of
his official duties, and
receive from him such communication as he
may be pleased to make.
Subsequently Hon. Hftrris M. Plaisted,
Governor elect, attended by the Executive
Council and heads of departments, came in
nn
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lature in convention assembled before the
President of Senate, took aud subscribed the
oaths required by the constitution to qualify
him to enter upon the discharge of his official
duties.
Hon. S. J. Chadbourne, Secretary of State,
made the customary proclamation that Harris
M. Plaisted is governor aud commander in
chief of the State of Maine, and that due
obedience should be rendered to all his lawful
acts aud commands as such.
Gov. Plaisted then proceeded to deliver
his message which will be found elsewhere.

EMPTY HONOR.

XLVIth CONGRESS—2d Session.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Fall of a Bridge.
Haverhill, Jan. 13.—The second span of
the iron bridge between this city and Groveland, broke through into the river this after-

A loaded team of four horses with a
was on the
bridge at the
time and went down. The driver
escaped unbut
oue of the
injured,
horses was badly cut.
The horse car for this city had passed over
only a few minutes previously.
noon.

heavy load of lumber,

NEW

"YORK.

Three Notorious Burglars Captured.
New York, Jan. 13.—Three notorious burglars were arrested here last uight aud handed
over to the Jersey City
authorities, where indictments are out against them.
Their room
was filled with
arms and fine jbuglars implements.

The World's Fair.
The World’s Fair Commission today elected
Gen. Grant member of the commission and
chairman of the permanent organization. An
executive committee was choseu, among whom
is Theodore C. Bates of Massachusetts. After
electing eight vice presidents aud other officers
the commission voted thanks to the
Mayor
and community of Now York for courtesies
and adjourned subject to the call of the President.
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bherman.
Cincinnati, O., Jan. 13.—A telegram from
Cleveland says the Leader publishes an editorial ou the authority of Gov. Foster
denying
the statement that he withdrew from the
Ohio senatorial contest on condition that Sherman
should decline toe Senatorship when
elected and go into the Cabinet.
Foster denies having any understanding whatever with
Garfield ou this matter.
Great Damage to Crops in South Carolina.
Charleston, Jan. 13.—The Courier published a summary of reports from all sections
of the state showing great
damage to cotton
and rice crops from protracted wet weather. It
estimates that of the cotton unpicked in December fully half is totally lost and the remaiuder much damaged.
What remains of
the Sea Island crop is rotting in the fields.
The rice harvest, owing
mainly to rainy
weather, is one of the most unfortunate on
record.
The Ohio Local cpiionists.
13.—The state local option
convention passed resolutions
urging the legislature to pass a local option bill and to
allow
women to vote ou the
question, and if such a
bill is not passed the members of the
convention will use all their efforts in the future
to
elect only those who pledge themselves iu
its
favor.

Co'umeus, Jan.

N

SPEAKERSHIP.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Receipts -3,000 bblj Hour, 14,000 bush wheat,
3t),0oo bush corn,| 4,000 bush oate, 0,000 bnah
rye.

SENATE.

Washington, Jau. 13.
Mr. Eaton, from the committee on foreign
affairs, reported adversely on sundry bills relative to the Japanese indemnity fund.and favorably its a substitute therefor two new bills.
Bill providing for damages to Indians on the
Minnesota reservation was passed.
On motion of Mr. Logan a resolution extending the franking privilege to Senators aud
members was taken up, the question being to
refer it to the committee on (os’otlices.

Mr. Wallace referred to the allusion to himself in connection with the recent complaint
of the abuse of the franking privilege, and
denied the ciiarge.
The bill was referred to the committee on

postolfices.

Senate resumed the army oill.
The bill was discussed at some length but
the Senate adjourned without action.
HOUSE.
The following bills were reported from the
committee on elections:
A minority report declaring neither J. C.
Holmes nor W. E. Sapp legally elected from
the eighth district of Iowa, and a similar minority report in the case of Wilson vs. Carpenter from the ninth district of Iowa.
Laid on
the cable.
Mr.
Steele from the agricultuial commitBy
tee, adverse to incorporating the American
Agricultural Society. Tabled.
By Mr. Johnston lrom the military committee, for the relief of Gen. Ord. Referred to
private calendar. (It authorizes his retirement
with rank, pay and emoluments of a Major

Mr. Frye Withdraws from the Contest.
K'ortUma 8>utl> Wholesale Market.
Pom land. Jan. 13.
Boston, J »u. 13.—A Washington dispatch
to the Journal says: “Mr. Frye, for political
The wholesale market is quiet to-day, but prices
reasons, has withdrawn from the campaign for
generally are held quite firm, and the only change
Speakership of the House of Representatives, we notice is a falling off on Sacked Bran and Midan otiice to which there was
every probability
that he could have been elected.
Mr. Frye | dlings. Sugars are steady at the recent advance;
granulated is quoted at 10c and Extra C at 93/»c.
will be a candidate for the Senatorship from
In the Western gram primaries to-day, Wheat
Maine to fill a vacancy which there is the best
Mr.
of reasons for stating "will he created.
shows a slight improvement. Corn and Oats were
has
withdrawn
from
his
Frye
Speakership steady. Provisions were iirm.
canvass at the advice of his friends, among
At London to-day floating cargoes of Wheat and
them Senator Blaine.
The vacancy in the
; Corn were tirmly held; for cargoes on the passage of
United States Senate, which Mr. Frye expects
Wheat the market was quiet but steady, aud of Corn
to fill, will undoubtedly be created before tho
hardening: fair average Mixed American Corn for
adjournment of the Maine legislature, as it is
not supposed that the Republicans of the state
prompt shipment 25s@25s Gd. At Liverpool Wheat
will permit a Democratic Governor to appoint
and Corn are quiet.
a United States Senator to assist the DemocraThefollowtng are to-day’s quotations % Flour,
cy in organizing the Senate after March 4. Mr.
Grain, Provisions. *&c.
Frye will prepare to push his claims for the
Potato?*.
Senate. This conclusiou would seem to set at
Early Rose, |> bush
rest all rumors that Mr. Blaiue is not to have
Houlton.
-@GO
a place in President Garfield’s Cabinet.”
Maine Central..— @55
Grand Trunk.—@55
Proliflcs, Eastern .—@55
Grand Trunk.—(@55

ANOTHER STORM.

Jacksons.—@50
The above prices are for car lots of Potatoes; small
lots about 5c higher.
Ura»n
Flour.
Supertine. 4 00&4 50 New H. M. Corn,
ear lots
Extra Spring..6 26@5 60
*'
X.X. Spring
.0 25® G 50 Oats
Sacked Bran
Patent Spring
Mids...
Wheats. 8 75@9 001
Corn, bag lots..
Michigan Winter best.6 00®0 26 Meal,
Low
Grade
Oats,

Snow and Intense Cold in the West.

Chicago, Jau. 13.—A blinding snow storm
with heavy wind and low temperature lias
The
storm is general
prevailed all day.
throughout Iowa and Wisconsin. The ther-

momeierj is id below at
Cheyenne the wires are
storm is prevailing.

..

St. Paul. West of
down and a heavy

..
..

Michigan....5 25@5 50.Bran,

General.)

The House went into committee of the whole
on tiie funding bill,
the pending amendment
authorizing the issue of bonds to an amount
not exceeding $(150,000,000 which shall bear
interest at 3 per cent, redeemable afteryears.
Mr. Reed thought tho most sensible thing
that could he done would be to agree to a thirty year 3 per cent, bond aud take the tax off
the banks, but the only thing that could be
done was to agree to an option bond bearing
3J per cent. The figures, facts and arguments
urged by the gentleman from Pennsylvania
(Randall) were in his opinion fallacious. He
ciiticised the action of the Speaker in making
this a party question.
The Speaker had declared that the Democratic party had always
been in favor of paying the national debt. He
would not charge the Speaker with having believed that except for a moment because he
aud his party had gone down in three pitched
battles on that very question. He had merely
desir a to sound the party tocsin and bring the
party solidly to t ie question of a 3 per ceut.
option bond.
Mr. Randall stated that he iiad been somewhat amused at the lecture of tho gentleman
from Maine, which might better have come
from any other member, for that gentleman
had never gone very far beyond the lines of
the narrowest partisanship.
Mr. Randall accepted an amendment offered
tojhis amendment by Mr. Towusheud of Illinois, limiting the amount of bonds to four hundred millions andjcertificates to be issued at
300 millions, whereupon Mr. Mills offered an
amendment fixiusr the time for the bonds aud
certificates at one aud ten years, which was
also accepted by Mr. Randall.
Mr. Clafiin of Massachusetts moved to
amend by making the bonds live aud ten years.

Agreed

to.

Mr. Randall’s amendment as amended was
then adopted 128 to 2-Weaver and Gillette.
■the section ol the

bill now provides 'hat all
laws authorizing the refunding of the national
debt shall apply to any bonds bearing a higher
rate of interest than 11 per cent
per annum
which
horeafter
may
become
redeemable,
provided that in lieu of
bonds
authorized
to
be
issued
by the act
of July
11th, 1870, and the certificates
authorized by the act of February 28,1879,
the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to
issue bonds in amount not exceeding 400
in llions which shall bear interest
at a rate of
3 per [cent, per annum redeemable at the
pleasure of the United States after five years
and payable ten years from date ot issue; and
also certificates in amount not exceeding 300
millions bearing interest at 3 per cent, redeemable at the pleasure of the United States after
one year and payable in ten
years from date of
issue. The bonds and certificates shall be in
all other respects of like character and subject
to same provisions as the bonds authorized by
the act of July 14, 1870, refunding the debt,
and acts am indatory thereto.
Nothing in this
act shall be so construed as to authorize an increase of the public debt and before any of the
bonds or certificates authorized are issued it
shall be the
duty of the Secretary of the
Treasury to pay on the bonds accrued during
1881 all silver dollars of 112_j grains and all
gold Qver and above fifty millions in the
Treasury for redemption purposes. It provides further that interest on (i per cent, bonds
also authorized to be refunded shall cease at
the expiration of 30 days after notice that the
same have been designated
by the Secretary of
the Treasury for redemption.
Several amendments were offered and rejected and pending one imposing an income
tax House adjourned.

WASHINGTON.
A Monument to Christopher Columbus.
Washington, Jan. 13.—Congressman Cox
has presented in the House a letter from the
secretary of state, enclosing a communication
from Senor Don F. Lithgrow, minister of
foreign affairs for the republic of Dominica,
which states that his government is desirous
of erecting a monument to the memory of
Christopher Columbus, that the republic of
Dominica is financially unable to carry out
this movement alone, and, therefore, it has
been decided to invite the co-operation of the
governments of the United States, Austria,
Spain and Italy, each of which is interested
in the commemoration of the achievements of
the great navigator, and that to this end a
contribution of $10,000 is solicited from each
of these powers, which, with the amount to be
appropriated by the republic of Dominioa,
will give a suDlcientfuud to erect a monument
in tile city of Santo Domingc, worthy of the
discoverer of America. The letter of Secretary
Evarts simply calls attention to the enclosure.
The Civil Service.
The select committee appointed
by the
Senate to examine the several branches of the
civil service met to-day and heard Dorman B.
Eaton of New York on the subject of civil
service reform.
The committee have invited
Postmaster James of New York city to give
his views in regard to the practical methods of
promoting efficiency of the civil service.
Forfeiture of Vessels for Violating the
Revenue Laws.
The House committee on ways and means
to-day agreed to recede from the amendment
to the Senate bill amending the law relative
to seizure and forfeiture of vessels for breach
of revenue laws.
The bill which passed the
Senate at the last session of Congress provides
that no vessel shall be subject to seizure or
forfeiture unless it,
shall
annear that
the
owner or master at the time of the
alleged
illegal act was a consenting party or privy
thereto.
The ways and means
committee
amended this bill by striking out the words
“seizure or.”
The
committee to-day instructed Representative Frye when the bill
is reached to offer an amendment restoring to
the bill the words previously stricken out.
Counterfeiter Caught.
The secret service bureau of the treasury today received the announcement of the arrest
near Cairo, 111., of William Lowry for some
cime engaged in passing counterfeit notes.

SENATORSHIPS.

Joseph L. Smith

Nominated by
the
Fusionists tor Senator.
Jan.
13.—At the Fusion caucus
Augusta,
to-night Maj. Joseph L. Smith of Oldtown was
nominated for United States Senator. Samuel
J. Anderson of Portland received 14 votes and
Plaisted 3.

THE

Senator Eaton Renominated.
Hartford, Conn., Jan. 13.—Both Houses of
the Legislature adjourned to Tuesday, Jan.
18th, and in each House the election of U. S.
Senator was made the order of the day for
Tuesday at 12.30. At a caucus of Democratic
members today Senator Eaton was nominated.
Platt Nominated in New York.
Allanv, Jan. 13.—The Republican legislative joint caucus this evening ballotted for
candidate for Senator witli the following result: Thomas C. Platt 54, Richard Crowley
20, Sherman S. Rogers 10, Wm. A. Wheeler
10, Elbridge G Lapharn 4, Levi P. Monton 1
Platt’s nomination was made unanimous.
Senator McMillan Renominated.
St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 13.—The Republican
caucus tonight renominated Senator McMillan
for re-election.
A New Complication in Pennsylvania—
The Grow Men Refuse to Take Part in
the Caucus.
Harrisburg, Jan. 13.—The
Republican
iigbt for United States Senator will have to
be settled by the Republicans in tbe legislature.
This afternoon a meeting of forty-eight
Grow men was held who sigued a paper expressing the opinion that in the existing conof
dition
it
is
not
for
things
the
best
interests
of
the
Republican
or
welfare
of
the State to go
party
into caucus and they intend to give expression
to their individual preferences in the Senate
and House or in joint convention. This action
caused confusion in Oiiv r's ranks, who, how08 delegates being
ever, went into caucus
present, and nominated Oliver on the third
An
ballot.
effort was made to biud the members in writing to stick by the nominee, but it
was resented as an insult.
Mr. Grow states to-night that the signing of
the paper to stay out of the caucus does not
vvuijivi

w
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null)
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they will do

so.
It is hard to tell who will be
the choice ot the Legislature. The Democrats favor Grow, and it looks as though some
coalition would be formed with the anti-caucus
Republicans. Tho Legislature stands 153 Republicans, 93 Democrats, 3 Greenbackers, 1
Greenbacker Republican and 1 Fusionist.

MARSHAL FITZSIMMONS.
Charges which will Probably Compel
Him to Resign.
Washington, Jan. 13.—The special agent of
the department justice
recently sent to
Georgia to investigate the accounts of United

States Marshal Fitzsimmons
reports that
Fitzsimmons has avoided cooperation with the
internal revenue officers in connection with
the suppression of illicit distillation; that he
has withheld money from his deputies and to
avoid the law agaiust the misappropriation of
government moneys he by misstatements attained receipts from subordinates
covering
the entire amount withheld notwithstanding
the fact that the deputies did not receive the
money. His resignation is expected.
Theatre Burned.—Eight Lives Lost.
Copknhagan, Jan. 13.—The theatre at
was destroyed
Croustadt
by fire and the
director of the
theatre and
seven others
A

perished.
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$>box
Lemons.
Apple*.
Messina.4 00^4 50{Baldwin,.1 75@2 00
Palermos
3 00@4 00 Greenings_1 75@2 00
Nuts.
Choice eating apples 2 00
Peanuts—
! Dried Western
4Vfc@5
Wilmington.1 G0@1 70j do Eastern.. 4® 6

FOE

IRE-

Strong Land Reform Measure Demanded.

~~

Adopted and

Virginia.1 50@1 02]
Nngar.
20@1 35 Granulated....
@10
10@1 lcl Extra C
@ 9%
Walnuts,
14@lGc.
Filbert,
12® lie
Pecan
13<<$l4c

lor

money

London, Jan. 13—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 4%*, 1163/s.
Liverpool,Jan. 13—12.30 P.M.—Cotton m»**ket
tending down; Middling uplands at 6%d;Orleaus at
6 13-16d; sales 8,000 bales; speculation and export
1,000.

Liverpool. Jan. 13—12.30 P. M.—Flour at 9»®
12s; Wmte»| Wheat at 9s 6d^9s lOd; Spring Wheat
at 8s 0<K29s 9d;California average 9»@9s lOd; Club
do at 9s odii/lOs 4d; Corn at 6s 6d. Peas at 6§ lOd;
Provisions, Ac.,—Pork 66s;beef 74s; Cheese 66s 6d,
l*ard at 48s; Bacon 38s 6d^40s. Tallow at 34s 6d,
at London 38s 9d.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.^

TURNER BROS.,
to-day,

commence

a

CLEARING OUT SALE OF
WINTER DRESS GOODS,
BROCADE VELVETS,

PLUSHES, NOVELTIES,
CLOAKS and DOLMANS.
IMMENSE REDUCTION IN PRICES.

Fancy Goods.
An entirely new stock of

pipes to

LIVERPOOL.

Erie-822

tons coal

ShiD

1000

HAMBURGS

Lake

tire

order.

Receipt**

of

MaineiCenral.
Portland, Jan. 12.

just opened at very low prices.

Job Lot ol' HARRIS
SEAMLESS KID GLOVES, at less than
wholesale price.

For Portland, 29 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
for connecting roads, 66 oars miscellaneous mer-

Prices

chandise.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance —1000 bush Cormueal to Cl

W. True & Co.

drain Market.

Portland, Jan.
The following quotation * of Grain

by telegraph from Chicago to-day by
Time.

Jan.

9.30..
9.45
10.08

received

A. W.

Jordan,

10.35..
11.04..
11.30..
12.05..

12.35..
1.04..

Call

...

May.

Jan.

98%
99%

..
..

Feb.

99%

42 %

99%

99%
99%
99%
993/8
99% 371/4
99% 371/4
99% 37%

98%
98%

42%
42%
42Va
42%

35%
35%
30%
30% 35%
30%
35%

13.|
Call.
10 Eastern Railroad. 38%
Second Board—First Call.
$25,000 Eastern It. R., 4%.
103%
First

Market.

(By Telegraph.)

New York, Jan. 13—Evening.—Money market
loaned down from 6 to 3 on call, closing easy at 3;
prime merantile paper 5^5%. Sterling Exchange
steady at 98% for long and 99*% for short. Governments steady for 6s and 5s, and %@% higher
for 4%s and 4s. State bonds are quiet. The stock
market opened strong and closed easier.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 633.000 shares.
The loiiowing are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government securities :
United States 6’s, 1881, reg.101%
United States 6*s, 1881, coup.101%
United States new o’s, reg .100%
United States new 6's, coup.101 %
United States new 4%’s, reg.112%
United States new 4%’s, coup.112%
Uaited States new 4’s,reg.113%
United States new 4’s.113%
Pacific 6’s of 95...
..13#
The following were the closing quotations of
stocks:
Rock Island....
136%
Illinois Central.125%
C. B. & Quincy..178
Chicago & Alton.
151%
Chicago & Alton prefer re 1
.150
..

Michigan Central.
122%
Erie
60%
Erie preferred.. 93%
Northwestern.127
Northwestern preferred. .141%
Milwaukee & St. Paul.117%
8t. Paul preferred.126
Union Pacific. .115%
Western Union Tel. Co.110%
BoHftfn

Jan.

following
to-day’s quotations
Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
were

TURNER

BROS.,

KIMBALL

BLOCK,

& 490 Congress

Sf.

DRESSGOODS
Having just completed stock
taking, we are selllug :r;nln good
bargains in nearly every depart-

ment, botb in new and desirable
goods, and others marked way
down to close.
New $1.00 Colored Dress Goods
at only SOc. Just received also a
few more of the All Wool Black
Momie Cloths at 50c. Both above
arc extra value and cau not be du-

plicated.

Ribbons at half real value.
New nnd Fine Hamburgs at lower prices than they were ever sold.

RINES

BROS.

jan(»

sn

Coats, Pants,
or’s

pressmen
equal
to custom work, at

FOSTER’S
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 PREBLE ST., oppowite Preble House.
Laces cleansed in a superior manner.
Kid Gloves cleansed every day, price 10 cts

per Pair.

Jan7_

eodsntf

13.

24;^26c; straight dairy lots 21@24c; and common
to fair dairy lots 16@20c. and winter made at 16(®
at 22@25c for choice,
22c; Western dairy
and 14@21c for common and good: Western ladle
packed at 21 @23c for choice and at 14@20c for
common and good; market steady and
unchanged.
Cheese—we quote at 13@13%e for choice;! 1%@
12%c for fair to good; 8@10c for common; market
is firm and in steady demand.
Rggs are quiet at 32@33c lb doz for Northern and
Eastern, and 30@32c for Western.
Potatoes—rbe market is unchanged with a steady
demand; sales of Aroostook Rose at 65@70c; Maine
Central and Vermont Rose at 60&6Ec; New York
noso
r-ruuncs at ooto/ouc; .reeriess at 905)

packed

Corns!

BY USING

of Butter,

Butter—We quote and Northern Western creameries at 29@33c for late made, and 25/t£28c for fair
to good; New York and Vermont faff dairies at

dtf

Vests, and Ladies’ Sacques, Capes,
Ulsters, Dolmans dec. cleansed
or dyed, and pressed by tail-

Cure Your

Produce Market.

Boston,
The

from

35%
35V4

Boston Mtock Market.
iSa'ee of the Broker’s Board,dan.

(Yew Y ork Stock and.Money

Children’s

Fancy Ribbons reduced
62 1-2 cents to 20 and 25.

,-Oats-,
Jan.
May.

42%
42%

reduced on

Hosiery, Gimps and Fringes.

13.

were

157 Commercial street:
--Corn->
Chicago -—Wheat—>

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not
louiuim

IV

UVIIIO.

without leaving
Brush for

a

,, 1U

a

caustic.

U5,

MU

DUU1UUS

UUIOlU,

blemish.

applying

in each

bottle.

ET'-f CURE IS GUARANTEED, ft-,
Price its cents.
Par sale by all Druggists.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who nave used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Mchlotterbeck’s Corn and Wart
Nolvent and lake na other.
nov23

sndtf

62c; Chenangoes 43@45c.

CHICKERING

Domestic markets.
fBv Telegraph A
York, Jau.13—Evening—Flour—Receipts
20,765 bbls; exports 25,455 bbls; slightly in buyers
favor and in some instances shade lower with moderate export demand, mainly on low grades, part to
arrive, with a very light jobbing trade inquiry; sales
18,600 bbls; No 2 at 3 0053 50; Supertine Wes
Nww

ZZOQ&l5;

tern and State at
extra Western
and State at 4 2054 00; good to choice Western
and State at 4 6556 76; white Wheat Western
extra at 5 0056 00; fancy do at 6 10(g7 00; extra Ohio at 4 25@6 75; extra St. Louis at 4 25@
6 75: patent Minnesota extra at 6 50@7 25; choice
to double extra at 7 30^8 25, including 3000 bbls
City Mills extra at 5 25&5 40 for W I; 5 80 Hayti;
1800 bbls No 2 at 3 005 3 50; 1100 bbls Superfine
3 30@3 75; 2200 bbls low extra at 4 2054 40: 4,900 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 4 2o@8 00; 5600
bbls Minnesota extra at 4 20@8 25, closing dull.
Southern flour dull; extra at 4 75 >t 5 36; good to
choice do at 5 4056 75 sales 600 bbls. Rye Flour
shade firmer at O0055 40 for ISuperflne. Buckwheat flour is quoted 1 75(5)2 00; patent at 2 065
215. Corn meal is quiet.
79,650 bush; exports 100,615 bush;fevorish and unsettled. closing shade stronger with a very moderate
trade; sales 927,000 bush, including 143,000 bush
on spot; No 3 Spring at 1 09; No 2 do at 1
13; ungraded Red 11451 18ya; No 3 do at 1 16ya; No 2
do 118@1 18%@1 19: ungraded Whitel 1351 16;
No 2 do at 1 16@l 15%: No 1 do, 51,000 bush at
1 16(6/116y2; steamer No 1 do 1 16; No 2 Red for
January, 66,000 bush at 118%; do May, 160,000
at i 20% (6)1 21%. Rye is scarce and very firm;
1000 State delivery next week at 1 01 y2.
Corn is
dull and without important change; receipts
17,260
hush; exports 42,725 bush; sales 181,000 hush, including 77,000 on spot: ungraded at 53yac; No 3 at
64554%c; steamer 54% n 54%c; new No 2 at 57;
low Mixed 56%c; steamer White 55c; do Yellow at
65@55%c; Yellow Southern 53yac; No 2 for January at 56%c;February at 56%c; March 57c; May
at 55c. OntM unsettled, closing shade stronger; receipts 16,150 bush; sales 192,000 bush; No 3 at 43;
do White at 45c; No 2 at 44@44%c; do White at
48@48%c; No l White at48%c; Mixed Western
at 42@44%c; White do 45548c; White State at
48 ya 6.50c, including 75,000 bush No 2 February
at 44%i£44%c; 30.000 do March at 4514(§461/ac.
Mugar is dull; fair to good refining quoted at 7 1110(5/7 13-16; prime at 7% ; refined dull and weak:
standard A 9.§9Vfe: crushed 9%c; powddered
9%c;
granulated at 9% <^9%c. ITlolnwaes is unchanged
and quiet. Petroleum nominal; united at 96%o;
crude in bbls at 7(6/7%; refined 9%. Tallow ie
steady; sales 110,0u0 lbs at 6 3-16^6%. Pork ie
nominally unchanged; old mess on spot at 12 75'a
13 00; no sales; February and March 14
00@14 4(X
Beef firm and in good demand. Lanl opened weak
closing shade higher and strong; 1450 prime steam
on spot at 9 27%@9 30; choice 9 32%; to arrive at
9 15(6)9 20; 250,for January at 9 2o; 350 February
at 9 20(6/9 25; 1750 for May at 9 45(6)9
50; rofineil
for contiue 9 50. Butler firm. Chee»e in good
demand and firm.
Freights to Liverpool firmer;Wheat steam -4%.

Wheat—receipts

»

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Cyrus W. Field was elected President of the
Elevated railroad yesterday.
The Essex county, N. Y., grand jury rec
ommends the establishment of the whipping
post for wife beaters.
Mayor Stokely of Philadelphia has been re
nominated by the Republicans.
Gen. Grant has been elected one of the
World’s Fair commission.
The bullion in the bank of England decreased £142,000 during the week.
Fire yesterday forenoon in the packing au<
drying building of the Merrimac woolen mills
gutted it.' Loss 510,000.
Chas. B. Hayes, victim of the Newburypor
chemical explosion, diod Wednesday night.
The story of a conspiracy in Kolapore, In
dia, to massacre the English residents is pro
uounced unfounded.
OhicagoUre Slock market.

(By Telegraph.)

Chic ago, dan. 13.—hogs—Receipts 54,000 head ;
shipments 1800 head; quality very good.llie|marke t
was active early but weakened;
good, light an.
heavy 5 higher; common to good mixed packing a t
4 00^4 DU; light at 4 70j§)4 00; choice heavy 6 0 >
5 30; two cars sold at 5 50.
market demoralized and ,1m 15 lower; exports a t
5 2o@5 75; good to choice
at 4 00^5 00 ;
fair to good 3 75^4 35; good many common ship
2300 head; shipments 800 head
market slow and weuk;common lo good 4 250,1 76
choice to extra at 5 26 a,5 75.

tons

boxes

to

favorable.

ping left over.
Sheep—Receipts

GLASGOW, Steamship Quebec—7600

brick to Fisk & Coleman,
Twitchell & Champlin.

WEST INDIES.

shipping

Telegraph.)
lS —Consols 98|7-16

Bv

London, Jan.
aud account.

Foreign Import*.

Officers

Cattle—Receipts 8500head;shipments 3400|head

Rnrepena 71 arbeta.

••

Btffalo, Jan. 13.—Delegates to the nation
al convention of the American branch of the
Irish Land League re-assembled in St. James
Hali today. A constitution was adopted, article first of which reads:
‘‘This organization shall be known as the
Irish National Land League of the United
States.”
Officers were elected for the ensuing year a:
follows:
President—Lion. Patrick A. Collins, Boston
1st Vice President—Rev. P. Cronin,Buffalo.
2d Vice President—T. V. Powderly, Scranton.
Secretary—Thos. Flatley, Boston.
Treasurer—Rev. Lawrence Welch, Soutl
Waterbury, Conn.
Considerable confusion ensued before ad
journmeut, caused by discussions of contend
ing factions, but the convention finally adjourned sine die to meet at Washington.

are

lands 11 %c.
Memphis, Jan. 13.—Cotton dull and easier; Middling uplands at ll3/sc.
Mobile,Jan. 13.—Cotton qoiet; Middling uplands
at ll%c.
____

Tennessee... 1

Elected.

Favorable Reports From the Sugar Crop
St. Thomas, Jan. 13.—Reports of the suga
crop from Demerara, Barbadoes and Antigu;

New Orleans,-Tan. 13.—Cotton quiet and steady;
Middling uplands ll%c.
Savannah,Jan. 13—Cotton steady:Middling up

Castana, p *'tfc.

THE LAND LEAGUE.
Constitution

Qu.5Va@9c

Maine,

London, Jan. 13.—Twenty Irish members
of Parliament will follow Shaw’s course in
dissociating themselves from the Irish agitation and the Parnell Parliamentary party.
Dublin, Jan. 23.—In the court of Queen’s
Bench today McDonough opened for the defence. He made a touching reference to the
fact that he was almost the sole survivor of
the counsel employed in the O’Connell case.
He denounced the prosecution as the landlords’ indictment against the tenants of Ireland. The court is crowded.
Longford, Ireland, Jan. 13.—The police
and dragoons are assembled at Drumlish, and
the infantry is momentarily expected, when
they will proceed to assist in the serving of
ejectment notices on Lord Granard’s property.
The people are armed with bludgeons and
pitchforks, but an encounter will probably be
avoided by the exertions of the parish priest.
The Irish Question in Parliament.
New York, Jan. 13.—The debate on Mr.
Parnell’s amendment to the address to the
Queen developed an unsuspected amouut of
sympathy with Ireland on the part of the Liberal members.
General disappointment has
been expressed with the meagre outline of
remedial measures proposed, aud almost every
speaker has urged the government to adopt a
radical policy in dealing with the land question. So far extraordinary unanimity prevails
among the Liberal members in favor of a settlement which would meet the views of the
Irish people. The radical section condemns
the government’s coercive proposals because
coercion will exasperate the Irish people without securing the restoration of order.
The
Irish Liberal members declare that the policy
announced by the government will lead to tho
extinction of Irish Liberalism, and the Tories
are alarmed by the progress of the Land
League in Ulster, and declare themselves in
favor of a fair settlement of the land quesiton,
while urging the adoption of repressive measures.
So far, the only speakers who have unreservedly approved the government’s foreshadowed policy are Tories. The government
has evidently been taken by surprise by the
decided sympathy with Ireland expressed by
the provincial members of all shades of Liberalism, contrasting in a marked manner with
the views enunciated by the London press.
Not one Liberal member has unreservedly accepted the outline of the government's settlement. The tendency of the speeches has been
to demand strong measures of land reform as
the price of support for coercive measures.
The extreme Radicals, led by Jesse Collins,
the head of the Liberal caucus, and by Mr.
Cowan, editor of the Newcastle Chronicle,
have signified their intention o joining the
Irish members in resistence to coercive measures.
Reinforced by this powerful English
contingent, Mr. Parnell and his followers will,
it is said, oiler a strenuous resistance to the
passage of a government coercion bill.
It is
expected that several months will elapse before their resistance can be overcome. In view
of tho radical opposition to coercion and the
general demand for sweeping measures of
land reform, the government
feels
checkmated and is anxious to gain time, with the
supposed object of modifying the coercive and
strengthening the remedial proposals to meet
the temper of Parliament.
Arrangements
have been made between the government and
Parnell “whips” but to take a division on Parnell’s amendment till Friday. The excitement
of the struggle has told on Mr. Gladstone’s
health, and he was not present in the House
yesterday. There was a rumor on in London
Wednesday night that he was confined to his
bed. Another London despatch says it is almost certain that Gladstone’s proposed land
bill will pass the Commons with the support
of all the English and Irish Liberals.
Mr.
Gladstone asked a deputation of Liberals yesterday their desires as to what the land bill
should contain. Mr. Shaw, after the conference, expressed his satisfaction.
The debate on the address was resumed in
the Commons this evening. Sir Mitchel Hicks
Beach, formerly Chief Secretary for Ireland,
said that if the facts stated on the part of the
government were true they were amply sufficient to justify coercion.
Mr. Gladstone's Land Bill.
London, Jan. 13.—The correspondent of the
Manchester Guardian says: In the interview
with the Parliamentary deputation yesterday,
in regard to the Irish land question, Mr. Gladstone virtually said there was practically little
difference between himself and the deputation. Tho greater portions of the questions
were directed to the fixity of tenure.
The twe
other points—namely, fair rents and free sales
—were conceded. The deputation left with
the conviction that the bill to be introduced
by the government will be found to embody
recommendations of the principles of security
or fixity of tenure in connection with periodical revaluation of rents.
Warlike Movements in Tnrkev.
Constantinople, Jan. 13.— Troops and military stores are being collected on the Greek
frontier. There is unusual activity at the arsenals and dock yards.
The Investment of Geok Tepe.
St. Petersburg, Jan. 13.—Skobeloff invested Geok Tepe the evening of the fourth.
The first Russian parallel opened at 800 paces
from the chief fortifications.
The fighting
was desperate and sanguinary.
Tin Russians
were victorious,
but Gen. Petrussewitch, J
majors and 19 men were killed, and 3 officers
and 55 men wounded. The enemy, who were
reinforced by 5000 picked men from Mert, lost
300 killed in the engagement with the Russian
right wing alone, commanded by Gen. Petrussewitch. The Russians behaved gallantly
and were splendidly handled. It is intended
between the 5th and 9th insts. to reinforce the
first parallel and strengthen the works.

A

lands 1 5-ltic.

15@17

Turkeys.

ChicicenR. 12@15
Fowl. 10®12
Ducks.14
Eggs. 30 33

inactive; spot for Jan-

Detroit. .Jan. 13.—Wheat

uary at 1 0J%; 1 03% for February: 1 06% for
March; 1 06% bid for April; 1 08% for May, No 2
Red nominal; No 2 White 89%c
Nkw York, ,Tan. 13.—Cotton quiet; Middling up

Produce.

Begun.

LAND IN PARLIAMENT.

A

..

..

Defence

SYMPATHY

..

St. Louis Win-

03
40
22 00
@23 00
G8
G4
50
26
2G 00
120

5.000 oush barley.

Shipments-6.000 bbls flour, 06,000 bush wheat,
3,00 J hush corn, 2,000 bush oats, 2,000 busb
barley. 0,000 bush rye.

Wheat fairly active and shade higher:No 2 Red Winter 97%@98%c; No 2 Chicago Spring 99c for cash;
99Vac for February; 1 00% tor March; 1 03% foi
May; No 3 Chicago Spring at 85@88e: rejected at
70ta>74c. Corn tirm at 37%c casli; 37%e for February; 42Vac oid for May. Oats easier at 30c cash;
30%c for Fobruary; 31 %c March; 35%c for May.
Rye steady and unchanged. Bariev tinner at 1 02.
Pork unsettled but generally higher at 13 2P@13 25
cash; 13 22@13 25 February; 13 37V2&13 40 for
March. Lard is fairly active and shade higher at
8 75 for cash; 8 77V3@8 80 tor February; 8 7% for
March bid. Bulk Meats higher and in fair demand;
shoulders at 4 45; short rib at 7 00; short clear at
7 20.
Receipts—28,000 bbls flour, 17,000 bush wheat,
49.000 bush corn, 40.000 bush oats, 2,000]bush,
rye. 16,000 bush barley.
Shipments-13.000 bbls flour.26,000 bush wheat,
106.000 bush corn, 49,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush
rye, 34.000 bush barley.
At the Afternoon|Call of the Board—Wheat closed
at 99%c for February; 1 00%^1 00% for March;
1 01% April; 1 04% bid, 1 05 asked May. Corn at
37%c for February; 3Hc asked for Marcli;42% for
July. Oats 30%c bid for January; 31%c bid.31%
asked for February: 35Vac for May. Rye at 90%c
porK at 13 25 foi
bid, 90%c ask'd for
February; 13 40(ojl3 42% for March; 13 57%*
April. Lard at 8 77Va@8 80 for February; 8 9C
March; 8 95 bid, 9 00 asked April.
St. Louis,Jan. 13. -Flour firmer on upper grades,
Wheat higher ;No 2 Red Fall at 1 03% for January;
1 04%@l 04Va for February; |No 3 Red Fall 97 Vs
bid; No 4 at 90c bid. Corn firm but slow at 39% g.
40c cash; 4Uc for January: 39%c February.
Oata
firm but slow at 31%(«31%c for cash. Rye dull at
80l/ac. Pork firmer at 13 10 asked. Lard higbei
8

February.

at 8 85.

The New Upright Pianos now manufactured
by
this firm are instruments that really stand without
rival. They are the result of totally novel im-

a

provement, invented by the Arm, whereby all the
linest points of the celebrated Grand Pianos sre reproduced. The worst enemy of the piano is dampness.
Numerous devices have been employed to
counteract its baneful edicts, with but little success.
It has been the good fortune of this
drm, after
long experiment, to solve this enigma by substituting metal for wood in all parts of the action con-

taining centres. This is one of thr greatest
improvements in pianos made in this century. The new patent t prigbt Action of the
Checkering pianos is the only piaao action
in the world that is insensible to atmospheric change. From its convenient shape
the beauty anu permanence of Its tone, this
piano will undoubtedly soon become the most popular instrument in the United States.
made
and

GENERAL AGENTS,

BAILEY & NOYES,
AND

E. B.

ROBINSON,

Exchange St., Portlant).

Inportan^ Notice

Wishing

to go oat of business we offer at
cost far cash osr entire slock of
Dry and
Fancy Goods, Groceries and Provisions,
Bools, Mhoes aud Bobbers, Crockery,
Glass and Hardware, Hoorn
Paper. Oil
Carpeting and maay other articles too
numerous to
mention. We have a very
large stock, and it was all bonghtatlhe
lowest Cash Prices. We ask the public to
call and examine our goods and we will
give them bargains never heard of.
All persons indebted to us nre requested
to call aud settle withont delay.

RICHARDS A
Brick Mtorr,

CORLISS,

Yarmouth

January 1,1881.

Cower
janl

Village.
sn

dim*

Poultry Depot.
of Stall No.
1, Old Market, has been
Apart
verted into
exclusive Poultry and Butter
Business
con

an

by one

of the linn recently in No. 4, where
can be found the finest and
largest assortment in
this city, and at prices that will
surely please. Retail dealers in want of choice selections can
always
bo suited at lowest wholesale rates.
Boarding
House and Hotel Keepers can surely save from 3
6
to
cts. Der pound by coming direct to
NO. I OIJ> MARKET.
janlO sndlw

FINANCIAL.

Swan & Barrett,
BANKERS AND BROKERS,
ISC*

middle

Street

(CANAL BANK BLOCK.)

Dealers In Government, municipal and Railroad Securities.
I S. “Called” Bonds CASHED or
on favorable terms.
J®2
snood tf

exchanged

^
^

>

Arm
W. P
Welander
on al

Weti!.worth, Hodsdon, Hayden,
or..er Exchange and Fore ot.;
Maine l >epot, and Chisholm Bros.,

>.
x

run out of the city.
Willed Small & Co.
A igusta. F. Pierce,
liangor, J. H. Babb & Co.
Bath, of .1. O. Shaw.
B' Meford, F. M. Burnham.

r*. w

that

Auburn,

|

being only the first church in Portland,
one each in Cape Elizabeth,
Scarborough
noteworthy incident to listen

day by preaching
on

to

F. A.

Millett.

Barzilai’s reply to the king
go to Jerusalem and live at his

continue in office, until age unfitted him, or
they expressed a wish to have a younger minister, and theu he should not stand in the wayVery few young men have so good a knowledge
of theology, as revealed in the scriptures, or
powers of reasoning

TO-DAY.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Kirkwood House—Otis Ealer.
&c.
»J. B. Brown & Sons,
Dissolution,
•'
Copartnership Notice—
Dissolution, &c —Wight & Fickett.

omotiou he added. “They are not there now.”
Goldsmith’8 lines aptly apply to this aged
minister:
“A man lie was to all the country dear,
And passing rich with forty pounds a
year.
Remote from towns he run his godly race,
Nor e’re had changed, or wished to
change his

place;

quickly.

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in

one

__

Uupracticed he to fawn
I»y doctrines fashioned

seek for power
to the varying hour;
Far other aims his heart had learned to prize
More bent to raise the wretched than to rise.”

minute.
d6t

Dr. O. Fitzgerald, the man who makes
no many Wonderful Cures, will visit Portland, Falmouth Hotel, Saturday, January 15,
and will examine all who may call on him
Dr. C. W. Benson’s Celf.ry and ChamoPills are prepared expressly to cure Sick
Headache, Nervous Headache, Dyspeptic
Headache, Neuralgia and Nervousness, and
will cure any oose. Price 50 cts., postage free.
Parsons, Banos & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 117 and 119 Middle street, Portland, Me.
General Agents.
octldeodtf

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Dec. 6, 1880.
OFFICE HOURS:
From 8.00 a. m. to 8.30 p. m., Sundays
excepted.
Sundays, open for Carriers and General Delivery

from 9 to 10

a. m.

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Boston and intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.20
p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West—rArrive at 12.20, 6.10,8.10,
and 11.10 p.m. Close at 8.15 a. in., 12.30, 3.00
and 9.00 p. m.
Intermediate

or Way Mails, via Boston & Maine
at 12.20 and 8.10 p. ra. Close at
and 3.00 p. m.
Great Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.20 5.10,
8.10 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.30,
3.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.05 p
m.
Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
ra. and 1.05 p. m.
Close at 11.30 a. m. and 4.35
9.00 p. m.
'Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.40 a. m. Close at 8.00 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00 a.
m. and 1.05
p. m. Close at 6.30 and 11.30 a. m.
4.35 and 9.00 p. m.
Castinc, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert- Jouesport, Macbias, Macbiasport, East Macbias. Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
Eaatport, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m.
Close at 6.00 p. m.
Foreign mails, via New York, day previous to sailing ol steamers—Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the Eastr—Arrive at
2.05 a. ra. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north—
Arrive at 1.05 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Arrive at 12.4-» p. m. Close at 12.45 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
11.30 a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
S want on, Vt., and intermediate
offices, via P. & 0.
R. R.—Arrive at 6.45 p. m. Close at 7.00 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. &
O. K. R.—Arrive at 11.25 a. m. Close at 2.15 p. m.
Worcester, Maas., and intermediate offices, via P.
& R. R. R.—Arrive at 1.20 p. m. Close at 12.45
p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
& R. R. R.—Close ai 6.60 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made daily (Sundays excepted^ in the business portion of the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. m., and 1.30 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 and 11-45 a. m., 2.30 p. m. Collections are
made on week days at 7.00 and 11.00 a.
m., and
2.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.

Railway—Arrive
a. m.

jL'l

Superior Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE BONNEY.

Thursday.—in the ca9e of State vs. Peter Deehan, appl’t., on a search and seizure complaint, reported yesterday,the jury, after being out five hours,

disagreed.
Coombs,

Co.

Att’y.

Mealier for deft.
William «i. Roach, on indictment charging him
with being a common teller, paid a fine of $100 and
costs.

Brogan paid

a

fine of

$100 and costs

on a

nuisance indictment.

Mary Coveny,

on a

sentenced to

search and seizure

pay

a

tine of

$100

or

complaint,
ninety days

Committed.

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

KNIGHT.

Thursday.—Sarah McDonough, James Welch
and Timothy Murphy. Intoxication. Fined $3 and

W. G.

MUSIC AND THE

DRAMA.

Intoxication—2d offence.
House of Correction.

Brief Jottings.
A fire alarm striker has been placed in the
Merchants’ Exchange.
Cold day yesterday.
Mercury 7° at sunrise,
30° at noon, 28° at sunset; wind southwest with

signs of

storm.
A new post of the Grand Army is to be established in Calais.
There was a large break in the water main
on Fore street, near the Portland
Company’s,
a

yesterday morning.
The iron clipper sailing ship Lake Erie of
the Beaver line, arrived hore yesterday at 1.30
She made the passage
p. m. from Liverpool.
in 33 days. She brought 900 tons of coal.
A. W. & F. Rowell of Solon, have bought
and slaughtered 1000 sheep this fall and winter. They have sent to Portland over 7000 lbs.

ii

and have 900 pelts on hand.
Bramhall Lodge Knights of Pythias held a
public installation of their officers last evening. After the installation services a supper
was served in the banquet hall.
mutton

Rev. Mr. Dalton received a present of «100
from the attendants at his lectures.
Officers Gribben and Langmaid yesterday
seized a pitcher of ale from William Marshall
on Centre street.
They also arrested him and
locked him up at the station.
Steamer Quebec, Capt. Dale, of the Dominion line, arrived here yesterday from Glasgow.
She left there on the 29lh nit., making the
She met with heavy
passage in 15 days.
weather during the entire voyage, but sustained no d amage. She brought no passengers.
The 'Longshoremen's Benevolent Society
will give a dance at City Hall February 21st,
the proceeds to go to the fund of the
society.
Their tickets should command a ready sale.
Now that the ashes placed on the sidewalks
by kindly hands have been uearlv worn awav
by the constant travel of passers, it would be
another kindly work to replace them with
fresh. The bare Rpots of ice have laid
many
people low the past two days.
Sleighing parties will bear in mind that the
Kirkwood House is open for the winter.
A large party went on a sleigh ride to the

Cottage last night.

Deputy Sheriffs made a seizure at IveeIndia street, yesterday morning.
A class in elocution will be organized at the
of the Young Men’s Christian Associa^rooms
The

ley’s

on

tion this evening.
Mr. P. Robeson of the Brooklyn, N. Y., Y.
M. C. A., will conduct the gospel
meetings at
the hall of the Portland Y. M. C. A. on Saturday and Sunday evenings next.
The meetings that have been held in Pine
street church the past two weeks will be continued another week, and the interest is steadily on the increase.
The supper of the Methodist Ministers Social
Union, which is to take place at the M. E
church at Cane Elizabeth Depot next
Monday
Will be postponed till the following
Wednes.
if
the
weather be stormy, not to
day evening

Tuesday evening as published yesterday.

Loss of the Brig Lije Houghton.
A despatch to J. S, Winslow & Co.

yester-

day morning stated that the brig Lije Houghton, Capt. Dolan, of this city, was wrecked on
Wednesday night on Nantucket Island. She
was bound from Cape Breton, Nova
Scotia, to

Boston, laden with coal. She struck on the
wsast end of the island in tEe night, and in a
short time bilged. She was then
abandoned,
the captain and crew landing in safety. The
vessel and cargo are a total loss. J. S. Wins
low & Co. and others of Portland were the
owners.

There

insurance on the brig
The Lije Houghton was built in Pembroke it
1865. She was 404 tons burden.
was

no

$1,741,808.00

EXPENDITURES.

The amount of expenditures for the

1880.$1,581,409.96
Cash 1U the
year

treasury Dec. 31,1880..

160,338.64

$1,741,808.00
During the year $273,000 of tho public debt
was paid and $347,742 in
interest; $80,479.95
were added to the
sinking fund. There were
$47,024.43 paid in salaries, and $3,935.49 paid
for

stationary.

So far the valuation commissioners and clerks have drawn
$11,233.07.
Soldiers’ pensions amounted to $22,623. The
bounty on beet sugar amounts to $7,000.
SINKING FUND.

The condition of the
lows:

sinking

fund is

as

fol-

CR.

By

amount Jan. 1.
1880.$1,166,159.38
receipts from taxation.
80,479,95
receipts from interest.
65,248

$1,311,887.33

DR.

To premium on bonds purchased_$
3,402.75
accrued interest
626.83
balance Dec. 31, 1880. 1,307,857.75

$1,311,887.33
RESOURCES AND

LIABILITIES.

Tho resources of the State, Jau. 1, 1881,
wore as follows:
Cash iu the treasury.$
160,338.64
Balance due on State taxes. 1,04o,626
Sinking fund. 1,307,857.75

$2,513,822.39

Deducting

the sinking fund, $1,307,857,
from the bouded debt, $5,883,900, leaves the
sum of $4,576,043 as the indebtedness of the
State on the bonded debt, for which sum
coupon or registered bonds are outstanding.
ESTIMATES.

The following are estimated receipts for tho
year 1881:
Cash on hand Jau. 1, 1881.$ 160,338.64
Balance due on taxes to 1879
19,152.36
Balance due on State tax 1880. 1,026,474.29
state tax 1881.
60,000

Tax
Tax
Tax

NOTES.

Tho Littleton, N. H., Musical Association
will hold its thirteenth aunuil convention in
Union Hall, Littleton, next Monday evening,
and continue until Saturday.
The special
feature will bo the titabat Mater on
Friday.
There will be a promenade concert Wednesday evening and grand concerts Thursday and
Friday. The talent engaged will be W. O.
Perkins, Martha Dana Shepherd, Mrs. E. H.
Allen, C. N. Allen, Ita Welsh, G. W. Want,
E. C. Pickett, L. F. Ryerson of Boston, and

saviugs banks.
on railroad corporations.
on telegraph companies.
'l ax on Insurance companies.
Insurance commissioner.
Licenses to hawkers and peddlers...
on

Duty on commissions

Madame Alboni, who retired from the operatic stage at the age of thirty-six, in order, as
she said, that the public should not witness the
deciine of her powers, was recently induced to
reappear in Paris, when site astonished even
the critics by the freshness of her voice and
her splendid vocalization. She is now Madame Lieger and leads a
quiet life.
Mile. Sarah Bernhardt closed her
engagements in Philadelphia on Saturday
night. The
receipts during the week were 825,936, swelling the total amount which the American
public has thus far paid to see the gifted
French woman to something over $206,000.
Mr. Henderson, of the New York
Standard,
has made arrangements with Mr.
D’Oyly Carte
and Mr. E. E. Rice for the production at the
Standard on February 21st of the comic opera
“Biliee Taylor.” The company will be selected by Mr. Carte and Mr. Rice. Mr. Charles
Harris (who has been stage manager at Coveut Garden, Drury Lane, and other Loudon
theatres, and who produced “Biliee Taylor”
in London) has been engaged by Mr. Carte to
come over and superintend the
production
here.
The Tribune says:—Maurice Dengremont,
the young Brazilian violinist, made his first
appearanco in this country at Roster & Bial’s
Concert Garden Tuesday evening. So far as
mere technique goes his attainments are amaziug. There is probably no violinist now in
this country save Wilhelmj, whose tone is superior to his in breadth, richness and purity,
and his command of the finger-board is scarcely less wonderful. Rapid and involved passages, runs, trills and arpeggios are given with
the most consummate ease and with faultless
taste, and his tone in the most difficult harmonic passages is absolutely true. But more
remarkable than his technical power, and
more valuable, is the
thoroughly intelligent,
scholarly and artistic character of his interpretations, free from crudity and boyishness, and
showing the spirit and thoughtfulness rather of
a master than a scholar.
Pleasant Affair.
A happy social event, expressive of the mutual regard and kindly feelings
existing between an esteemed pastor and devoted people,
A

was vividly expressed in the
response of the
members of the India street Univorsalist parish to the invitation from their pastor. Rev.
Mr. Hayden, to visit himself and
family at
their new residence iu Doering, and the event
was

“endearing one.”
Wednesday evening,

truly

an

The visit took
place on
when some sev'
enty assembled, and after an hour of social
chat Rev. Dr. Weston, in apt and
fitting remarks, presented the pastor and his family
with an expressive memento in behalf of the
members of the parish, selected from
Rogers
inimitable groups entitled “Coming to the
Parson,” after which Rev. Mr. Hayden
responded in most appropriate and feeling
words. When an hour of varied amusement
had been enjoyed the company separated, and
no doubt the glad cheer of the event
will be
long and pleasantly remembered by all iu attendance.
One of the Number.
On

Wednesday,

Itev. E. E. Bacon was installed as pastor of the Congregational church.
The council, with Dr. AVarreu of Portland

chairman, consisted'of delegates and representatives from High street, State street, Willistou and the Second Parish
f Portland,
as

Deering, Kennebunk, Cumberland

Mills and

Gorham.

The examination of the candidate
gave evident satisfaction to all present. In the
evening the installation ceremonies were conducted by Rev. Dr. Warren.
A very powerful and interesting discourse from the text
“Covet earnestly the best gifts, yet show I unto you a more excellent way,” was delivered

by Rev. W. H. Fenn of High street, Portland.
The prayer of installation was made by Rev.
G. A. Lockwood of Kennebunk; the charge to
the pastor was given by Rev. Mr. Ingalls; tne
right hand of fellowship by Rev. Mr. Tead of
Cumbetland Mills, and the address to the people by Rev. Mr. Clark of Williston church,
Portland.

This °ociety extends a very cordial
to Mr. Bacon and he begins his pasunder favorable circumstances.
The
church, that has been encumbered with a debt
for a number of years, is now free, the amount
of 85000 having been raised during the past
year.
The closing concert in the Methodist course
of entertainments was given by the
young
people connected with this society, assisted by
Miss Ada Kennard of Portland, on Wednesday evening, "ind was a very enjoyable and
pleasing affair, in which the participants acquitted themselves finely. There was a large
and appreciative audience present.
welcome

torate

Y. M. C. A.
The course of entertainments to be
given by
the Young Men’s Christian Association was

opened last night by Miss Minerva Guernsey,
a graduate of the
Boston University School

of

Oratory. Miss Guernsey has a fine presence, a flexible and musical voice and reads
with great expression.
Her audience last
evening

lecture

William E. Gould will be givon

next

uy air.

Thurs-

day evening.

suddenly closing struck Mr. Merrill’s thumb,
and bruised it badly so that it is feared
he will
lose part of it.

Thompson

of Cape Elizabeth
was
leaving Railroad wharf yesterday morning in
a sleigh, witli his wife and
daughter, his horse
took fright and dashed up Commercial
street.
The whole party was thrown
out, and the
sleigh was smashed, but fortunately no one
was

injured.

Class Reunion.
The class of ’72, Portland
High School, held
its ninth annual reunion at Rossini
Hall last
evening. The programme consisted of music
and literary exercises, and a
supper, after
which ttiere was a social dauce. The
reception committee was composed of Miss
Marcia
D. Bradbury, Mrs. F. R.
Farrington, Mr.
James E. Marrett and Mr. W. H.
Chandler.
Edith O'Gorman.
Edith O’Gormau, the
“Escaped Nun,” delivered her lecture on “Convent
Life” to an
audience that half tilled
City Hall last night
Her lecture, she claimed, detailed
her own experieuces, which have been fuily set forth in
her book. Saturday afternoon
she will lecture
at the same place to ladies
only at 2 30 p m
on the “Mysteries of the
Confessional.”

Wednesday morning John Loss,
dent at the

..

School

fund,

No. 47.

ovuuuio

Balauce due
Balance due

on
on

89,330.51
J.O.WJU

Free high schools.
school funds.
school mill taxes.

26,000

5,570
12,835

Salaries of public officers.
52,000
Insane State beneficiaries.
40,000
Reform school.
11 000
Military pensions.
2,000
Telegraph tax due cities and towns
962.22
Cuuuty taxes collected in 1880.
9,940.91
Agricultural societies, 1879.
5,131.85
Agricultural societies, 1880.
5,500
Temporary loan. 200,000
Interest on temporary loan.
2,500
Warrants drawn and unpaid.
26,743.34
Interest due and uncalled for.
23,352
By some inadvertence the usual appropriation for the payment of awards to the several
agricultural societies, was omitted from the
appropriation bills made by the last Legislature, and that no serious inconvenience might
occur to the parties interested, the Governor
and Council, by their order of April 29, 1880,
advised and requested the treasurer to advance to the several societies the sum due
each. The treasurer, as thus advised and requested, has advanced the sum of §5,131.85 to
the several societies, and requests that this
sum be inserted in the first
appropriation to
be made by the Legislature.
The treasurer has made no estimates for extraordinary expenditures for the year 1881. If
appropriations are made on the usual liberal
scale, they will largely increase the expendi..

tures.

LOANS.

Under the act of March 19, 1880, the treasissued bonds to the amouut of §307,000 to
meet payment of bonds maturing August 15,
1880
Of these §157,000 were set aside to meet
tiie wants of the sinking fund, and §150,000
sold at a premium ol 1 82-100 per cent, realizing a premium to the State of §2,730. A
temporary loan of $200,000 was made March
18,1880, which falls due during the present
month.

old resijunction, South Lerwick famil
iarly known as "Eider,” was found dead on
the floor. He had been
accustomed to stop
alone at his own house at
night, and to take
his meals at the house of his
son, who lives
Tes
but a short distance away.
an

Bank Examiner

Richards, in making the
twenty-fourth annual report of the savings
banks of Maine to the Governor and Council,
says that the great ordeal to which savings
banks were subjected in 1878 and 1879 has not
boon destitute of beneficial results, it having
demonstrated to the satisfaction of managers
and

depositors that moderate profits, with perfect security, are to be preferred to high rates
of interest from hazardous investments and
that an ample reserved fund is of greater importance than the amount of dividends. The
conservative disposition which characterizes
the present management of the savings institutions of our State is a gratifying assurance
of the goneral determination to make them,
in fast, a safe depository for the savings of the

people.
There

are at present fifty-live savings banks
in active operation in the State. During 1878
the deposits decreased $3,725,320, and during
1879 the decrease was $180,363. The past year,
on
the contrary, there was an increase of

$1,968,183.

The aggregate of the reserved fund held by
the banks on November 1,1880, amounted to

$007,629.63.

The examiner remarks on the tendency to
decrease real estate investments and invest in
public funds and railroad bonds as more easily
converted into cash. The propriety of investing in railroad stocks is, at least, vuestionable.

Some banks continue to make loans on names
alone. Although no losses have occurred from
such loans, it is a violation of the law, to
which the attention of the bank officers has
been called.
The greatSincrease of deposits and the difficulty in making safe and more remunerative
investments has necessitated the temporary
depositing of large sums in national banks at
a very low rate of interest for
monthly balances.

One bank has made a dividend ef 6 per cent,
19 a dividend of 5 per cent, 1 a dividend of
4j, 12 a dividend of 41,, 5 a dividend of 4 j and
16 a dividend of 4. One has made no dividend, having been enjoined.
The attention of the Legislature is called to
the fact that the present State tax on the
banks amounts to at least 20 per cent of the
revenue of the banks.
The Bucksport, Hartland and North Anson
banks have practically closed their affairs during the year. October 3d the Bucksport bank
voted a final dividend of 11J per cent,
making
an aggregate of 71
j per cent paid the depositors
in settlement. The North Anson bang voted
to surrender its charter last
January. The
Hartland bank reported November 1st the
amount due depositors to be $14, with cash in
bank of $14.
The Newport and Solon banks are in the
hands of receivers. It is estimated that the
Newport bank will finally pay depositors from
65 to 70 per cent, and the Solon bank 100 per
cent.
»vywuut ui

STATE TAX.

The State tax for 1879 was based on four
mills of the valuation, and a tax for 1880 was
live mills on the valution of 1870.
Estimating
that the new valuation will be sa light increase ou the old, the treasurer would
suggest
that an assessment of four and one-half mills
be the basis of the State tax for 1881.
No estimate of the receipts and expenditures
lias been made for the year 1882, as they will
depend very much upon the action of the

legislature.

RAILROAD AND TELEGRAPH TAXES.

Suits have been commenced against the
Maine Central, Boston and Maine, and Portland, Saco and Portsmouth railroads for collection of taxes under the act of 1880. The
railroads allege that the law is unconstitutional.
The Western Union and International telegraph companies have also given notice that
they intend to test the validity of the law under which they are taxed.
SAVINGS

BANKS.

-r ium me

returns oi savings DaQKS SllOWing
their average deposits for the six months ending the last Saturday in October, 1880, less an
amount equal to the amount of United States
bonds, and the value of real estate owned by
each bank or institution, it is learned that the
Maine Savings Bank had $1,862,727.33 deposits. on which the tax was $9,313.64; Port-

land, $3,060,772.06 deposits;

tax

iub

uepreciauon

oi

values

in

1877 and 1878,13 banks availed themselves of
the relief afforded by law, of
reducing their
deposit accounts. Seven of these, namely the

Androscoggin County,

Auburn, Bridgton,
Calais, Dexter, Franklin County and Skowhegan, have been able to partially or wholly restore the amount so reduced to

depositors.

the

credit

of

The injunction granted to the Wiscasset
bank, to restrain the payment of 80 per cent of
its deposits, has beou continued.
The bank
has loans of 822,000 in the town of
Wiscasset,
the security of which is rendered uncertain
by

the financial condition of the town.
With a
low estimate of its assets the bank has a surplus above liabilities of 812,070.40, and with
the earnings of another year it can
pay its depositors dollar for dollar, without realizing
from its loans on mortgages of real estate.
The two hanks of discount, the Eastern and
Mercantile of Bangor, have surrendered their

charters, are redeeming outstanding circulation, and will soon make a final settlement.
In closing Mr. Richards reminds the bank
ofhcers that their efforts should be directed to
the disposal of such real estate as
they have
been obliged to acquire by foreclosure.
The
present activity in business and the great appreciation of values affords savings banks an
opportunity to prepare for the reaction which

is not unlikely to follow.
The safest securities
should be obtained, income should be
regarded
of secondary importance.
The highest satisfaction is expressed with the general management of the savings banks.

urer

—-------

*

York County Educational Association.
The York County Educational Association
holds its first session for 1881 at Biddeford this

(Friday) evening, when
formerly principal of

Prof. G. T. Fletcher,
the Castine Normal
lecture on “The Times and

school, will give a
the Teachers.” The address promises to be of
great interest to the people generally as well as
to the teachers.
The whole of Saturday will be Jdovoted to
papers and discussions bearing upon the educational work demanded by the times. “Pri“Points wherein
mary Work,”
common
schools may be improved” and “The Free
High School” are among the topics to be con

BRUNSWICK—Old Gtb,

MARRIAGES.

Livingstone, from New York:
Charley Bucki,-.
CHARLESTON—Ar 13tli, barque Priscilla, Humphrey, Havana; seb -Mary E Webber, Harris, from
uaraeoa.

In this city, Jan. 12, by Rev. J.
McWhinnie, Isaiah
Loud and Miss Althea L. Martin, both of Portland.
In Fairfield Corner, Dec. 18, John J. Keene and
Mrs. Annie L. Avery, both of Augusta.
In Athens, Jan. 1, Frank Hight and Miss Mabel
Mclntire.
In Union, Dec. 21, Alf Martz and Miss Annie E.
Davis.

12t“-brig
Abb*.
HaPrdin^^Zn“Ar
Q.Id
brig
McFadden,
“

Clara .1 Adams,
Sagua
i2tn Halcyon,
Dickinson, Port
aays; brig ltaveu, Nash, Girgouti G(S
days, schs LalnaCobb, Cobb, Doboy; Emma Me \d
To'ld- "'cod, do M-ggie
Ellen
Littlejohn, Somerset; As Emery Fmervy’
Rockland; Geo W Glover, Morton Newport

XCKK—Ar
ljiiRW
JPWJ8S ?

Baker- frora Mi'ragoano
Mallett, Porti^BW O; Empire, I.eckie,Davenport,
land,
do; F ranconia Otis San
Francisco; barque Seud, Sawyer, Port Spain bri“

ridTj,?oh
mary Kate
w
12th, ships

New^York.1

aged

Bath, Jan. 9, Harry,

son

of

6 years.

BalHnioV?-°UI

Charles Cleveland,

name

fkom

fob

date.

Ville de Marseilles.New York. .Havre.Jan
Scythia.New York..Liverpool_Jan
Saratoga.New York. .Havana.Jan
City of Brussels... .New York. .Liverpool.... Jan
Silesia.New York. .Hamburg_Jan

12
12
13
13
13
Jan 14
...Glasgow.Jan 14
emianic.New York. .Liverpool_Jan 15
Elysia.New York..London.Jan 15
Circassia.New York..Glasgow.Jan 15

Brooklyn.Portland_Liverpool....

guebec.Portland

Hecla.Boston.Liverpool_Jan

Wyoming.New York..Liverpool_Jan

15

18
19
19
20
21
Atlas..Boston.Liverpool.Jan 22
Ontario.Portland .Liverpool_Jan 28
St Domingo.New York. .Turks Island. Jan 11
Nankin.New York..Havana.Jan 13

Canada.New York Havre.Jan
Batavia.
New York. -Liverpool_Jan
Celtic.New York..Liverpool.Jan
Lake Manitoba —Portland.. ..Liverpool
Jan

COUNTY.

James

Shorey, an old resident of West Wamany years has lived alone,
found last Saturday, paralyzed and
lying
upou the floor, where he had probably lain all
night. He never spoke after he was found,
and died Sunday. His age was
eighty-eight
years.
The straight and fusion wings of the Greenback party will hold another conference at the
Cony House in Augusta, Friday.
terville, who for

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Mr. Charles S.

Osgood died at
Bangor Wednesday evening,

his residence
after a long
illness, at the age of sixty-one years three
months. The deceased was one of the
early
settlers there and was formerly engaged in
business with the late D. P. Wood, but for
many years has been the senior partner in the
firm of Osgood & Lyford on
Kenduskeag

bridge.

M. J. Sheehan of Bangor died very suddenly at Denver, Colorado, a short time since.
The gross earnings of the St. John & Maine
railway for 1880 were 15 per cent, better than
for 1879.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

As Mr. J. H. Lawton of Norridgewock was
driving into hi3 yard a few davs since his horse
carried his head above a clothes line which
was stretched across the
yard. In the fracas a
stake by which the line was supported flew
into the air, striking Mr. Lawton in the face
and fracturing the upper jaw bone.
WALDO COUNTY.

There is little hope of the
ship Charlotte W.
White of Belfast. She sailed from bt.
John,
N. B., for Liverpool, Oct. 19th, and has not
been heard from in any way since
leaving
port. There is still a possibility that the oflicers and crew may have been taken off
by some
passing vessel, but even that hope is slight
The captain, Wm. P. Dyer, was a native of
Belfast, though at present hailing from Castine. His wife and two children are at
present
visiting friends at the West. The vessel was
owned
at
Belfast.
mostly

Mary

PORT OF

Arrived.

Steamship Quebec, (Br) Dale, Glasgow—mdse

to

Torrance & Co.
Steamer New Brunswick, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Ship Lake Erie, (br) Pilcher, Liverpool Dec 7th,
with coal to order. Vessel to Thompson, Murray
D

& Co.
Barque Payson Tucker, Tucker, Pensacela, with
cotton to order. Vessel to J S Winslow & Co.
Sch W F Green, Tracy, Richmond, Va—coal to
Portland & Rochester RR.
Seh Helen Thompson, Kelley, Perth Amboy—coal
to J H Baker.
Sch Telegraph, Thorndike, Perth Amboy-coal to
S Rounds Ac Son.
Coll

H'iiioIatit

ATnrun

XT_1T..1.

_1

a

Green. Son & Lyhcli.

Sch Emma K Smalley, Cousins, New York—iron
to Rolling Mills.
Sell E G Knight, Pratt, New York—iron to Rolling Mills.
Sch Sardinian, Holbrook, New York—iron to Rolling Mills.
Sch America, Treworgy, New York—coal to D S
Warren. [Has lost small anchor and jib.
Sch S S Kendall, Kendall, Nortbport, LI—sand to
Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Granville, Quinn, Boston—whiting to C M

FROM

OOR CORRESPONDENT.

BIDDEFORD POOL, Jan 9—Ar, sch Jessie, Knox,
St Jonn, NB. for Salem.
Also ar, Bernetta Wade, from Lincolnville for
Boston.
EASTPORT, Jan 7—Ar, sch David B Newcomb,

Hickey, Boston.
Jan 8—Sid, sch Abby Weld, Gardner, Portland.
Jan 10—Ar, sch Nellie J Dinsmore, Parker, Boston, (and cld for St John, NB); Percy, Mitchell,
New York.

Cld, Charlie Steadman, Bramall, Gloucester.
The Br brig Keepsake, from Parrsboro for British
Channel, with 250,000 It lumber, went ashore Dec
20th, on the west side of Cutler harbor and is a to-

She was 25 years old and insured for
$3,750. Cargo saved and purchased by Cutler parties, who will reship it.
tal wreck.

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at

San Francisco 12th, barque Guy C Goss,

Reynolds,

Yokohama.

Ar at Cardiff 12tn inst, brig It W Messer, Munroe,
Bremen.
Sid fm Queenstown 12th inst, ship Oracle, Morrison, (from San Francisco) for Liverpool.

GLOUCESTER-Sld 12th, schs W F Green.Tracy
Richmond for Portland; Wiuslow
fin
peUh Amboy for do; S S Kendall, .Morse, Marr,
Kemlall, NorthB“rte W Whalen, New York for Calp?rt
d°;
ais. b E Nightingale, Hilliard, fm do for
Eastport;
bammy Ford, Alien, do for St Andrews, NB; Lucy
K Cogg8well, Cheney,
Philadelphia for Kockport:
do
fnr Wiscasset.
Laue«
GLOUCESThR-Ar 12th, sch Wildtire, McLain,

*°|:

Rockland.

PORTSMOUTH—Sailed 13th, schs War Eagle
Gookiu, from Boston for Biddeford; Mary Brewer
lollman, and Nautilus, Tollman, do for Rockland;
Empress, ILord, Newcastle for do; Boston Light,
Wadsworth, do for Camden; Abm Richardson, do
for
Treinont; America, Truworthy, An boy for Portland; Mott-Haveu, Coiiius,New York for Calais.
■'ORGIGN GORIN.
At Calcutta 8th inst, ship Charter
Oak, Staples
for Boston.
Arat Castellamare llt,h in*t lmrmm
uarusie, Bangor,
At I.aguua Dec 1(1, scbs
Jessie, Mitchell, aud J A
Bord, Thomas, for New York.
Ar at Porto Cabello Dec
Jos
31,

barque

Ryder, Philadelphia.

Baker,

Ar at Demarara Dec 14, sch
Etna. Sawyer, from
Bermuda (and sailed 23d for
Oechilla, to load for
New York).
Ar at Demarara Dec
10, sch Norman, Reed, New
York, (and sailed 17th for Port Spain.)
for Pensacola;
lbth, J F Merry, Bradley, St Thomas; 17th, barque
Hannah McLoon, Orcutt, St Thomas.
In port Dec 24. brigs A J
Davis, from
New York; Abbie Clifford, PettengiM,
Clifford, from Boston:
sch B F Farnham, Davis, from Jacksonville.
Ar at
Ja, Dec 30, sehs Warren B Hopkins, Hutchins. Mirapos Y'os; 4th inst, R Bowers
Thompson, Boston; S L Davis, Cottrell.
(and sailed for Salt River.)
at Clenfuegos Dec 31, brig
Atalaya, Eye, from
Philadelphia; 3d, sch Eben Fisher, Reynolds, from

Kingston,

ness, etc.

Sold everywhere.

Price 25 cents.

Barque C O Whitmore, which recently arrived at
San Francisco, has been placed in dock for repairs,
having been driven a3liore at Viadivostock, Russia,
in a gale, and sustained considerable damage.
B3P*See general news columns for loss of the brig
Lije Houghton, of Portland,

&

CO.
Portland, January 1, 1881.

E. S. HAMLEN,
140 Commercial Street

janldtf

CHEAPEST

Dec 31, brig L M Merritt, Westerdike, Philadelphia; 1st inst, barque Rachel, Walls, North of
llatteras.
Ar at Cardenas 4th inst, sch Edw
Waite. York.
Portland.
Ar at Sagua Dec 25,
brigs Liberty, Devereux, Fernandiua; 31st, Tarifa, Brown, Philadelphia.
Sid Dec 25, barque Evanell,
Colcord, Havana.
Ar at Annapolis, NS, 1st
inst, sch Maud, Robin
son, Boston.

F. A. ROSS & CO.,
Will

TO-DAY

commence

Great Sale of Gloaks
and Dolmans at
a

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

Hong Ivong.
At Deal

30th, C

F

dec8

eodtf

PARKER’S

T

fm Cardiff;
Columbus, from Rotterdam for New York.
Ar at Natal Nov 25, Arietta,
Nickels, New York.

NPOKEW.
Nov 2G, iut 3 N, Ion 31 YV,
ship Sunrise, Clark,
from New York for Point de Galle.
Jan 11, SE of Montauk 55 miles,
barque Lorinda
Borstell, from Cadiz for Boston, (was supplied with

KIRKWOOD

HOUSE,

open

Beach.

for SI.EICIIL'VC

Transient Company.
Parties will please give noti

e a

vance.

OTIS

day or two in ad-

K4LER, Proprietor.

Scarboro’, Me

Jany. 14th., 1881.

IWUNGTON BLO,£K-

—AN D—

We open this morning an entirenew line of HAMBURG EDGINGS and INSERTIONS, ranging
in price from 2 cts.to$1.25 peryd.
We feel confident these goods
will compare favorably with any to
be found in VARIETY, QUALITY,
and PRICE.

ly

n

Tlic Public Demanded and I
have responded by adding

A MEAT

DEPARTMENT
AND A

—

492 and 494
jan(i

Male.room 1M ExekaaL
F. 0. BAIL.Y.

Kegular

diae e,ery

istf

—

CALL and SEE

Fresh Goods,
Canned Neats.
Game and Poultry.

in their Season.

Telephone

Your Orders to

R. H. PARKER
Cor. Free & Center Sts.

ocll

eodtf

Decker Bros

’

Pianos,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.
Also

a

choice stock of lirst-elass

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

Samuel Thurston,

W. H. PE1ELL & CO.,

3 Free St.

—ENGINEERS OF—

HEATING and VENTILATION,

sep2'J

Block,

oi'

MARSHALL BROWN, under the firm
of J. B. BROWN &
SONS, was dissolved on

the tilth instant bv the dneense rtf .mwxr « RRmrv
the senior partner. Either of the
surviving partuers will sign the firm name in
liquidation.
PHILIP HENRY BROWN,
JNO. MARSHALL BROWN,
Portland, January 11,1881.
janld dl w

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed copartTHEnership
under the firm
of J. B. BROWN
&
and
a

SONS,

will continue the busiuess of the late
firm of the same name, at their same
Banking
House, No. 218 Middle Street, Portlaud, Maine.
PHILIP HENRY BROWN,
JNO. MARSHALL BROWN,
PHILIP GREEL Y BROWN.
Portland, January 11,1881.
janld dlw

Plum Street, Portland Me.
Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.
Agent* for the Celebrated Caneor.l Ilnrnr.*

MONEY LOST
We feel as though we could afford It,
and for the purpose of getting up a rush
during what is usually the dull season,
have decided to mark several lots of
goods so as to show a loss of about three
hundred dollars.
Lot So. 1.—Hamburgs which have been
selling from 15 to ItO cts.. marked tn 10
cents, and all other tine goods in proportion.
Lot No, 2.—200 doz. large size very
fine Pare Linen Handkerchiefs, which
would be cheap at 20 cts., will be sold
for 12 1-2 cts. each.
Lot No. 3.—Fancy Ribbons which have
been considered bargains at 20,30 and
40 cts., marked to 12 cts.
Lot No. 4.—Fancy Ribbons marked
from 40, 50 and 60 to 24 cts.
Lot No. 5.—Worsted Hoods, Legging,
Scarfs, Nubias, &c., which have been 62
cts. to $1.25, at 25 cts.
Lot No. 6-Children’s AH Wool Hosiery which are now sold regularly at 50
cts. to $1.00, marked to close at 25 and
50 cts.
The sale of Damaged Fancy Goods left
from Holiday Stock will continue until
all sold.

MOORE & CO.
OWEN,
jan7
tltf

IMITATION

Stained

Dissolution

ofJOopartnersliip.

This beautiful invention is

WIGHT & FICKETT
dissolved
3rd lust, by mutual consent. H- M.
THE willthecontinue
firm of

was

on

Wight

the business at the old stand,
and is alone authorized to settle the aff airs of the
late firm.
II. M. WIGHT,

janld d3t*

C. V. FICKETT.

d3m

CASH SALE.

Advertised in Scribner’s for this
month. I have applied for State
Agency, and am prepared to fill orders. Can be seen in window of
my store

591

WO'

th while to examine.
in stock, marked

*

PORTLAND.

State
N-. ZEJ.

Mrs. S. J.

d2w

NOTICE.
JEng.

Gr. Walkingfast Water-proof Bals.

Gr.

Congress..

Double Sole Calf Congress.
Extra-fine Calf Button Boots.
*'
Newark Hand sewed French Calf Button
Wescott Calf Cloth top Congress Boots.
Small lot of Newark Congress (narrow).
Ladies’ American Button Boots
French Goat, very Stylish.
Pebbie Goal Button.

3.75
2.00
4.00

5.00
3.75
3.00
2.00

3.25

2.00
Extra quality Newport Ties and Button
Shoes. 1.25
Serge Boots to wear under Rubbers_ 1.50
Fancy Slippers from $1.25 to $2.50.
Misses’ School Button Boots. 1.15
Am. Kid Button Boots_..
1.50
French Kid Button Dancing. 2.50
Children’s Button and Lace Boots.
50
Grain Boots School. 1.00
Large lot Ladies’ warm Slippers 75 cts. to 1.50
Men’s Best quality Buckle Arctics. 1.50
Wool Lined Alaska. 1.00
Heavy Rubber Boots. 2 50
Pure Gums
3.00
Ladies’ lmt. Sandal Rubbers best
quality_ 40

Ladies’and Gents’Canadian Overshoes. 2.50
and many other Goods in
proportion.
Those who ate acquainted with my stock will appreciate the prices named above.

To the lloltlers of Policies in the
St. Nicholas Fire Insurance
Company of New York.

Bookseller and Stationer,
515

Congress

id
AT

230 Middle Street.

jfwil

Oak

Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,

BBT PINE,

DECK PLANK,

Timber nud Plow Beam*, Treenail*,
Treenail Wedge* and Planking t* edge*,

€»r

Pine and

IB e in lock

Building !.»■»»ber, Box Board*, Mhiugle* Arc*

B. C.
<W5I

JORDAN, Alfred,

Maine.

person
to collect
bills or contract liabilities in our mines.
We
shall refuse to recognize or ratify any transaction
by
or with any one
to
act
as
or
clerk
assuming
agent
for us, unless he shows our written
All
authority.
persons will take notice hereof and govern them-

NO

selves accordingly.

MARTIN, PENNELL & CO.

ENOCH MARTIN.
Portland, Jan. 11,1881.
jan!2 dlw*

FOR SALE

r~

HALF-PRICE.

s. s. rich & SON,
well known Undertakers and
Manufacturers,
THEwhose experience
in this line of business
tends
lonr
of

ex-

period
years, would respectfully
the attention of the public to the recent enand
argment
improvement of their warerooms at
over a

n

vite

No.

Exchange Street,

METALLIC

CASKETS

of improved patterns, both as to preservation
properties and elegance of form and richness of finish
constantly on hand.

Orders promptly and fait’, filly attended today

and

H AMBURGS.

138

where may be found a splendid assortment of
Coffins, Caskets, &c., of the most approved styles
and workmanship of their own manufacture, which
will be furnished promptly at the lowest prices.

night.

^“Residences 164

or

1S6 Pearl Street.

Carriages. Glass or Draped Hearses, or white
Hearse for Children, Burial Lots and Graves Furnshed. In short, everything in the undertaking lino
at the most reasonable charges.
ocl9eod3m

WM.

M.

MARKS,

^Printers’

WINES &

LIQUORS

of all kinds, in the
ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
—FOR SALE BY—

R. STANLEY &

SON, Importers,

ROLLER
Skating

SKATING

Assemblies every Tuesday,
and Saturday,

ByMusic in attendance every evening.
Day admission 15c: Evening 25c: 5 tickets §1.
EUGENE LA LI ME, Manager.
jan3 dtf

W. G-.

FLOUR, MOLASSES,
SPICES AND
TEAS,

TOBACCO,

90 l-i£ Commercial St., Thomas Block,
(OFFICE UP STAIltS,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.
j&nlO
d&wlmo

FANCY

One Fancy Card

Remember this is the BEST SOAP MADE and is
now being introduced through Maine.
Ask your
Grocer for it; take no other.

janll

MIDDLE STREET.
247
dtf
jantJ
S. T. TAYLOR’S SYSTEM

Toilet

to

attended to.

Book and

GOODS

We have the Finest Assortment of
found in the city.

Slippers

to be

Gents' Brocade Opera.
Pat. Lea. Ties.
“
Enib. Cloth Opera.
“
Tamp Gt. opera.
“
Brush Gt. Ties.
Ladies’ and Gents’ Canadian Overshoes in
and Buckie, and a Full Line of Ladies' and
Fine Boots and Shoes. Call and examine.

B. F. WHITNEY &

Button
Gents’

CO..

222 middle Street, Corner ITniou,
Under Co I mouth Hotel, Portland, He.
dec23

dtf

GAS fixtures:
j.

specialty. Prices very low.
Appleton’. Block, opp. 513 Congm. Ml.
MRS. A. I.OKI AO.
a

*p21dtf

Free

KINSMAN,
Street,

Ktlbom’s
se8

opposite

Garoet

Store.
dtf

For Sale.

GOODS,

Sets, Vases, Mustache Cups
aud Brushes, Children's
Saucers,
SICII
Fancy Trays,
Toy
Sleds,
ana

Mugs,

specialty.

promptly

OF

dlw*

GREAT BARGAINS IN HOLIDAY
as

HOLIDAY

A. B. BUTLER,

Children's work

in person

In Til© Shoo Lino.

DRESS RAKING !

Given with Each Bar Higgins’ German
Laundry Soap.

or

a

jvio_TuThStf

Respectfully,

—

CARDS.

by mail

Printing

Particular attention paid

We have received, and now offer, the
Largest, Finest and Cheapest Stock of
the above goods that we have ever
shown, and earnestly invite all interested to call.

Osborne,
Dealer in

Job

Pamphlet Printing.

Insertions.

Wholesale

No.

Orders

-AXD-

RINK.

Thursday

f ine

Hamburg
Edgings

Exchange,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

111

Sets,

THE

Care for the Dead.

IMPORTED

Crumb Travs

Stock and good will of a GRAIN and
FLOUR STORE, which has been in successful
It is sold to close an esoperation for fifty years
tate, and offers a lirst-class opportunity for any
one to go into busiuess.
Address P. O. BOX 1385,
Portsmouth, N. H.
jan5d2w

ati

STUDLBY, Book, Card, and ioli Printer,

tf

Caution!
whatever hrs any authority

dtillja22

We have just received a
splendid
The holders of policies In the St. Nich- stock of Hainburgs, and our customers
olas Fire Ins. Co. of N. Y. are hereby notell us they are prettier styles, and prices
tified that the said company has re-in- ! lower than they have seen elsewhere.
sured all of its outstanding risks in the
Come and look our assortment over.
German American Ins. Co. of New York,
aud all cancellations, transfers and endorsements on said “St. Meholas” policies will be made by us.
ROW, COFFIN & LIBBY,
253 Middle Street.
Agents of German American Ins. Co.,
janlo
eod&ntf
42 Exchange Street.
Ja»12
eod3w

AFTERNOON and EVENING.

dtf

«p2i

St.

In order not to carry over any of our
winter garments, we are going to make
a larger sacrifice than was ever offered
in this city. Give us a call and you can
see that our prices are lower than you
can find elsewhere.

192 FORE ST., PORTLAND ME.
dec31
dtf

HI. G. PALMER

ty Up One Flight Only.

FRANK B. CLARK,

10 days

,jan!2_

Fair, 1870.
Fair,1877.

Opposite Falmouth Hotel,
MAINE.
PORTLAND,

greatcommencing WED-

CLOUGH’S,

—

Artist Photographer,

1881.

Jan4

561 Congress Street.

During the month of January, 1881, we
shall offer at cost or less than cost,

AT

Lamson

-FOR-

shall sell at

down for

St.

dtf

FRINGES and PASSEMENTERIES,
at cost and less.
We have a counter of Buttons, which it is well

Everything
only at

OVER STOCKED.

we

Congress

G.
M. BOSWORTH.
deel5
atf

DIARIES

time to hay Dress

Trimmings.

per-

small cost.

are prepared to
manner and at short

oul5

a

fect substitute for the leaden sash
lines and colored glass of the
stained windows. Can be applied
to any window at comparatively

—

NOS. 17 A 19 UNION STREET.

As previous to taking stock,
ly reduced prices for 10 days,
NESDAY’, Jan. 12th

Glass.

Portland, 1880.

Steam, Gas, Water Pipe Fixtures, &c.

Now is tlie

BAILEY & UO.,

0.

1st. PREMIUM

janl4d3t

Co-partnersliip.

Furniture and General MerehanSaturday, commencing at 10 o’oloek a. m
oe3dt

HORSE and CARRIAGE MART,

We

Dissolution

W. AliBS

aale of

F.

Dealers in

furnish and set up in the beet
notice all kinds of appliances
for Heating by Ntenm or Hot Water.
We have some specialties to which we would ask
the attention of all interested. The Duaning
Magazine Bailer for steam, and the Hitching-’ magazine Boiler for hot water, are introduced by us this year and commend themselves
to all who understand the needs of our winter climate. Combination beating, or hot water in connection with hot air heating, which has proved so successful in this State during the past five years, will
still receive our careful attention. All work of this
kind guaianteed to give perfect satisfaction.
We are especially prepared to undertake all kinds
of Snnitnry work and would be glad to famish
estimates free to all who may dosire our services.

Ml.

C

Conaignmenta eolicited.

Congress St.

Tolcpliono.

and

PARTIES

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant,

431 & 433 Congress St.

STORE.

28, Albert Russell, Carver,

Sargent, Athertou,

janlS dtd

AUCTIONEER*,

INSERTIONS

F. A. ROSS & GO.

a

Large
Groceries, Ac., consisting of Sugars,
Teas, Tobacco, Cigars, Canned Goods, Family and
Toilet Soaps. Spices, Extracts, Starch, Pails, Tube,
Boots and Shoes, Crockery and Glas* Ware,
Fancy
Goods, Ac., Ac. Fixtures consist of Safe, Desk,
Show Case, Platform and Counter Scales, Coffee
Mill, Spice Boxes, Ac.
*••• BAILEY a CO., Auctioneer*.

THURSDAY,

ciLEiimuco.

We have on exhibition
better Styles and Lower
Prices than can be found
in Portland.

Dec 28, R W Messer M un-

Nov 6th. Cadet, Brown, for

Jan. 18th, at 2Va o'clock p. m.,
ON atTUESDAY,
salesroom 18 Exchange St.,
shall sell
Stock of

JANUARY 13th.

[Latest by European steamers.]
Sid fm Antwerp Dec 28th, Aurora, Merriman. for

New Y ork.
Sid fm Bremerliaven
roe, St Thomas.
Ar at Melbourne Dec
New York.
Sid fm Newschwang

*fcc., BY AUCTION.

we

One Lot of Gents’ Silk Neck Ties,
former price from 60c to #1, for 26c
One Lot of Stripe Gambric Shirts,
$1.25. for 85c
One Lot
$2.00, for $1.26
One Lot of L nlauntlried Wamsutta
$1.50, for $1.0o
Shl,rte'
One
Lot of Lnlauntlried Wamsutta
Shirts,
$1.00, for 76c
One Lot of Laundried Shirts,
$1.25, for $1.00
Gems’ Sea’let Underwear,
for $1.00
$2.50,
*’
$2.00, for $1.40
for $1.26
$1.60,
One Lot Dress Goods,
73c, for 37y2c
Brocade Silk and Satins,
$4.00, for S2.40
Brocade Velvets
from $4.50 to $0.00, for $2 50
Black and Colored Silks marked to close.
Gents’ Linen Collars, all styles, for $1.25 per doz.
Odd Lot of Gents* Hose very cheap.

SALE TO COMMENCE

Ar at

Sid

GROCERIES, STORE FIXTURES

closed up.

The public are invited to call, as they
will not he disappointed, for we shaft
SELL all goods named and many others
at the very lowest prices.

III THE CITY.

Boston.

Philadelphia.

EVERY DEPARTMENT.

_

Norfolk’

Havana 2d inst, brig Helen O Phinnev, Syl8ch Jos Souther, Watts, Boston.
ve£P;r’„?<?rlland;
Sid 3d inst, barque Priscilla,
Humphrey, Charleston; 5th, brig Havana. Meyer. Sagua.
at Matanzas Dec 31, barque Jose R
AF
Lopez, Loland, YViscasset; 1st inst, sch John Bird, Smith
Alexandria; 3d inst, brig H B Cleaves, Blake, Port>
lami; 6th, Kaluna, Nash, Portland; Antelope. Kay.
J

Dr. S. II. Tewksbury, con
Library
sistingof Medical and Miscellaneous Works, Set of
American Cyclopedias in leather, Ac., Ac.,
F. O. KAIL.FV A Co., Anclioncm.
janl2
(ltd

an

Daphne,Copeland,

iP’

MEMORANDA.
Life is short at most and onr
duty is to prolong it. Use, therefore, Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup for Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Hoarse-

Notice.
ness

Kent,

den; Mary F.liza, Bullock. Rockland.
Butler, from Cape llayti.
Bejow, seh A LTim
Field, Leland, Point-a-Pitre.
Sf.yj, 8pb llth>
8chs Maud Briggs,
nS£rr. ~£ld
Barbour,
Ku'gbt, Pratt. New York
Rirlfportmr
VUruC<la;
for
Helen S.uG
Portland;
fhompson, Kelley, and TeleThorndike, Perth Amboy for do; Tahmiroo,
White, Boston for Belfast.

Jan. 15th, at 2Va o'clock p.
ON atSATURDAY,
salesroom 18 Exchange St.,
shall sell
of the late

the

Having completed taking stock we find
many goods in each department to be

Green, Winterport;
MohtDRfoil8lei,
'7mandButman,
Ripley Real,
Laura T Chester,
CamRobt

Bailey.

Sch Mary Pickard, (Br) Wilson, St John,
NB, for
Boston.
Sch Exact, Kimball, North Boothbay.
Sch Chaparel, Jarvis, Bristol.
Cleared.
Barque Josie Mildred, Ginn, Havana—Phinney &
Jackson.
Brig Hyperion, Williams, Cienfuegos—E Churchill & Co.
Sch Nellie F Sawyer, Bunker, Point-a-Pitre J II
Hamlen & Son.

__dtf

Heyer, Crockett

for.$3.75
Men’s

THURSDAY, Jan. 13.

_Jan4

G. M. BOS WORTH,
C. F. MORSE.
1881.

MBlhSr5R«jfetJelT

Men’s

PORTLAND,

Portland, Me., Jan. 1st,

Bahbidge, Belfast; Walter
Franklin Malloeh. Eastiiort;
Savoy, Albee, and Abbie Ingalls, Idgalls,
Machias; Emperor. Brewer
Emma HotohkisS;
Kn,ght’.a"d
Phillips, Belfast; Iraverse, Lane, and Radiant,
llar-

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JANUARY 14.
Sun rises.7.33 I High water.10.39
8un sets. 4.4(3 I Moon sets. 0.52

ISTEWS.

INi

Congress Street.

days

..

MARINE

carried

Harrington,Kent, Baltimore;
8<ib-8 Castme;
Leon, Perkins,
A

Fk-antklSJ>ritf«l?rn"ewte'.

LI BRARY AT AUCTION

—

ODD LOTS OF GOODS

a

and will continue the business heretofori
on by G. M. Bos
worth, at new store 59:

Kranz, Smitli,

d

OF

Sale

ni.

MORSE,

Sid 12th, seh Keystone.

St

—

Notice.

?LVs,NrwS-_In ?ort..12tb’

Eng.

STATE NEWS.

10

name

The Interest Problem.

_$3005)0

Augustine

Closing

.

name

scbs Elizabeth DeHart,
Low, St Domingo ior Boston; A Hammond,
Simpp
son, New York for Portland.
12th’ SOh Sophia
for

name

In

Co-partnership

Munson
1'lausc,u'

Ooorgia’ Cotlin- Caibarien

ON

undersigned have this day formed copart
THEnership
under the firm
of BOSWORTI
&

Baker,

BMton.SCh

SATURDAY,

Jan. 15th, at 10 o'clock a. m..
at salesroom 18 Exchange
St., we shall sell
Parlor Suits, Black Walnut and Painted Chamber
Sets, Lounges, Marble Top Tables, Hat Trees, Easy
Chairs, Extension Tables, Stoves. Carnets, Crockery
and Glass Ware, Kitchen Furniture, Ac., Ac.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*,
jan 13 d3t

5
r

we

10th, sells Lettie Wells
^/“'^.BD-HAVEN—Ar
W arr, Calais for Baltimore; H A
DeWitt

THE
JOHN IS. BROWN, PHILIP HENRY BROWN
and JOHN

_

The undersigned will continue the business at th
o’d stand under the former style of
firm, am
will settle all accounts in favor of or
against salt
firmNELSON TENNEY.
Portland, Jan. 8th, 1881.
janl'J dlw*

name

12th barque Clias G Iiice, for Portlandsob
8011
F L Scbepp, for Antigua.
Passed the Gate 12th, schs Am Chief
from New
w
York for Boston; Nellie Eaton, do for
' KB—Ar 12tb’ 8ch
Adrianna,

for

Furniture, Carpets, &c.,
AUCTION.

»

AMOS LEIGHTON.

E. W. HIBSON has
interest in my busi
from this date.
Brown”Hunt? MIL
The firm
hereafter will be E. S. HAMLE>

PurtSpaiu; sch Belle

Harmon’s Harbor for St

AUCTION SALES.
BY

copartnership heretofore existing un ier th
THEfirm
name of Tenney &
Leighton is this da
dissolved by mutual consent.
NELSON TENNEY,

FHinr° nft,C?1,aiB; «Wm

co-partnership heretofore existing between

DEATHS.

Notice of Dissolution

12tb-8Ch LaVolta-

anu

_

Seijago, Jan. 10.
Mr. Editor;—In answer to the problem, as
find it in the Press, there should be endorsed, if I am not deceived in my figures, as
follows:
To be endorsed.
$201.00
Interest.
SM.40

Todd, Nor-

son, Baltimore.
Ar 12th, sells T II

Now

Jan. 13th, 1881.

we

sch Seth M

wood, Boston.
Cld 7th, schs Grace
Bradley, for Bostou: M K
Hawley, Rawley, Providence.
bAH—Cld 12th, 6cb Daniel Pierson, Pier-

Aqufn
Sid

MISCELLANEOUS

Sibley* barker,

7th. brig R M Heslen, Nugent,

Scarboro’

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

in

BostonACOLA—Cld

H 15

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Alley says:
A few days after

KENNEBEC

field^sln &S>'D“Ar
Liveried STUN“Ch1 7th‘ brig

NOTICE.—For the past thirty three years
“CONGRESS” Yeast Powder has been extensively
sold.
It has always
been
made
pure and
healthy and is to-day without a rival.
BSfSlade’s English Mustard and Congress Yeast
Powder are standard and always reliable.

In Arrowsic, Jan. 10. Duri I).
Fisher, aged 21
years 2 months.—daughter of Michael and the late
Martha A. Fisher.
In Berwick, Dec. 2(1, Mrs. Elizabeth, wife of Jas.
Tibbetts, aged 48 years.
In Somerville, Mass., Dec. 27, Eunice
Houghton,
aged 81 years 8 months,—formerly of Gardiner.

the death of Senator Fessenden I entered the room of Mr. Sumner and
found him reading a letter, in which he
seemed deeply interested.
He remarked:
Here is a letter which I cannot show, but
would like to have you read. It was from
Judge Shepley, which related an incident
which I have never since heard mentioned,
and do not think has ever been made public.
The Judge, alluded to the false report of the
Senator’s death, said that when he saw the
report upou the bulletin board he hastened to
the bedside of the dying Senator, ana told him
of the report.
“What,” he exclaimed,
“Charles Sumner
dead—impossible! The
greatest, the wisest, and the best man in the Senate of the United States, how can the
country
and again exclaimed, “The
spare him?”
the
and
the
best
greatest,
taken from
wisest,
amongst us! How mysterious are the ways of
Providence!” Such was the dying testimony
of the distinguished Senator from Maine to
the great qualities of head and heart of the
illustrous Charles Sunnier.
Now I wish to say that no such interview
was ever had hetween Judge
Shepley and
Senator Fessenden during the Senator’s last
illneS3.
D. W. F.

iOKTTnl'S.' ;1'"11' Da!yJ1St’ 8Uip **** 1[at-

provisions.)

Fessenden and Sumner.
Mb. Editor:—I notice in your paper this
morning an article, headed “Sumner and Fessenden” purporting to be an extract from the
speech of “Hon. John B. Alley, at the meeting of the Massachusetts Club”, in which Mr.

Portland,

COPARTNERSHIP.
_

Queenstown,

sidered.

$15,303.86.

was

Accidents.
Wednesday evening as Mr. I. D. Merrill,
Jr., was going into a horse ear on Commercial
street with two lady
acquaintance, tho door

As Mr.

2,000
1,500
1,800

School mill tax, No. 9. 224,565.30

delighted

iJioaoeu.

1,500
7,000

The estimated expenditures for tho year
1881, include the following:
Interest on public debt.$355,000
Public debt.
55,000
sinking fund. 80,479.95

with her recitations.
Between the selections there was
charming
instrumental music by Miss Bertie Webb and
Mrs. Bent. The audience was a
good one and
was

165,000
20,006

$1,464,765.29

aivuuai

Saccarappa.
Bridget Hagerdon.
Ninety days in the City

69,413.47

...

free of charge._janll-5t
mile

The total amount of receipts in 1880
were.
$1,672,395.13

or

Windham, Jau. 12.

Annual Report of Examiner Richards.

RECEIPTS.

Cash in treasury, Jan. 1, 1880.

DOMESTIC touts.
Cld 4th inst. barque John M

Clerk, Conant, Nanaimo.

The following is a full abstract of the report
of State Treasurer Holbrook, a brief summary
of which appeared yesterday:

magical lore,”

The reverend gentleman spoke of having in
former years retaiued a place in his native
town in New Hampshire to spend his last
days
with the friends of his early life, but with

Merely Nprsino a Cough or cold is not
enough. You must take Hale's Honey of
Hurkhoi ni) and Tar to get get rid of it

jail.

equaling his

“'Pis the sunset of life lends its

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

in

founded
who invited him

sermon

tion—religious, social and polit ical. He spoke
of the probable failure in some measure of his
own mental powers
(but uoue can discover it)
but if it was the wish of his people he would

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

was

historical

a

THE SAVINGS BANKS.

Report of Treasurer Holbrook.

a

ease, and
the king’s table. The very appropriate
text was “I am this
day four score years old.”
The preacher reviewed his own life
briefly and
the history of the
country within his recollec-

City Hall—Edith O'Gorman.

Thomas

to

eat at

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

and
and

pastor yet in
office at the age of SO years. The Rev. Luther
Wiswall has been pastor of the Windham
church twenty-seven years and is
yet vigorous.
Ou Sunday he celebrated his
eightieth birth-

Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, o. C. Andrews.
Sabatius, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa. at the Post Office.
Shoo, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterrille, J. M. Wall.
Wiscawset, Gibbs & RundU*.
Woodford’s Corner. H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

8.15

Ancient Church.

Yarmouth. In these days of short pastorates
and the early retirements of ministers, it is a

dellerson’s Bookstore.
Brid^lon. Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Dtmartscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. c. Hannon.

Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Ijewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Lisbon, C. E. .Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge,
Norway, A. O. Noyes.

an

STATE FINANCES.

The Congregational church of this town was
organized in 17413—the fifth in what is now
Cumberland county, those of an earlier date

Co., Andrews,

&

i>>*

r

M

THE PRESS
bt* ob aim 1 at tbe Periodical Depots of N. G

..Vn, Marquis, Brunei

*•

An Aged Minister of

MORNING. JANUARY 14.

I RIDAY

•«

WINDHAM.

p kess.

VJ^L K

Hocking Horses,

Chairs, and a great variety of usetul and ornamental goods, suitable for Holiday Gifts.
Eor Sale by

sleigh, harness and robes at a great
bargain. Chestnut mare, six years old and
1000
weighs
pounds. Sound and kind in all har!
ness.
Not afraid of steam ears.

HORSE,

Portland,

O. D. RICE.

janll

dlw

For Sale.

ADAMS &

li >BI\SO\,
No. t40 Exchance, Cor. Federal Mto.
octt5
M,W&F3m

Maine.

Carriage Mart, Plum St.. TWO
TRAVERSE RUNNER PUNGS, suitable
for grocery business.
jau!2 dtf

AT

Horse and

European

Ticket Office.

Cabin and Stoorage Tickets by the
| C’unard, Allan, Ionian, White Star and
Auchor l.iuc* of

European

Mteunier*

sailing weekly1 from Boston and New York.
further particulars call on or address

For

T. P. McGOWAS, Bookseller,
u

42-1 IHINGRE8M STREET,

dt

)11 an old comrade of his, and on the battlepromised the dying man
t ) be a mother to his orphan girl, a promThe cause was lost,
ie she has nobly kept.
nd; with her sons and adopted daughter
fled
to Paris.
She
in*
womau
brave
; a d voted
mother, aud lives only for the
of her sons. She feels confident that
* ature
1 tie eldest will occupy a high position in Para£ uay, and it is the dream of her life to see him
>ictator, as his father was. At a mass for the
r apose of the general’s soul, a few years after
\ is death, I saw her at the chapel. After all
rere soated Madame Lopez came sweeping up
^ lie church dressed in black velvet, her fair
air completely covered with a long black
T ail, and as she knelt her sobs
were the only
g rmuds
that bro^e the silence. Taking her
e ldest son, Madame
returned
to ParaLopez
uay two years ago, thinking when it was
nown that the son of the general
was in his
ative country the people would call him to
t tie Dictatorship. In this she was disappointed*
'hey were received with hisses, aud followed
f rom the steamer to the hotel by a crowd of ex( ited people, who only remembered
the cruel
cts of “the tyrant,” as the general was called,
nd forgot all the good the general’s wife had
* one.
Fearing violence, not for herself, but
Dr her son, Madame
Lopez, being a British
s abject,, claimed the protection of an English
in the harbor, and at night was
g hip, then
ikeu through the streets, with a pistol in her
•nd, determined to 8*11 her life dearly,
■iiico Madame Lopez returned from her uuoitunate trip
she has
resided in Paris.
niong her friends are mauy who knew her in
i ler day of power, and. who are now proud to
5 law their regard and
admiration for one of
he most heroic women aud devoted mothers
if the

.I'.TZZ

Confessio Ainantis.
and kiss me, sweet and ten!
say, 'Hi this your birthday morning,
What misdoubting son* of m n
Hang upon your smiles or scorning.
C

>rae

Rai-ie thoso blue and laughing eyes
For our helpless hearts that angle

Till

a

palpitatiug prize

within each tress's tangle.

Lies

Which the prize that you prefer?
That worn sea-dog of eleven?
To yon stalwart Highlander—
Four feet full!—is favor given?

Yield you to .Tack’s valentine,
Or to l ommy’s treasured apple?
Or to Reginald incline—
Owner of the

gallant Dapple?

The tartan and the tar
Both alike have h>6t their labor!
Yftleii'ines are under par!
Hat*: your pony-riding neighbor!
on

us! Is it vain
heart’s

besiege this

T

proud portal?

Eh? »)ur pretty Darae Disdain

Whispers l*m

the

happy

mortal!

/-Whom hardening heart, and toe
Waxing -.ender. stamp a fogey—
1 to bo lair lady’s beau—
Fitter tar to be her bogey!
se artless words of hers
.k. a .,li rd I thought had

th*

Yet

W

perished,

Aud the sleeping string that stirs,
Breathes a strain that once I cherished.

age._
George Bliot, the Woman.

Round my winter does some ray
Linger from the springtide sunny?
Toll

me.

That

dear!

“M v sisters say
a lot of money!”

[Loudon News.]
Before the grave closes over the remains of
i Jeorge Eliot, I may perhaps bo permitted to

you've such

ay, don’t

leave me!

frown?

Did I

uid to tiie notice of her which has already apteared in The Daily News, a few personal reeElections and impressions gathered during a

i’ake this gold, child—share my plenty.
N'o«.i lays, I should have known,
Teu

cau

be

as

wise

as

twenty.

—From Time.

The Difficulties of

a

Witness.

get

higher moral level, and tha1
noue ever left
her without feeling inspired
with a stronger sense of duty aud positively
raised into

dyke, “what iiave you been doing?”
I’ve been doing? I’ve
heard some tilings in a law ease, aud I’ve got
You can’t have a law case
to swear to them.
without witnesses, and I’ve got to bo one tomorrow; so you liusile out iu the morning and

d’ye suppose

i
Unquestionably
since

discovery

most

vaccination.

pbich assimilates with the

mucous

remedy

membrane and

local, but a couwliiuiioiini
stage.
package generally suffices.
lelivered bv Druggists or by D. B. Dewey & Co.,
LG Dey Street, N. Y., $1.00 complete, Six packages
>5.00. Treatise and remarkable statements by the
:ured, mailed free,
only

not

orms

a

One

at any

ure

rhe

afflicted

S.

Lewis,

can

St., Boston;

a.

ality

was

fully

as

striving to live up to a
George Eliot's person-

great and

as

remarkable as
her face there

In every line of
power, and about the jaw and mouth a
prodigious massiveness which well might have
inspired awe, had it not been tempered by
the most gracious smile which ever lighted up
human features, and was ever ready to convert what otherwise might have been terror
into fascination.
Whatever George Eliot’s religious opinions
may have been—aud it may perhaps surprise
those who did not know her intimately to
learu|that the “De Imitatione Christi” was one
of her favorite books, found by the writer lving on her table by her empty chair alter her
death- she possessed to a marvellous degree
the divine gift of charity, and of attracting
moral outcasts to herself, whose devils she
cast out, if I may be permitted the expression,
by shutting her eyes to their existence. In her
presence you felt wrapped round by an all-embracing atmosphere of sympathy and readiness
to make the least of all your shortcomings,
and the most ol any good which might be in
you. But great as was her personality, she
shrank with horror from intruding it upon
you, and iu general society her exquisitely melodious voice was, unhappily for the outside
circle, too seldom raised beyond the pitch of
something not much above a whisper. Of the
rich vein of humor which runs through George
Eliot’s works, there was comparatively little
trace in her conversation, which seldom descended from the grave to gay. But although
she rarely induged iu conversational levity
herself, she was most tolerant of it, and even
encouraged its ebullition in others, joining
heartily in any mirth which might be going
on.
George Eliot’s sensibility on the subject
of her own works was so exquisite that she
would not tolerate the faintest allusion to
them in general society. An extraordinary
delicacy prevaded her whole being. She
seemed to live upon air, and the rest of her
body was as light and fragile as her countenance and intellect were massive.
her books.
was

ready iu time if you
don’t want to lose me,” and Mr. Spoopendyke
flopped into bed and went to sleep.
mo

Mrs. Spoopendyke turned the clock ahead
two hours, arranged her hair, and sat down to
speculate on the chances of waking up at the
right moment. At first she coucluded to stay
up all night, bat she began to get sleepy, and

reflecting

that if she fixed her mind on the
hour she wanted to rise she’d be sure to wake
up, she went to bed and to sleep simultane-

of experience, a position as ofand correspondent, or salesman
iighent city references furnished. Address
1!. lbis Office.
Jan 1 tit7t*

Wanted.
an American lady, a s'tuation to wait
HU invalid or aged person, or take care
By amt
hild
do plain sewing. Apply at 33 Grey

Whittlesey, Sheffield, Mass.;

J.

ously.
At half-past four she roused up with a terrified start.
“Wake up, my dear!” she exclaimed, to her
husband. “You’ve got to go a-witnessing in a
case this morning.
Hurry up, or they’ll put
you in jail.”
“Wahl” rejoined Mr Spoopendyke. “What
did the heed get mixed ther.e with—poof—ah!”
and Mr.
Spoopendyko was sound asleep

again.
“You must get right up aud go to court,’
said Mrs. Spoopendyke, firmly. “You know
something about a law court aud you must
wake up right off.”
“What’s the
matter?” propounded Mr.

Spoopendyke, sitting up and glaring around
him. “What day of the mouth is this? Who
called Spoopenkyke? I ain’t slept a wink,”
and Mr. Spoopendyke fell back on his pillow.
“You know you must go to the case,” continued Mrs. Spoopendyke. “You’ve been appointed a witness and you must go and swear
about it. Wake np or they will arrest you.”
“What case?” demanded Mr. Spoopendyke.

Wst and Wisdom.

II.;

SMITH’S

MiMCATH)

American

And Originated in the United States

Dr.

Bcnxon

AND TBS

a.

N.I,

Old

First

city

tew*

were

VOUSNESS

ner

EXISTS UNDER MANX

AND

APPEARS IN MANX

RMS OR TYPES,

As Sick Headache, Nervous

Headaciie,

all of these different forms are brought about
by some present exciting cause. But no nervous system is subject to these diseases unless
the nerve-fluid is in an impoverished condition, or suffering from an irritable state or condition, and can unly be cured by a remedy
that enriches the nerve-fluid and allays nervous irritation; and this is
absolutely accomplished by DR. BENSON’S CELERY AND
CHAMOMILE PILLS.
They effectually
remove the causes of all nervous 'diseases, and
the natural result is a cure—a complete and

permanent

er-Emp.-Oas.

I

cure.

DR. C. W. BENSON’S CELERY AND
CHAMOMILE PILLS are prepared expressly
to cure Headaches, Neuralgia and Nervousness. and will cure any case, no matter how
obstinate it may be, of either sick, nervous or
dyspeptic headache or neuralgia, nervousness
or sleeplessness.
Price 50 cents a box, sent
post-free to any address, or may bq ordered
through any dru gist.

PAKSONS, BANGS

ootnmau
shared their
thr-Mi^'i the
\ »r, and when

hardships.

&

WITH

BOARD,

Ij.

corner

STORE

oo

Press Office.

I. F. LORD,
CANDIE8
Allen

successor to

Congress

and
for the

excellent location for a Fancy Grocery or Provision store.
Also, to be let on and after Nov. 1st, 1880, the
Boarding house corner Fore an d India streets. This
is one of the best locations in the city for a lodging
Has been occupied by the
and victualing house.
present tenant for the past 15 years.
Full particulars regarding the above can be obtained by applying to the subscriber.
JOHN B. CURTIS,
Corner Fore and Deer Sts.
oc21 dtf

To be Iiet.
1, 1880, the
occupied by F. O.

after Oct.

dtf

Mill*.

Westbrook

and

Eastern

and

Men’*

two

rooms

suitable for

ladies

or

my

~OCT. 17th,

tenements on High St. Sebago water and
Gas, Furnaces in cellar. Stable for one tenement.
Apply to W. H. SIMONTON, 304 Comoct27dtf
mercial St.

TWO

Ik

\

eiyi^es

tnr^> W03?
•qvt3HBHOHA'TO
‘404n ..©JJ

tjit. ;! pin; evT pu.

FARRINGTON,
&U variety and at Specialy SatisI

Kid

he

CROCKERY,

Congress
Dress

GOODS, Silks,
Shawls,
DRY
Goods, Woolens, Linens, &c.
M1LLETT &
227 Middle Street

Boston, Dec. 13, ’80.
Mrs. Julye Myers,
Ma iam.— A bout the 3rd of Dec. 1879,1 was taken wi b a -welling in my foot which settled into dry
Gangrene. I was told that 1 had not 24 hours to live.
My wife catching at the last straw, applied your
salve: it kept tbe Gangrene from spreading any further aiidsav* d my life. I am 78 years of age. and 1 owe
the few remaining years of my life, entirely to you.
Yours etc.
Wm. Wood,
45 Buckingham Street.

dee!3

Mrs. Alyers: Dear Madam—Having been afflicted
for several years with piles, and having tried numer;
ous remedies without avail, 1 was persuaded to try
drawing and healing salve,and am happy to say
your
has met with complete success.
EDWARD F. KENNEY,
No. 9 Knapp St., Boston, Alass.

W. F. Phillips & Co., Wholesale Agents.
ap5
dly

Fine

Goods.

BROS,

Goods, Fancy Goods, Hosiery,
DRV
Gloves, Worsteds, Yarns, &c.
A. B.
247 Middle St.

BUTLER,
Cleansing, Carpet Cleaning
and Feather-Bed Renovating at FOREST CITY
DVEING,
DYE H0fTSE 13Preble St, op., Preble House.
Wedding and Calling

every Affection of the Throat,
Lungs and Chest, including Consumption. Sold by all Druggists.

LOWELL, 513 Congress St.
GOODS, Toys, Games, Bird
Cages, Baby Carriages, Archery &c.
CHAS DAY, JR.. & CO., 187 Middle St
Custom and Beady Hade Clothing
Gents* Furnishing Goods.
ALLEN & COMPANY, 229 Middle St
Designs and Choice

FANCY
FINE

Flowers
FLORISTS,Funeral
specialty.
W. E. MOR ON &

JSliiiand,

Congress St
Domestic, Candies,

FURNACES,
agents for the improved Highland Range.
O. M. & D. W.
No. 6

and uuhoistery.
Fine, Medium aud Common Goods,
FURNITURE Co., 40 Exchange St.

PORTLAND

as

Carpet*, Crockery,
and House Furnishing Goods.
HOOPER. EATON & CO., 123 Exchange St
A Kerosene Fixtures, Lamps Ac.

FURNITURE,

FROM

follows:

74 EXCHANGE STREET

GAS

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

It
the
stimulates
blood into action, and
should be worn by everyone subject to Kheum a ti s m
Neuralgia,
Nervous Diseases*

—FOB

ROCKLAND,
Winter
rAXnr»

|child

201 Middle

C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treat
ment; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Con vul
sions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory. Spermatorrocea, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions, Premature Old Age, caused by
over exertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which
leads to miserx, decay and death.
Oiae box will
Dr. E.

recent cases. Each box contains one month’s
One dollar a box, or six boxes for five
treatment.
dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
We guarantee six boxes to curo any case.
With
each order received by us for six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, we will send the purchaser our
written guarantee to return the money if the treatlent does not effect a cure.
Guarantees issued by
all druggists in Portland and everywhere.
»JOH v \V PEKKINS &CO., General Agents.
ortland.
sepOdeow&weowl y
cure

Dealers mako Money wrtn
W. T. SOULE & CO., 130
La Salle Street, Chicago,
111. Write for particulars.
ol8

eodlv

GEO. 6*. ROWELL & CO.
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSrATERS,
RFSlCIi SA'RJEET, SUV VOEili.
tile at

our

office.

STATION INHEWM«2A3£5?i.

Middle St

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

SYLVESTER, M. D. 410 Congress St
Watches, Chronometers,
Clocks, Charts, and Silverware.
WM. SENTER & CO., 54 Exchange St
Watches, Diamouds,

Congress, cor. Casco St
Diamonds,
Watches, Clocks.
Silverware Manuf’rs, Gold and Silver Platers.
ATWOOD & WENTWORTH, 509 Congress St
tVEEKY, Watches, Clocks, Milvei &
Plated Ware, Fine Watch Repairing.

JEWEERY,

A.

D, 1881.

is to
THIS
day of
rant in

notice that on the sixth
January, A. D. 1881, a WarInsolvency was issued out of the Court of
Insolvency for said county of Cumberland against
the estate of

JACOB D. DODGE, of Cape Elizabeth,

adjudged

to

an
be
Insolvent
Debtor, on his
petition, which peti'Pn was tiled on the
Sixth day of January, A. 1). 1881, to which last
named d^te interest on claims is to be comupted;
That the payment of any debts and the delivery
and transfer of any property
to said
Debtor, to him or for his use, and the delivery and
transfer of any property by him are forbidden

Fine

by law;

That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor,
to prove their debts and
choose one or more
assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency, to be liolden at the Probate Court
room in said Portland, on the Seventeenth day of
January, A. D. 1881, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my baud the date li.st above written
GEO. W. PARKER.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County oi Cumberland.

jan7&14

{ SxcumdTb, ’ifcoo
Street Boston.
H. P. BALDWIN,

Agent C. R. R. of N. J.

Until further notice passenger trains
will run as follows:

Assort-

taieor. a Fine
assortment of Cloths for Gentlemen’s Wear.
Merchant
S.

AUG.

FERNALD, 237 xMiddle

Mieeinery.
MRS. E. R. FOWLE,

y.45

St

Mieeinery
MRS.

Sts

on

St.

Mieeinery;

with

Day

J.

___

Congress St
C-hiekering & Sons, Linrftrman

&Son. Ed McCamerou &
PIANOS;
BAILEY & NO
Pianos.

Maine Piano Co.’s
ES, 72 Exchange St.

aud Organs «
best rnnkes.
Five makes of Pianos ai i four ol Organs.
SAMUEL THURSTON. N0.3 Free St Block

PEANOS

and

General

Frame

SON,
Mf’y. All

Fine Gold Frames
to order.
PICTURE
R. H.
37

KNIGHT,

<

Congress

kinds Frames

Specialty.
Temple Street.
a

1

Maxi ware, Harness Leather
and Horse Goods. Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE M. NELSON & CO. 119 Exchange St.

SAODIiEUY

different Myles.
Also Guns and Sporting Goods.
G. L. BAILEY, 48 Exchange St

SKATE5L—twent%-live

Ranges aud Furnace*.
Agent for Wood, Bishop & Oo.s’ Goods.
W. D. AMES, 29 Market Square.

STOVES,

C1TOVE8, Range*, and Furnace*.
O Sole Agents for Magee Furnace Co.’s Goods.
A, N. NOYES & SON, 12 Exchange St
OTOVES. Furnace*, and Ranges.
Sole Agents for the “Falmouth Range.”
O
F. & C. B. NASH, 172 & 174 Fore St
AI way* on hand the bent
French and EnglL-U Goods.
W. H. KOHL1NG, 89 Exchange St

and

rirSAL

SWAN

<tCULL

ACTION.

i, O ’Vambrrs. A complete Sample
trial, by mail on receipt of 23 cents.

1

Card, for

Blake man, Taylor & Co.
Svison,
110
York,
133
uud

Je4

Grand Street, LTcw

tflawlyF

c
for
aud every
TitOCJUH KB 4;!4

and Clock Maker,
Oliver Gerrish, at
SENTER & CO.’S, 54 Exchange

WATCH
WM.

Dealer* in flawed

Street

Wcod aud

WOOD.
Kindlings. MORSE & F1CKETT, 19 Blum.

0

DESERT, -AIII,-

Clam

new an
on the

HOTEL

below.

Zealand

auburn.
ELM HOUSE, Court 81—W. S. * A.
Young, Proprietors.
AUGUSTA.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, State SL-M.

pro.

BATH.

BELFAST.
AMERICAN HOUSE-J. D. Tucker. Proprietor.
BOLSTER’S HILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.
PARKER HOUSE, School St.—H. D. P»

Proprietors.

A II,

BRUNSWICK,

P. A K. DINING ROOMS-W. B.
Field, Proprieto

COBNISH.
Davis, Proprietor.

DAV IS HOTEL—M. B.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.

ILARK'S DINING HALL, Grand Trunk Kail wav
’
Depot—M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

uad

1riU,CPr^rtetor!!X0HANGE HOTEL-*r- «• Mor
MAST brownfield.
[TBERTY HOUSE—W. H.
Stickney, Proprietor.

21 | S. S. Acapulco.Dec. 30
for Isthmus of Panama only

EANTPORT.
H°US^T- »•

^^foGU°DDY

freight or passage rates and the fullest inior
nation, apply to the Ueneral Eastern Agents.
For

C. L. BAKT1.ETT & CO.,
113 Hlale Hired, cor. Broad Hi., Boston.
or to W. D. Linii &
CO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
je38dtf

PORTLAND,
MiJdl* - *>**

TlS Proprietor00111^ "* Gre*“ St*!

oi^StUMHcn "1iLiC<aT**r ot

Middle and Union

3ERRY^wrvrw? *,.2>
U7 froprietora.
Feder“ St.-J. O.
?
I
!

Ptoprieto?

Propl^to??0911,

Perry
Congre*s St—J' Lindsey ft Sou)

IT. NICHOLAS HOTEL,
Temple St.—Albert H
Humas Proprietor.
J'
of Congress and Federal St*
—McDonald ft New begin. Proprietors.

PHILLIPS.
'.LMt\

Forest City and John
fa™rit,° steamers
le*Te FKANKLIN WHAKF
INDIA WHARF,
.r|tJ?°L0ck P-m-.aod
dn»r«

J
]

RAYMOND VILLAGE.
HOUSE, Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.

(Sundays excepted).
Pn^n ?°iClo^k,
line are reminded that tbov
b> thisp;,m^a*feDCeJ8
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the

ure

iaccarappa.
•HESUMPSCOT HOUSE,-W. S. Pratt, Propricto

se-

a

expense

Wednesday

ELLSWORTH.
WEST HARPS WELL.
1 1ARPSWELL HOUSE.—A. J.

Merriman, Prop1

UARTLAND.
i 1ARTLAND
HOUSE. J.B. LtttMaU, Prop.
HIRAM.
It. CUTLER HOUSE—HiratuBaa
ton, Proprietor

3 p.

i

HOI7LTON.
NELL HOUSE- D. O.
Floyd, Proprietor.

insurance one-lialf the rate of

1

From

Fr'>u Fine Street Wharf,

Philadelphia,

4

Proprietor

eMERICAN HOUSE—A. I. Saunders,
Prop..

and

Wharfage.
Long Wharf, Boston,
_

NHfltrn anrw

1URNER HOUSE,—W. G. Heeelto
1LM HOUSE,—F. A. Dore, Pronrieto

i

Saturday.

1

OOD HOUSE—T. L. Page,
Proprietor.

( JENTRAL

n

(

R.ailJJEtOAX>.

oc20tf

Whitehead,

SHANNON'S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.

«-•--AIOUUPW

Rumford Falls & Buckiield

Portland Oct. 18.1880.

DIRECTORY.

ALFRED.
ALFRED HOUSE—R. H. Godlng,
Proprietor.

splendid steamers sail from New
ICth, 20th and 80th of each mouth

1 leaves each 1’ort Every

For Canton and Buckiield, leave
J ‘ortland 1.30 p.
m.; Lewiston, 1.57 p. in.
Stage connections for West Sumner, Dixtield,
lyrou, Rangloy Lakes, <5fec.
I. WASHBURN, J*., President.

*

in even

Embracingthe leading Hotels at which tfj* Oai'Ly
Phf.ss may always be found,

STsTCO

Direct Steamship Line.

a.m.

at,

evening

Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth. Friday Evening
Portland Army and Navy Union—Corner
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each
month.
Young Men’s Christian Association—
site Preble House, Congress street. Open
day and
evening. Union Gospel Meetings Wednesday and
Saturday evenings at 7% o’clock.
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters corner of Congress and Temple streets.
Open day and evening. Business meeting Tuesday
o’clock.
evenings at

Htrainship..

PIIIMDELPIilA

For Portland, leave Canton 4.20
30 a. m.; Buckiield, 6.16 and

cuuwuaj

Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
1 and 3 convene at P. O. S. of A.
Hall, Plum
street. No. 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 on Monday evening of each week; No. 2 at School House

CALIFORNIA,

Island.
New
Australia.

I. S. Colon.... Deo.
I. S. Cresoent City
Jan. 10.

>

10.08

ii

Temperance concerts first Sunday

Knights of Pythias—Bramhall
Lodge, No. 5,
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. G, Monday
evenings: Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings, at
their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square. Section
181 Endowment Rank, fourth
Thursday in each

crr-m-m-rF

Boston

j

Library and Reading
and free to all, from 10

m.

vvu6.voo

clock.

month.

on

and 9
St

to 9 p.

Juvenile Templars—Perham Temple. No. 24,
—

11«S2.C£?^CI1 euce?f giving in Boston late at night
Boston & Maine road connect with all
-?!^T?,yc«t';Land Staterooms for sale at D. H.
, reamers ruuing
between Portland and Bangor,
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
J Cocklaml, Alt. Desert, Machias, Eaetport, Calais, St.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
« rohn and Halifax.
Also connect with Grand Trunk
]
ana Sound Lines for sale
at very low rates.
»
1 rains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
Freight taken as usual.
nd Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Sta®.
»• »
Jrx, <«
•T’
Agent.
ion.
dfcf
All trains stop at Kxetor ten minutes for rofresh*Prb__
, aents. First class Dining Rooms
at Portland,
transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
I
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
—AND—
i iouth may be had of M. E. William*. Ticket

TN DEBT AKERS, Wood aud Metallic
Caskets, Collins, Shrouds, Caps, &c.
S. S. RICH & SON, 133 Exchange St

cu»uei*,
offin*,
funerals.
Rohes,
r-uoiaite
Undertaker*,
McKENNA
CJongrees

j£

PORTLAND

rAlUOR
¥

tandwich
The

Train*

Kor Alton Bay at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m. For
Manchester uud Concord (via Lawrence,) at
L45 a. in.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p.m.
Morning Train leaves Kennebuak (or Portand at 7.25.
B£F“Th© 1.00 p. m. train from Portland conneota
rith Houud Cine Steamer*.
The 3.30 p. m,
rain connects with All Rail Line* for New
Fork and South and Went.
SUNDAY TRAINS/ Leave Portland for
BoNton at 1.00 p. m. Boston for Portland at
LOO p. m.
Trains

and Draper. Fine Good* and
First-class Work a Specialty.
D. E. CORNISH, 249 Middle St.

cf the Very Lest European Make, and unrivaled for
1 ■cxi'jL'.ity, JJura&iiity, and Evenness of point.

a. m.

JAPAN, CHINA,
1

after Mojiday, Oct.

LEAVE

G. M. BOS WORTH 591

FOR

^

““-“-FOR BOSTON at 8.45 a. m.,
L.OO, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.16, 6.30,
LOO p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m.,
L2.30, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.C5.
LOO, 8.00. p. m. Portland for .‘Scarborough
Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach,
iaco, Hiddeford and Kennebuak, at 8.45
i, m., 1,00, 8.30, 5.30 p. m.
For Well*, North
Berwick, Salmon Fall*, Great Fall*, BoNew
rer,
Market, Exeter, Haverhill,
Lawrence, Andover and Eowell, at 8.45 a.
a., 1,00, 3.30 p. m. For Rochester and Farmngton, N. U., at 8.45 a. m., 3.00, 3.30 p. m.

FARLEY,
Exchange Street.
HANGINGS, Interior Decorations, Drapery Work, Upholstery Goods, &c.

a

Oa

18, 1880, JPasneager

in

Organ*.
Agems
for Select Stock of Fine Instruments.
PJANOS
W. M. FURBUSH &
435
St

Portland Public

Room—City Building. Open

__

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

Exchange

MUSIC BOOKS, Pianos,
Organs, Musical instruments, &c.
C. K. HAWES, 177 Middle St
Glass

—

—

PACIFIC MAIL

HAMILTON. Sup*t.
dec4dtf

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD*

&

IUlkOR.
German,

Johnsbury

fork

Book*, Strings, Musical
Instruments and Merchandise.
MUSIC,
IRA C. STOCK
156
St

PAPER

St.

Uuited States Hotel Building.

BRIDGE,

Independent Order of Good Templars—Ar-

Monday, Congress Hall, 420Ms Congress St.;
Mission, Wednesday, Preble Chapel; Forest City,
Wednesday, Sons of Temperance Hall; Mystic,;
Thursday, Sons of Temperance Hall.
Payson Literary Society
Meetings every
Monday evening, at Mercantile Library Room, Farrington Block, Congress street.
cana.

to

Swan ton, Vt., and all stations

through line.

Portland. Dec. 4, 188

F. A STM AM fr. PTTTTS

MUSIC

and at

stations.
I.BO p. m.—From

Millinery Good*,
MIEEINERY
Velvets, Satins, Ribbons, Mowers & Laces.
A. E.
402
Congress

Orange Institution—Washington Lodge
Meets Second Monday in the month, at
Temperance Hall, Congress St.

Loyal
No. 150.

Norfolk nud Baltimore Including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class,
2d Class
For freight or passage to Norfolk,
Baltimore, Wasting ton, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
no2dtf
Central Wh-in. :*»ston.

LEAVING PORTLAND
m.—For all stations running through to
8wanton, Vt., connecting with B. U. &

points,

First

Passage

Express on Passurapsic R. R. for Newport
and Montreal.
3 45 p. m.—For Fabyan’s and intermediate
stations.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.10 a.m.—From Fabyan’s and intermediate

and

BARNES,

Business meeting Thursday evenings; public meet
ng Sunday evenings, at 7 o’clock.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 76—
Second Saturday of each month.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Casco streets. First Thursday in each nonih.

ments.

Q.

M. R. R.

No. 4 Elm St

& fancy goods,
Velvets, Flowers and Real Laces.
J. DRYDEN, Cor. Congress and Casco

Bosworth Post G. A. R. —Meeting every Friday
corner of Congress and
Casco streets.
Portland Society of Natural History—At
their library room, City Hall, on the hrst and third
Monday evenings of each month.
Portland Temperance Union—Congres# Hall.

evening in Mechanics' Hall,

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER.
From Boston direct every WEDNESDAY
and SATCBDAY at 3 P. M.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all
Points South and Southwest via Va. and Tenn. Air
Line. C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street,
Boston, Mass.
To all points of North and South Carolina and beyond via Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air
Line to Raleigh. Charlotte, Spartansburg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolina, and Georgia Points
Waldo A. Pearce. Agent, No. 220 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 218 Washington
Itreet, Boston, Mass.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

FALL & WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing December Oth, 1880.

SMITH, 231 Federal St.

own

belonging

Gen. Pass

evening.

Forest City Commandery No. 16 convenes at
Hall, Plum St., on tirst Thursday of

P. 0. S. of A.
each month.

JOHN HOPKi S,
WM. LAWRENCE,

Congress

Great
Eyes
OPT
Variety of Shape and Color, The best make.
0. H.
No. 4

STATE OF MAINE.
January 7th,

mh2Cdly

CO., 507 & 509 Congress

I CAE Goods.

Cumberland, ss.
give

319 Washington

Music

Portland.

ROUTE.

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

GEOYESI, Ences, Smallwares and
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
KID
MOORE &
Tnilor.
A
MERCHANT
ment of Imported Goods.
F. A.

Portland Fraternity—No. 4Mi Free St. Block
every

STEAMSHIP JL.INE,

J. A. MERRILL & CO., 239 Middle St

OWEN,

Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.

r the

.LA

Watches, Clocks and Silve.
JEWEERY,
Ware, Manufacturers of Masonic Goeus, &c.

Nos. 1 & 2

Street,

BROOK

New York and Philadelphia

^CARTER BROS.,

SWIFT.

month.

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

FARE,

JEWEERY.
Solid Silver and Plated Ware.
521

513

^

or

BOUND

JEWEERY.

ROBERT B.

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, hrst and third Monday in each

Templars’ Halt,

At

West. Will also connect at Rockland with Sanford
Line of Steamers, each trip to and from Boston.
Also each trip to and from Bangor and River Landings. No Freight taken for Bangor.
For further particulars inquire'of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent. Railroad Wharf.
E. GUSHING. General Mauager,
Portland, Dec. 10,1880.
declOdtf

Most Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia <Sc Reading R. R.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

sure

J. II. GAUBERT, PROPRIETOR,
sepl7
d&wtf

sootEing

Health Is Wealth

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

Fur*. Manufacturer
and Dealer
HATS,
Furs, Robes, &c.
Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Ballast
G. A. SUbSKRAUT, 232 Middle St.
Be
to buy tickets (at any railroad
steampharmacy.
boat office in New England) via
Homeopathic
Homeo. Medicines, Books and Cases.
S. E.

JE

Lodgfs—Maine, No. 1, on Monday evenings; BeaJ
Tuesday evenings; Unity, No. 3, on Wednesday evenings; Ancient Brothers, on Thursday eve
nings; Ligonia, on Friday evenings; Harmony, on
Saturday evenings; Ivy, D. of R., second and fourth
Thursday of each month.
Encampment—Machigonne, Hrst and third Wednesday, Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesday;
Portland, tirst and third Friday; Falmouth, No. 11.
tirst and third Tuesdays.

Joneaport, and Alachiaaport.
Returning, will leave Alachiasport every Mondayinorniug, at 4.30 o’clock, arriving in Portland same evening, connecting with Pullman night
train and early morning trains for Boston and the

:•

Sleepless Nights, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Dyspepsia, Fever and Ague.
Heart, Liver, Lung ana
Mothers and Childwear the
Boston
Battery; its action upon the
mother
and
will be found very
now
Mothers
quieting.
discard all
syrups and use the Boston Batteri/, thus relieving the child of much suffering
caused by narcotics. Sent by mail everywhere on
Sold by all Druggists. Men
receipt ot' price. 50c.
and Women Agents wanted in every citvtyand town.
Address Boston Galvanic Battery Co., 12 4 Treinont
aeclO d&wly
St.,Bo8ton, Mass.

237

tl^a
^

in

L*on,on

at 11.15 o’clock, or
on arPullman express train from Boston, for
Rockland, Casttine. Deer laic, Nedgwick,
No. Went Harbor, Bar Harbor,
Hillbridge,

-BETWEEN-

a

Hatter,

Tuesday

Association—Board of Directors meet
month. Association
Monday evening of each
Monday evening of January.

month.

Bound Brook Route.

&

Street.
Association—Third

Benefit
third
meets third

rival of

New

Fellows’Hall, Farrington Block, Congress

mouth.

& Macliias

n-mn

H.

1. O. O. F.

Friday evening,

CO., No. 9 Market Square

the

m-OTTl

de

Caeix

Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R.S., fourth
Friday in March. June, September and December.

On and after Friday, Dec .;17 th,
Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Charles
L.-jis**?'-Deering, will leave RailIi«■ mm road Wharf, Portland, every
•;

FURS. Special Fine, New
York Goods. Buffalo & Wolf Robes specialty
HATS

MERRY,
Cap* and

HIT.
nu.l

Rose

Third

3IACHIAI9.
Arrangement, IN8IL

HRIDKG

oclSdtf

St.

BITE

Council—Portland Council P. of J., second Fri-

iay.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter

STEAMBOAT CO.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milv. anker.
Cincinnati, 8t, Louis, Omaha. Saginaw, Si. Paul, 8alt Lake City,
Denver, 8an Francisco,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,

HARNESS
CHAS.

EXERCISE AND SALESROOM^

ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

LINES

Portland, Bangor

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
To

C. SHAW & GO., 585&5870ong. & 235 Middle

Monday.

oiamlery, Wednesday evening.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth W'eduesiay in every month.
Portland School of MasonIc Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesday of each month.

town. D. C., Alexandria, Va,, and all Rai
and Water Lines.
Through Rates named and Bills of Lading lveu
from any point in New England to Philadelphl
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. 1>. C. MINK, Agent,
19t> Washington Street, Boston, Mass
Wen. P. Clyde A' Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Are., Philadelphia,
febfi

—AND—

Square
Neckwear,

third

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monlay; St. Albaus, second Thursday; Blamjuefort, w
rhursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday In
Vlay; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Trand Council, Wednesday 2 p. m.; Grand Com-

OLD COLONY BAIL.
ROAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
Time. Low
Semi-Weekly Line, quick
Bute*, Frequent Departure*.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Hteamer*. Mailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to CharleNton, 8. C., Washington, D.
George-

PASSENGER OFFICES

Fixtures Rebronzed and Gilded.
LEVI S. BROWN. 28 Market

C.,

Monday.

BOSTON

in connection with

Old Fixtures Rebronzed.
GAS
CLEVELAND &
128

MARSTON,
Exchange St
Fixtures, Kerosene Lamps A goods

R. A.

Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

A It RAN GEMBNT

STEAMSHIP

and after Monday, Oct. 18th,

ARRIVALS.
From Gorham, So. Paris, <fe Norway, 8.30 a. m.
and 13.30 p. m.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. in.,
3.15 p. in., 6.00 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 13.30 p.m.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 0.30 a. in.

Exchange St

NASH,

Manufr*. and dealer* in
Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
J. WA LKER & CO., 153 & 155 Middle St.

TRY THE BOSTON BATTERY.

Chapters—GreenleafR. A. C., first Monday; Mt.

Vernon,

Falmouth,

To Auburn and Lewiston,
7.10 a. in., 13.35
and 5.15 p. m.
To Montreal and Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 4.00 p. ni.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, 8.45 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.15 p. m.

615

CO.,

On

__

Toys.
CUSHMAN, 486 Congress St
Ranges and Stoves. Sole

Hardware,
T. L. MERRILL &

LUO WUJ.

Elizabeth.

On and after Monday. Nov 8th.,
the steamers
Capt. D.
S. Hall, and New Brunswick,
Capt. J. Thompson, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street,every Monday
and Thursday, at (J p. in., for Eastport
and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston,
St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Urand
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
itations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Kail Hoads,
and Stage Routes.
Sa^Freighl received until 4 o’clock p. m.
For Circulais, with Excursion Routes, Tickets.
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. I1ERSEY, President, and Manager, or to A. R.
STUBBS. Agent R. R. Whart.
nov6dtf

JLsLj is;?=sail1880, passenger trains will leave Por-

a

BL0CKL1NGER, 5j7 Congress
cutlery, Tool*,
Glass and Builders’ Supplies.

man or woman, furnishing the best form of physical culture and development in the safest, easiest,
most thorough and expeditious manner.
It is better than the gymnasium, and free from its dangers;
cheaper than the saddle; less laborious than boating
and infinitely better than drugs in a majority of
chronic diseases.
It rounds and hardens the muscles, and educates them into ever ready, faithful

Vednesday. Hiram, Tuesday, on or next before ev
;rv full moon, at Masonic Hall, Town House, Cape

CLYDE’S
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF Philadelphia A Yew
CANADA.
England

Store.

Kxercise.—It is the most perftct exercise for

YORK RIGHT.

Lodge—Ancient Land-Mark, first Weduest lay: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third
Blue

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Passenger and Ticket Agent.
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation
oclS
dtf

Cards and Fine Stationerv.
ENGRAVING.
WILLIAM S.

MASONIC.
Maaoni* Hall No. 95 Exchange Strut.

At

Relief

General

Hair Jewelry ami Human
Hair Goods ot all kinds made to order.
HAIR
A.

equal.

*

dtf

b' ALL

a. m.
and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m., arriving
in Portland at 12.05, 6 and 11 p. m.
The 7 p. m. train runs daily.
Through tickets to all points South and
West at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, Commercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
at the Union Ticket Office, E. A. Waldron, Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.

Fancy Goods, silks,
Dress Goods, Cloaks, Shawls, &c.
DRV
1UNES
241 & 243 Middle St.

—

WILL CERTAINLY CURE

CITY GOVERNMENT.

regular meetings of the City Council take
lace the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday
vening of each month.
The

At Odd

Hour.
Fine Tea*, and
Coffee,
Spices, Butter, &c., &c.
WILLIAM M1LLLKEN & CO., 583 Congress St

It furevery man or woman in every walk of life.
nishes an exercise which may, and should be introduced into every house; which may be practiced at
all seasons, in all kinds of weather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages or degrees of strengtl or weakNo one o?n say too
ness, alone or in company.
muchi n praise of it, and no one caD *ft‘ord to do
without it. All who investigate thor aghly, use it,
and consider it invaiuable and indispensable.’ It is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered.
No claim is set up for
it which is unscientific or impracticable.
Central* It is the best of rest.
It is perfectly
safe. No harm ever came from its use.
It strains
no portion of the system.
It directs the vital forces
to the affected parts. By its use the health is easily
maintained.
The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
is the best kind of economy.
The convenience of
one
in
the
bouse is very great.
having
Mind auti Rraiu.—It invigorates and strengthens the brain, and renders it more active and efficient in all its operations.
Bicep.—It is the simplest and safest narcotic.
It is the most nat ural and probably the best means
of inducing sound and refreshing sleep.
Nerve*.—It is a wonderful tonic to the whole
nervous system.
It is a most efficacious remedy in
paralysis, if taken in time.
Lungs, Throat and Voice.—It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enlarges the lungs; increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice more fully under control.
As a preventive and cure of lung diseases it has no

STATED MEETINGS.

BuNtport, M«., Cnlain, Me., Yarmouth,
NT. 8. Ht. John, IV. B., Halifax,
N. 8.. Charlottetown, P. G. f.

GROCERIES,
V_l
Pure

actionary R[ealtli Lift.

Ag’t,

Friday.

a. m. Daily (Night Express from Bangor) for
Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth. Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy in Portland
at
9
m.
and
at
p.
(Week
days),
11
and will be
attached
p. m. Sundays,
to this train. Passengers have a Dight’s rest

Groceries,

Boston, Jan. 2G, 18^0.

^
J

i«;-

•-

Tea* nn«i
cionr.
S.T. SOULE & CO.,
47 Free Street.

Reasons Why All Should Use the Re

These steamers are fitted up with tine accornmodems for passengers, making this a very convenient
id comfortable route for travelers between New
ork and Maine. During the summer months these
81 earners will touch at Vineyard Haven on their pasincluding
ge to and from New York. Passage,
late Room, 13; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
at
to
destination
forwarded
New
York
or
ortland
For further information apply to
° ice.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
Pier 38, P. R. New York.
J. F. AMES,
Tickets add State Rooms can be obtained at 23
* xenange Street. From Dec. I to May 1, no paadecodtt
8 jngers will be taken by this line.
*

PAYSON TUCKER. Sup’t
Portland. Dec 13. 1880.

1880.

7.30

LITTLE,

CO., Exchange & Federal St.

|

by

Steamship Company.

Will until further notice le»veFr*nkUn Wharf,
p irtland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY.at 6
p M.,and leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
at 4P.M
ery MONDAY and THURSDAY,

a. m.

_

buncles. Felons, Boils
Ulcers, Abscesses, Sores of long standing, Erysipelas
Piles, salt. Rheum, Soft and Ulcerated Corns, Obil
blains, Inflamed Joints. Frost Bites, etc. Airs
Julye Myer’s Drawing & Healing Salve fails to euro

Night train

dtf

learners Eleanora and Franconia

England All Hail Line

the
of
re-establishment
between Bangor and St. John,
wo trains each way every week day, and one
very Sunday (night.) between Bo*tou, Portland
iud St. Johu, Halifax, and all pares of the
tlurilimr Province*; trains leaving Portland at
The latter making con.2.40 and 11 15 p. m.
nections with trains for Houlton, Wood*lock,
j If Andrew*. 8t. Nteplien, Fredeiictou,
Eon Fairfield and Caribou.
Limited Ticket* for St. John and Halifax on Hale at reduced rate*.
PaHMeuger Train* arrive in Portland an
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta,Bath,
and Lewiston at 8.36 and 8.40 a. m.
The day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate and
branch stations and connecting roads at 12.45
and 12.50 p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath, and Lewiston at 5.46 p. m. The
Night Pullman Express train at 1.60 a. in. From
St. John and Halifax at 12.50 p. m. and 1.60
offers

iow

Daily

Fine goods aud low prices.
Grocers.
W. L. WILSON &

eodlm

$?ooo’reward!

'he Provincial & New

and arrive in Boston at 0.30 a.m. in season for
all morning trains South and West.
8.45 a. m.
except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations, with parlor car arriving at 1.16 p.m.
1.00 p. m. Daily except Sundays, for Boston and
way stations, with parlor car, arriving at 6.30
p.m. in season for Sound and Bail connections
South and West.
For Portland, leave Boston,

China and Glass Ware.
R. S. RAND,
569 Congress St.

Wholesale and Retail.
Groceries.

MJJJpdK^a

Portland

Auburn nml ■ ewiwtou, at 12.30 and
5.05 p. m. and for LnviHion via Hrunnwick.
at 7.00 a. m. and 11.15 p. m.
* or Bangor, Dexter, Waterville, BelfaMt
A skowbegan at 12.30,12.40, and 11.15p.m.
1 ‘or Augu*tn, Hnllowell, 4«ardincr, and
Brnii*wick at 7.00 a. m.
12.40, 5.1o, and
11.15 p.m.
* ’or Buck laud and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Fai-uaiugton, via Brunswick
at 7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
1 ror Bath at 7.00 a. m.. and 12.40 and 6.15 p. m.
1 for Farmington.
PbilhpR, iHonuiouth,
Wiuthrop, Bend lie Id, Went Waterville,
North Au*on and Waterville via Lewiston
at 12.30 p. ni.
1 for Waterville via Augusta, 7.00 a. m.
The 11.15 p. m. train is *.he Night Express, with
I ’ullman sleeping car attached and runs every
1 ight, Sundays included.
Close connections are made at Bangor, for all
s tations on the Bucksport & Bangor, Bangor & Pis( ataquis and E. & N. A. Railways: the Maine Cent ral R. R. forming with the E. & N. A. & St. John,
nd Maine Railways,
or

Trains Leave Portland

Fine Teas, Gonees and Fancy
GROCERIES,

9%y,t2Jp

leave

each trip.

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew lork.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Gloves, Ribbons,
Laces, Embroideries, Worsted Crewels, &c
E. S. MERRILL, 467 Congress St

GEO.

-uetfj ‘mpng ‘sdo^ jo wojrstqqmmoov
•G|»riC JOAG
PUB JS ljn
qgT

m

STEAMERS.

493 Congress St

!

Trains

\ asseoger

Child-

Furnishing Goods,
Underwear &o. Fine Shirts to order.
GENTS’
CHARLES CI STIS & CO..

ja*!T ‘jayijr.d pooia 4sOTnj3STjjWs3 3r™
‘sjojiig joqio jjb jo Bajiiodoad gmibju%o iscra

Roc18

only.

after

—

;«

ia

for Peaks

immediately

i! [aine

On and after Dec. 19th, 1SSO,

Railroad,

COMMENCING

Furniture

TO LET.

|

||

a. m.
p. m.

eturn

Clothing Co., 255 Middle.

Foreigu
Children’s Christmas
FRUIT,
GEO. H.

ii©t.

pleasant
ONE
gentlemen. Enquire at 4 PROSPECT ST.
dtf
19
or

ft

FALL and WINTER Schedule.

184 Middle Street.

Boy*’
CLOTHING,
dren’s, Wholesale and Retail.
BOSTON & PORTLAND

Woodford’**.

at 7.40 a. m., 1.45, 0.40 and (mixed) 0.45
p. m.
The 1.45 p. in. tiain from Portland connects at
Lyer June, with Vloo»ac Tunnel Route for
ho West, and at Union Depot, Worceater, for
few York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
ia NpringAeld, also with IV. IT. & IV. E. R.
4, (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia. Hultimore, Washington,
and the
lou in and with Roaton & Albany R. R. for
he Weal.
Close connections made at Westbrook June1 ton with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
{ t GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with trains
{ f Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
] )epot offices and at Deltas & Adams', No. 22 Ez< hange Street.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WE
ocl6dt
T, Supt.

Furni*hinx Rood*,'
J. BURLEIGH & Co.

and

To

p3TTBA0^pG^Btl

on

Gow, 5(56 Congress Street

{>•

Velvets

my 27

iC.iBUT.TO^J06jGMoqGxnjoA)

The Paisas may bo found

Confection*,

1.45 p. in.
I for Rocbeater, Npringvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Naco Hirer.7.40 a. in.. 1.45
in., and (mixed) at ti.45 p. m. Returning
eave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.00
a. m., aud 3.55 p. m.;
arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p. m.
1 for Gotham, Naccaruppu. Cumberland

GOODS, Silks, Satins,
DRV
oloaks. Dress Goods, Fringes, Domestics &c.
TURNER BROS.. 488 & 490
St.

nnojinb

10

dlawFtf

N.,

premises
Bailey & Co., No.’s 35 & 37 Exchange St.
Apply to
HENRY OEER1NO,
No. 37 Exchange St.

Advertising Agents,

GENERAL AGENTS.

location up

0JB sjGMigdoH

jan3

and Shoe*: Fine and Medium Goods at
J H WETHERELL & CO.,
Successors to CYRUS LOWELL, 225 Middle St.

CORSETS,

an

Oil and

oq/A jo ‘snuSao
.jjBjiuiGJjj osinjD sinaaiAOjdu™ 3 osoqAi jjb ox
54i3 Anffi
napn pst ps3t oqi 0} acSu pus
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1£otjojs3}i

BOOTS

,

COAL
factory Prices.
dOS. H.

•SUJlCOf

pan

BOOIC8.

in

Chestnut streets.
Has been occupied
past 12 years by
This is
Samuel Rolfe, Esq. as an apothecary store.

oj^snoAnjnniTB/A^uoa

pun jsaq arrj po qijA\ *UO!|0pueQ

Stationery * Blank Book*.
Clark’s Circulating Library.
FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress St.
anil Shoe*, Fiue Custom Work,
for Ladies and Gents to Measure.
B. F. WHITNEY & Co., 222 Middle St.

Clinton,
Ayer Juuc., Fitchburg,
IVaahuu, Lowell, Windham, and Kpping at 7.40 a. m. and 1.45 p. m.
for Manchester, Concord and points North, at

1 'or

6.45
1.15
M 12.30

—

Youth’* A

To JLet.

p^^^taaqi

WhuleMnIc 2?r!ig£ii*!4,

°c**.

ii first-class

jan4 eod2w*

t^^^isoanj
‘apA^kou

oiuox^^3zn3ddv

DAVIS,

Art Goods
No. 593 Congress St

J. T. FURBER, Gen’l Supt.
S. ir. STEVENS,
Gen. Agent. Portland.
janl dtf

Hen’s,
Boys’
Fine Goods & Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
CLOTHING.
182 Middle St
C. J. & F. It.

Address

town.

dly

saanDm^JJno^iBqAijaiiBinox

m ue

ROOMS TO LET

^^liaiBj
^^sariYAXi,,

CO.,

n: and 119 Middle St., Portland Me.,

Engineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames,
CYRUS F.

^^pPoriluitil

n

aud Worsteds.

now
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Neu-

ralgia, Sleeplessness, Paralysis, Hysteria, Melancholy, St. Vitus’ Dance, Asthma, &c. Hut

BT I'HOTOGBAPHY
by LANJSON, opposite Falmouth Hotel.
Absolutely permanent Photographs a specialty.
A BTI8T8’ IITATF RIALS, Architect*’*

A

jssage

ortland and Worcester Line.

WINTER
ARBANliEHENT.
On and after Monday, Oct. IN,
18SO, Passenger Trains will leave
at 7.40 a. ni.,
and
l,
*"1.45 p. m arriving at Worcester
a 2.15 p, m. and 7.30 p.
n>.
Returning leave
nion Depot, V. orce&ter, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
n ., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10
p.

1

e

2

steamers

I ORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. H,

E.

jo

•GJ

1

Embroideries
LARGE AND SUNNY CORSETS,
W.
PLUMMER, 455 Congress St. (Clapp’s Blk.)

STREET,

'ojqBn^^ar

T

POOR, No. 253 Commercial St.
Hosiery, Kid Gloves, Laces,

Kidney Diseases. Nurs-

crested,

Congress St
A 1'OTHEf ARY; The Fnreful Prepara:V tion of Prescriptions a Specialty.
E. DANA JR., 589 Congress St.

CLOTHINOand

Class House in the western part of the
and very pleasantly situa* ed, with mod-

^^^B«MnD0[q5Qs|S8JJi pub aiiqosqB ub BpOTQ

inOlfl’M
*iaBjnoqig j>nai jniB

of the Norwioh Line, arriving at
York next morning at 6 o’clock.
Tickets and State Rooms secured in advance at
k >11 ms & Adame', 22 Exchange Street, and at the
u spots.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WKSCOTT. Snpt.
oclGdtf

CommeMciug Saturday,

Jnu. i, INNI,
Boston & Maine Railroad will sell Special Limid Tickets between Portland and Boston for $2.50
cli way.
These tickets will b« good only for continuous
on the train and day for which they are
Pj

sc

On and after 0( T. 2|fl*f»
will leave the East side of Cus-

;V'£

Peak*,
UuXidsWc tom House Wharf, for
Vnlld li«ag) little and Great
'4 |kAril
BHHKBvC'hebeatfne Island*:

*

g

sw

Cl-GARS.

BROWN & JOSSELYN,
137 Commercial Street.

**°£)
“®wa d°n
MBpiDJio joj
PU3S *s:jsfii3iup Aq pjos fTV •sarjoojBU
ooDBqoj ‘anqao jo asn'ssairaojiunja-ioj

a.

AT NERVOUSNESS HAS EX-

FOTHE€ABIE8; Chemicals,
■A-Imported Perfumes, Soaps, Toilet Articles &c.
A

CABINET

LET.

improvements ana in moruugu repair.
rented on reasonable terms to the right party.
Apply to

llpho Id’s Sod 4 ft,

-J'Ol'jf

Express Train leaves Portland at 1.25 p. m.,
nnecting at New London same evening with thb
3t

Manufacturer and Importer
of Havana 1 igars, Wholesale and Retail.
ERNESTO PONCE, cor. Exchange and Middle St.

era

trial of over SO years duration in every
section of onr country of Cdolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
tbe medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

That

ISTED EVER SINCE NERVOUS bxs-

a

She went
her liusbaud fell
dead ai ner feet she was covered with his
blood. There'.as no time for tears. She took
command, and turning to the soldiers bade
$hem fire on the enemy. With her husband

Will

1‘O't

and Upholsterer*,
Maker*
Dealers in Fiue and Medium Furniture.
JEANE BROS. .St SANBORN, 183 & 1S5 Middle St

&

janlO dtf

ing

queen.
She is very tall, lias a fair
complexion, large
blue eyes, an abundance of light brown
hair,
and a commanding figure. Madame
Lopez
has a triking resetnb .uce to Eugenie, and indeed h;.a o. a u has often been mistaken for the

followed tho fortunes of thy soldiers,
ng their food wd walking os they didfj
with oaiv ieel, thinking the troops would b^

A

general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, tbe
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public

Wr
aiffanaj
isag p

command

cxn

®<

..

a

w

wbo

Furnished House for Brut.

ren

almost absolute powher rule was undis-

guay

It

IHECAKIKK; J>mg-. ('aims,Oil.,
Agts. Pratt’s Astral Oil.
W. \V. WHIPPLE & CO., 21 Market Square

(
J

and Fine

CARNEY,
113 Commercial St.

TO

SCHNAPPS.

NEW YORK.

one

declldtf

Schiedam Aromatic

mankind,

NAMES,

She entertains beautifully, with
great dig
y and grace, making each guest believe he is a favored one. She speaks many
l&i .gu..ges, all without acceut. Madame Lopez is very brave, aud during the war in Para-

Bars

Nerronxnea. ix

spring

reigned

experience and

Trade, mav call on
SHAW, HAMMOND

WOLFE’S

Statement Will Stand the Test.

iu Paris is Madame
Lopez, widow of
the Dicta or of Paraguay. Few have such a
8trange and eventful career, and
from

palace

MAN of

A

Norwich Line Steamers.

Str. Minnehaha

$2.50
ti

—

i

Fine

> low prices.
Eloot*

Salesman Wanted to Travel.

Noleo«l4ihp&wlyll

mh5

150 HIGH STREET.
dtf

ttuu OIUU1C11B eel VttUtB

women

and

must

dec27

noy29

Let the Doctors Say Whether that

work in

WANTED.
a good second girl.
Both
bring satisfactory references. Inquire
NO.

CONSTIPATION,
BILIOUSNESS,

AND LIVER TROUBLES.

Within the Last Fifty Tears.

VO

a

dtf

capable cook and

at

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, and

Imaginative

Central Location, suitableo fr
Address ROOMS, Press Office

Wanted.
GOOD capable girl to do general house

/A

The medication is ENTIRELY VEGETABLE and
HEALTHFUL. Pleasant to the taste, certain in their
action WITHOUT GRIPING. They take the place
ofthe nauseating doses, given for the above complaints.
They are the best aperient for children as well as
adults. All druggists sell them. Price 5 O centf ****-**»

an

Disease,

[Quincy Argo.]
One of the most beautiful and celebrated

in

OR
Housekeeping.
jau5

PRUNES.

New

He Claims that Nervousness is

A Celebrated Woman.

She lived

II corns Wanted.

A FRUIT REMEDY AND SURE

Cure for

WATCHES,

Jewelry Silverware, Clocks, Arc.
CHAS. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle street

FRED T. MEAHER & CO.. 473

A

Doctor.

you.”

puted.

Jl

family.

KEE NOTION?

obscurity to a position of
er.
When iu Paraguay

Salesman in Jobbing Boot and
One with experience preSlioe Business
ferred. Must come well recommended. Address
BOX 1319, Portland.
jan8 dlw

r|jItAVEI.LING

a

A_ND

—

(iKlCCl/l'CBAl, TOOLS, nOlSL
Furnishing Goods, Plant Stands, Bulbs, &c,
WM. 0. SAWYEK 61 CO.. 22 Market Square

Wanted.

(J Ro-uns in

YORK,

^ ortliiiid & Worcester Liae

HOLIDAYS, 1880.

A ifIGBICAN

Must come well recommended.
/A a small
Call between the hours of
American girl pretered.
2 and 5 o’clock, No. 1(14 Brackett St., corner Cushman.
dec28tf

IS NERVOUSNESS A YAN-

Theory by

k

i 3L

l.

A

We would rather hire a mule than own one,
the principle, “Of two evils choose the
least.”—Boston Post.

A New

upon
of a
St.

dGt*

jnnlO

Webster, GO Exchange St., Portland;
Mrs. George Hayden, West Roxbury, Mass.
Mrs. A. M. Partridge. Jamaica Plains, Mass.
Mille. Aimee, Opera Prma Donna;
Paul Boyton, the great swimmer, Flushing, L. I
Rev. C. II. Taylor, 110 Noble St., Brooklyn, N. Y
Sam’l Benedict, dr. 007 Broadway, N. Y„ etc.
A real cure of Catarrh for $1.50!
octll
M,W&Fly

18 BEATER

The hens are in perihelion and eggs are
“Who’s arrested? Can’t you let a man alone
just as he’s getting in a doze? What’s the forty-eight cents a dozen. It’s about time McItuff began to lay on again.—Boston Gl„be.
matter with you, anyway?”
“You wanted to get up early about some
court.
Come, get up now or they’ll send you
Guilty of Wrong.
to jail.” and Mrs. Spoopendyke got up and
Somo people have a fashion of confusing exlighted the gas, aud began dropping on her cellent remedies with the large mass of “paskirts.
tent me dicines,” and in this they are guilty of
Who's going to court?” asked Mr. Spoopa wrong.
There are some advertised remedies
in
bed.
“Where's the
endyke, sitting up
fully worth all that is asked for them, and one
court? Thiuk any court wants me at five
at least we know of Hop Bitters.
The writer
o’clock in the morning?”
has had occasion tonse the Bitters in just such
“It's about a law case” said Mrs. Spoopeua climate as we have most of the year in Bay
dyko cheerfully. “You know you arc a witC.ty, and has always found them to be firstness.
To think that I should ever live to be
class and reliable, doing all that is claimed for
the wile of a witness,” and Mrs Spoopendyke,
them.—Tribune.
firmly impressed that it was something in" the
nature of a foreign mission, gazed admiringly
Sunday-school teacher (reprovingly)—“Boys,
t p ok her husband.
do you know what day this is?”
Street hoy—
■Dod gast the l.,w case,” howled Mr. Spoopendyke, now thoroughly mad. “D'ye think a “Hi, fellers! here's a cove don't know what
law case goes prowling rotiud all night like a
day this is! I guess he’s been out ail night!”
policeman? Got an idea that a judge is going
to strap the court house on his back and letch
A little girl living down town was saying
it up here at daylight to try a law caso?”
“But you said you wanted to get up early,”
her prayer the other evening and had .just
reasoned Mrs. Spoopendyke, “and it’s pretty
finished “give us this day our daily bread,”
earlv now.”
when a precocious four-year-old brotber exDye tutnK I wanted to get up at midnight I
claimed, “Say ookies, Mamy!”—Troy Times.
to practice?” propounded Mr. Spoopendyke.
“Thinka law case is like a church sociabie,
the first man there gets the best supper. Prop's
Texas papers are speaking of the
late
you were afraid if I didn’t start early I
“George Eliot” as “a very gifted but very imwouldn’t get a seat.
The measly court don’t
moral man.”
meet till teu o’clock, dod gast id and here you
Yes, poor old fellow, lie had
his weaknesses; but as a pugilist he stood unwake me up at four!
What d’ye s’pose a witrivalled.
ness is, anyhow?” shouted Mr. Spoopeudyke,
England will not. soon f -rget his
getting madder aud madder. “Thiuk he’s a celebrated “Mill on the Floss.”—New York
Commercial Advertiser.
dark ianteru, and goes around with his s.ide
turned and the smoke coming out of the top?
I
D’ye know what a court is?”
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
“Why, yes," said Mrs. Spoopei dyke, “a
court is a place where they hang people.
Mrs.
Meiei boll—
“That’s ill You struck it, first clip!” sputAccountant and Notary Public.
tered Mr. is poo penny ke. “VVnh that informaUtO. «J. COD.HAN, Office No. 1*4 middle
•ifreel. Portland.
tion, ail you want is a plug hat and an adjournment to be a lawyer. If I had your intelligence and a bald head, I’d hire out for a
Real Estate Agents.
judge at hoard wages. I tell ye, a court is
loan C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
where they try oases about lands, aud licking
Street.
people, and contracts, aud—and—and divorce
cases.
Yes, indeed,” continued Mr. Spuop
Booh Binders.
endyke, solemnly, “they try divorce cases about
womeu waking their husbands up in the dead
tfJI. A. QUINCY, Boom 11, Printer.’
of night.”
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.
“What kind of a law case are you going to
witness?” inquired Mrs. Spoopendyke.
%V. VI. OHliER, Sewing Machine Repair“A daylight easel You understand that?
er, 4 Marie’** Terrace, in the Rear of 999
At ten o’clock aud not five. Got that through
CoRgre*« Street.
my24dly
your head? Thiuk you can remember ten
o'clock? If you can’t, can you remember
eleven or noon?”
“Do they have cases every hour?” queried
Mrs. Spoopendyke.
“Of course they do. They leave every fifteen minutes, like a ferry boat, and if I can’t
catch oue case I’ll witness in another. Got it
now? Only they don’t run as often from midnight to six. Begin to see into it?”
a
”1 thiuk I do,” said Mrs. Spoopendyke, ruminating. “I was thinking that it ono started
about three o’clock, I’d go and witness with

STEAMERS.__
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OUilS' STEAMBOAT LINE

——,—_—

Mrs. Geo.

on

“Oh! you’d make a witness!” proclaimed
Mr. Spoopendyke. “With your capacity for
observation end ability to recollect, you’d ouly
want to appear twice to absorb the whole witness business,” and with
this reflection Mr.
Spoopeudyke went hack to tiis slumbers.
At ten o’clock his wife called him aud notified him of the hour.
“How’m I going to get there in time?” lie
howled. “Why didn’t you call mo before?
Want me sent to State prison for contempt?
Want to get rid of me, don’t you?” and Mr.
Spoopendyke darted into his clothes.
“Don’t you want sorno breakfast, my dear?”
iuquired Mrs. Spoopeudyke tenderly.
"No, l don’t want any measly breakfast,”
he shouted. “Didn’t I tell you I was a witness at teu, and now its half
past. Think a
man is ap;iointed
a witness
during good behaviour? S’pose I hold the office till my
successor is apDointed?” aud Mr.
Spoopendyke
plunged do« n stairs and out of the nouse.
“I only did what lie told me to,” sighed Mrs.
Spoopeudyke, wetting-a piece of court plaster
and patching up a hole in her silk dress.
“Though I don’t see any use of a man being a
wituess, if he can’t he a witness when he
wants to.
If I were a mm,” she continued,
as she Hooped down on the fioor to
change her
boots. ”I’il eet iitinoi 111 d,l mp—
aud then 1 could attend to business or not, as I
with
which sage reflection Mrs. Spooliked,”
pend>ke pulled out her husband’s socks and
began to sew wens three inches in diameter on
the heels.

man

a

Caswell & Massey, Newport, R. 1.;
Mrs. Susan B. Leighton, New Market, !\.
Mrs. Edgar Moores, Friendship, Me.;
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i
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The following Trade Circular is respectf ( 'll) presented by the undersigned Re<,
iil Rouses of Portland, with a view to
S’ low the extent and variety of articles
h milled, anil the names ot those large
lalers who make this City the best
Q arket and trade centre for the people
Maine.
0
UP“Parties not prepared to visit Port
ind, may order goods from the follow11 ig classifications witi: perfect reliance
tl lat their orders will be promptly att( aided to.
Satisfaction guaranteed or
II loucy refunded.

BY liceyoung
clerk

Choate, Revere House;
B. F. Bradbury, Washington St.;
Geo. C. Goodwin, Hanover St.;
W. Geraghty, 51 Whitest., Lawrence.;
Mrs.

,'v

S.

$5.00
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PORTLAND, ME.,

FOR

Wanted.

II. A.

0 1,11

join

to

_jan!3d3t

refer to:

220 Pleasant

over

energetic

smart

a

j

important
A

ith

iingle preferred,)

CIRCULAR,

DETAIL TRADE
OF

ten years, desires to meet
man. not over 35 years old,
him in a partnership. The
usiness consists of Retail a«id Wholesale. My store
i ; one of the finest fitted up places in Boston. I am
s bout to add steam power for making Ice Cream,
onnected with my business, is an immense Ice
ream, Cake ami Catering trade. 1 shall add a team
j yr my Vienna Rolls to the business. This is a goldOnly a good smart
c n opening for the right party.
£ ctive worker need npp‘<y ai d must be able to lurnish
1.500 cash, and give A. No. 1 references.
Apply
C'onfecW. li. TEBBUNK)
n person to
i ion< r, 1705 Washington *t.% Bo-ton.
It is not neccessary the party should have a
1 Lnowledge of the business.

v

a

under the obligation of
higher standard of life.

get my breakfast.”
“They caj’t do any hing to you, can they?”
inquired Mrs. Spoopendyke, nervously.
“If I ain’t there iu time they can send me to
jail,” responded Mr. Spoopendyke ominously,
“and vou’d better get

rHE
1 shed business of

1be

|

advertiser, one of the best known Confectioners and Caterers in Boston, with an estab-

f

lTRE.

Wanted.

Partner

ntely convinced of this, that no one of her
[ounger friends—I might almost add, of her
tcquaintauees-—failed to feci in her presence
ihatthey were for the time, at ail events,

round pretty early in the
ui“r:<ing,” my dear,” said Mr. Spoopeudvke,
“because I'm going to bo a witness in court.”
“Good graciousl” ejaculated Mrs. Spoopen“What

<£•«£.

<£?%s?y **—<•

«f:A

ovelve years’ friendship, which only closed
yitb her death. In the first place, I am abso-

[Brooklyn Eagle.]
•■You mast

\*22.
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TRADE

aedical

RAILROADS.

=

_

,

GUIDE.

THE BUYERS

w ants.

M EPICAL.

[ eld Madame Lopez

POETRY.

at 10

a. m.

---sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by tbo Penn. R.R„ &ud South
11 v conrecting UneSjforwarded free of commission.
>a«»uge Eiglit Dollars. Round Trip^lJ,

kWIT r

LEWISTON.
HOUSE—Quinby ft Mnrcb, proprietors.

v

For

-'foals and Room included.
or Passage apply to
B* B.
SAMPSON, Agent,
(0 1i#b0

d.3UI

Wk^f,1l«tn.

NORRIDGEWOCK.

I

•A*FORTH HOUSE-D. Danforth,
Proprietor;

f
i

OMERS

Freight

NORTH ANSON.
HOUSE, Brown ft Piltoa, Proprietors
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